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BOARD OF INQUIRY INTO LIBRARY SERVICES IN VICTORIA 

At G011ernment House, Melhourne, the fifth day of February, 1963. 

PRESENT: 

His Excellency the Governor of Victoria.. 

Mx. Reid Mx. Thompson. 

UTHEREAS it is deemed expedient that a Board of Inquiry be appointed to inquire into 
f f and report upon library services in Victoria: 

Now therefore His Excellency the Governor of the State of Victoria., in the Co=on
wealth of Australia, by and with the advice of the Executive Council of the said State, doth 
by this Order constitute and appoint-

SIR JoHN JUNGWIRTH, c.M.G. 

to be a Board to inquire into and report upon the following matters:-

1. With reference to-

The State Library (Reference and Lending Sections). 

Libraries of State Departments and Instrumentalities. 

University Libraries (Melbourne and Monash). 

State School Libraries (Primary and Secondary). 

Municipal Ll"braries. 

Non-Municipal Free Libraries. 

(i) What are the present functions of these libraries ~ 
(ii) Are these functions being carried out effectively 1 

(iii) What should be the functions of these libraries ~ 
(iv) How can the usefulness of these libraries be improved and the maximum 

results be obtained for money expended ~ 
(v) To what extent, if any, is there duplication or overlapping in the services 

provided by these libraries 1 
(vi) How can co-ordination between these libraries be improved and any 

duplication or overlapping avoided ~ 
(vii) What changes, if any, are desirable in the control functions or regulation 

of these libraries 1 
(viii) What changes, if any, are desirable in the method of, and qualification 

for appointment and general conditions of employment of the staff 
of these libraries ~ 

2. With reference to the State Library-
(a) In what way can adequate space be made available to meet the demands 

of the library in the foreseeable future ~ 
(b) Should the Archives Section be removed from State Library control1 
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3. Are present facilities for the training of librarians adequate 1 If not, what steps 
should be taken to improve these facilities 1 

4. Are any changes desirable in the constitution, powers or functions of the Free 
Library Service Board 1 If so, what changes should be made 1 . . 

5. Generally, as to any other matter relevant to Library services in this State to 
which it is considered attention should be drawn, with full power and authority to call 
before him any person whose evidence in his judgment is material to the subject-matter 
of the inquiry to be made by the Board and to inquire of and concerning the premises by 
all lawful means whatsoever: 

And it is hereby directed that the said Sir John Jungwirth, C.M.G., shall, with as 
little delay as possible report under his hand on this inquiry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The TermB of Reference of the Inquiry were very broad and necessitated much 
res~rch, the hearing of many witnesses, and the inspection and investigation of library 
semces. 

The Board held public hearings in Melbourne and provincial centres. In the main, 
little interest was shown by the general public. The majority of witnesses heard were 
librarians or representatives of organizations associated with libraries. The Transcript 
of Evidence taken at the public hearings contains 1,800 pages. 

The Board studied significant literature and legislation relating to libraries in 
Australia and overseas. Particular attention was paid to the reports of boards of inquiry 
such as the 1959 Roberts Report to the Minister of Education, Great Britain, and to 
reports of previous library surveys in Victoria such as the survey conducted by R. Munn 
and E. R. Pitt in 1935, the Report of the Library Service Board under the Chairmanship of 
E. R. Pitt, 1944, and the survey conducted by L. R. McColvin in 1947. 

The Board visited several hundred h"braries including libraries in New Zealand, the 
Australian Capital Territory and all States of the Co=onwealth of Australia. The Board 
wishes to acknowledge the ready co-operation given by librarians and library administrators 
in all centres visited and, in particular, to acknowledge the assistance given by the following 
overseas and interstate librarians. , 

Mr. G. T. Alley, O.B.E., M.A., Dip.Soc.Sc., FNZLA., National Librarian, New 
Zealand. 

Mr. H. C. Brideson, B.A., Principal Librarian, Public Library of South Australia. 
Professor S. I. Fenwick, Associate Professor, Graduate Library School, University 

of Chicago. 
Mr. J. W. Metcalfe, B.A., F.L.A., Librarian, University of New South Wales. 
Dr. A. D. Osborn, M.A., A.M.L.S. (Michigan) Ph.D. 
Mr. G. D. Richardson, M.A., Principal Librarian, Public Library of New South 

Wales. 
Mr. F. A. Sharr, F.L.A., State Librarian, Library Board of Western Australia. 
Mr. J. L. Stapleton, State Librarian, Public Library of Queensland. 
Mr. H. L. White, C.B.E., M.A., National Librarian, National Library of Australia. 
Mr. B. W. Wray, F.L.A., State Librarian, State Library of Tasmania. 

The State Government contributes to the :finance of all types of libraries mentioned 
in the Terms of Reference. It :finances the State Library completely, except for endowments, 
and directly. It :finances the libraries of State Departments completely but indirectly. 
That is, these libraries are :financed by receiving part of the general grant of the Department. 
It :finances the libraries of State Instrumentalities partly and indirectly. It :finances 
municipal libraries partly, by means of grants to municipalities. It :finances university 
libraries partly but indirectly, because they are :financed from the general vote of the 
university which contains both Commonwealth and State moneys. It :finances school and 
technical college libraries, partly and indirectly. It has a. :financial interest in all libraries 
in so far as it :finances the training of librarians. 

As the population of the State increases libraries will experience increasing demands 
for their service. Changes in the occupational structure and in the educational attainment 
of the population will also lead to increased use of libraries. In our constantly changing 
world many types of books rapidly become obsolete and contain information no longer 
valid or indicative of present day theories and practices. For these reasons the constant 
expansion of the book resources of all types of libraries is therefore necessary and this 
expansion creates problems concerning administration, :finance, staff and space which are 
dealt with in the body of this report. 

A previous board of inquiry into library services in Victoria, the Library Service 
Board, reported to the Government in 1944. The Board found that public library service 
of a good standard was practically non-existent outside the Melbourne Metropolitan area 
and that services within the Metropolitan area left much to be desired. The Board made 
far reaching reco=endations on the need for State wide free public library services. 
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The Government acted on these recommendations and the Free Library Service 
Board was constituted in 1946 to promote municipal free library services subsidized by the 
State. Much progress has been made but, in 196~, municip~l free library service w~ not 
yet available to 48 per cent. of the State population and,, m the areas served, library 
membership averaged only 24.7 per cent. of the population. In recent years the Free 
Library Service Board service to municipal libraries has not been maintained at a high 
standard of effl_ciency. 

In its report on the Public Library of Victoria, now the State Library of Victoria, 
the 1944 Library Service Board recommended changes in management, additional services 
and additional staff. These recommendations were put into effect but, due to factors 
mentioned in the body of my report, it is evident that the Library has not in the last decade 
carried out its functions effectively. 

My report contains recommendations for changes in the administrative organization 
of the State Library of Victoria and the Free Library Service Board. At present the control 
and management of the State Library is vested in a part time Board of Trustees. The 
Free Library Service Board also consists of part time members. Both the State Library 
and the Free Library Service Board operate in the field of public library service. The 
State Library maintains a central public reference and lending service. The Free Library 
Service Board is responsible for the promotion of free municipal public library services, 
for giving technical advice and allocating State financial grants to such library services. 

In other Australian States, state libraries and agencies in charge of municipal services 
are responsible to one board or have a common executive officer. Queensland, South 
Australia, Tasmania and Western Australia have one controlling board and, in New South 
Wales, the Principal Librarian of the Public Library of New South Wales is also the Executive 
Member of the Library Board of New South Wales and Principal Archivist of the Archives 
Authority of New South Wales. Generally speaking, interstate .library administrators 
find that unitary control in library administration works efficiently. 

The activities of the State Library of Victoria and the Free Library Service Board 
have not been co-ordinated. There is need for such co-ordination in the field of public 
library service and such co-ordination can best be achieved under a single administration. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE VICTORIAN LIBRARY AUTHORITY 

· · The Board of Trustees of the State Library of Victoria and the Free Library Service 
Board should be replaced by a single authority to be known as the Victorian Library Authority. 
The Authority should be responsible to a Minister. At present, apart from Victoria and 
Tasmania, library administration thoughout the Australian States is under the jurisdiction 
of the Minister of Education. This is also the case in New Zealand and in the United 
Kingdom. The Authority should be an independent body rather than an integral part 
of a government department. 

A suitable Authority would consist of eleven members. The Chairman and four 
other members should be appointed by the Governor in Council. Five members should 
be nominees of the following bodies :-

State Treasury . . One nominee 

Education Department One nominee 

University of Melbourne, Monash University 
and the proposed third University . . One nominee 

Municipal Association Two nominees, one representing 
metropolitan municipalities 
and one representing country 
municipalities. 

The State Librarian should be the executive officer of the Authority and ea; officio 
a member of the Authority. · 

The bodies suggested to nominate members of the Authority have interest in an 
efficient co-ordinated library service for the State. An Authority consisting of nominees 
entirely might, on occasion, find difficulty in reconciling conflicting interests. The members 
appointed by the Governor in Council would give balance to the Authority and ensure that 
the library interests of all sections of the community are served to the fullest extent. 

With the exception of the executive officer, members would serve in a part time 
c,apacity. 

The members should be appointed for a term of five years. They should be eligible 
for reappointment but it should be borne in mind that the continual reappointment of 
board members generally leads to lethargic administration. A retiring age should be set. 

The Authority would no doubt find it necessary to work through sub-committees. 
It should have the power to co-opt members to sub-committees if it finds it needs additional 
strength in a particular field. 

Functions of the Victorian Llihrary Authority. 

(1) To have control and management of the operating Divisions of the Authority, 
namely:-

State Library Division ; 

· Extension and Circulation Division ; 

Public Records Division. 

· (2) To determine the needs of library services under its control. It should assess 
the financial and administrative implications of plans to further develop such library services 
and ensure the availability of resources necessary to implement such plans. 

(3) To encourage inter-library co-operation within Victoria and between Victorian 
and interstate libraries . 
. - - ' 

(4) To act as a repository for State public records. 

(5) To report annually to the Minister on the operations of the Authority. 
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Legislation should be enacted to enable the Authority to assume the functions of 
the Trustees of the State Library of Victoria as set out in the State Library, National Gallery, 
National Museum and Institute of Applied Science Act 1960, Sections 11-13 and the functions 
of the Free Library Service Board as set out in the Libraries Act 1958, Section 10. Section 
10 (d) of the Libraries Act relating to school libraries should be deleted when new legislation 
is drafted, as this clause has never been implemented. 

The proposed Authority's control over the State Library would be complete. Its 
control over the Extension and Circulation Division which would carry on the work at 
present undertaken by the Free Library Service Board, would be complete. This Division 
would exercise limited control over municipal libraries. The Authority's control over 
the Public Records Division would be limited by legislation delineating the right of access 
to public records. By continuing the policy of staffing Government Departmental libraries 
with State Library staff, the Authority would have control over staff in Departmental 
libraries but no financial or policy control. The Authority's relations with University 
and school libraries would be fraternal. 

The Executive Officer of the Autlwrity. 

The day to day executive and administrative functions of the Authority can only 
be performed by an Executive Officer who represents the Authority and acts for it. The 
Executive Officer should be a professional librarian and he should be known as the State 
Librarian. He should have the status of a Permanent Head of a State Government 
Department. 

The successful functioning of the Authority will depend largely on the calibre of 
the State Librarian. He must be a man of outstanding ability, with a strong sense of 
purpose and a clear grasp of his responsibilities. He must have the ability to prepare future 
programmes of library service and be able to make a convincing presentation of such pro
grammes to the Authority. He must have the professional and managerial skill necessary 
to ensure the maximum utilization of resources at his disposal. 

Metlwd of Appointment of the Executive Officer. 

As the State Librarian must be a librarian of world rank, he should be appointed 
by the Governor in Council so that the best applicant is assured. of appointment. Precedents 
within Victoria for the appointment of senior administrators by the Governor in Council 
may be found in the method of appointment of officers such as the Chief Commissioner of 
Police; the Chairman, Country Roads Board; The Director, Council of Adult Education; 
The Manager, State Accident Insurance Office. 

All other staff of the Authority could (as at present) be appointed by the Public Service 
Board, or, alternatively, the Western Australian pattern could be followed. The Library 
Board of Western Australia is a statutory authority and it appoints the entire Library Board 
staff. The staff enjoy the same privileges as members of the Public Service. 

-
A draft organization chart of the Authority is appended as Appendix I. 

DIVISIONS OF THE VICTORIAN LIBRARY AUTHORITY 

STATE LIBRARY DIVISION 

This Division should continue to carry out the following functions of the present 
State Library of Victoria :-

(1) Collect, preserve and organize for the use of the citizens of the State, books 
and related materials. 

(2) Maintain reference, research and bibliographical services for public information 
and education. 

(3) Serve as the repository for legal deposit copies of books published in Victoria. 

(4) Provide professional staff to maintain library services in State Government 
Departments and Instrumentalities. · 
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The Division should not undertake the following functions at present carried out 
by the State Library of Victoria.:- . 

(1) Serve as archival authority for records created by both State and local 
government authorities. 

(2) Maintain a. lending collection for use of citizens of the State. 

(3) Conduct a school for the training of libra.ria.ns. 

Administrative Organization of the State Lil:nary Division. 
The State Library should be administered by the Deputy State Librarian and three 

senior librarians, namely the Reference Libra.ria.n, the LaTrobe Librarian and the Librarian
in-Charge of Bibliographical and Technical Services. 

The DeJYUiy State Lil:narian. 
The Deputy State Librarian should be directly responsible to the State Librarian 

and should act as State Librarian in the absence of the State Librarian. He should be 
responsible for the overall administration of the State Library. 

The Reference Lil:narian. 
The Reference Libra.ria.n should be directly responsible to the Deputy State Librarian. 

He should be responsible for the supervision of all sections of the Reference Library providing 
direct service to the public. All research and reference work carried out by the Reference 
Library should be under the general direction of the Reference Librarian. The Reference 
Librarian should be responsible for the authorization of book loans from the Reference 
Library to other libraries. 

The LaTrobe IAbrarian. 
The LaTrobe Librarian should be directly responsible to the Deputy State Librarian. 

He should be responsible for all services provided by the LaTrobe Library. 

The O.ffi.cer in Charge Bibliographical and Technical Services Department. 
In the interests of co-ordination of book selection technical services within the Victorian 

Library Authority, a Bibliographical and Technical Services Department should be 
established. This Department should incorporate the Acquisitions, Serials, Cataloguing, 
Binding and Photographic Sections of the State Library and the Central Cataloguing Service 
of the present Free Library Service Board. 

The Officer in Charge should be directly responsible to the Deputy State Librarian 
and should carry out the following duties :-

(1) Co-ordinate the services of the Acquisitions, Serials, Cataloguing, Binding 
and Photographic Sections of the State Library. 

(2) Be responsible for Victorian Library Authority book selection in accordance 
with the Authority's book selection policies and the reco=enda.tions 
of the Authority's Book Selection Committee. 

(3) Be responsible for the preparation of the Book List for Municipal Libraries 
and the production and distribution of catalogue cards to municipal 
libraries. 

(4) Be responsible for a continuous stocktaking and stock replacement progra=e 
for the State Library. 

EXTENSION AND CIRCULATION DIVISION 

This Division should undertake the following functions at present the responsibility 
of the Free Library Service Board :-

(1) To assist in the promotion, organization and supervision of free library 
services (including children's libraries) by municipal councils and such 
other public authorities as the Governor in Council approved for the 
purpose and to advise the Minister and municipal councils and other 
approved authorities on matters of general policy relating to free libraries. 
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(2) Register as free. ~braries, ~braries approved by the ~~thority wliich ar~ 
kept by mume1pal councils or other approved authonties. · · , • 

(3) Inspect libraries which ap~ly to particip?-te in th.e dis~bution of any grant 
made available by Parliament to assiSt free libranes and to recommend 
to the Minister the allocation of any such grant as between the respective 
applicants. 

(4) Assist in the promotion of regional systems of free libraries. 

(5) Provide advisory services to registered free libraries and to any associated 
institutions. 

(6) Assist municipal councils and other approved authorities in contracting 
for the use of free library services. 

(7) Carry out such ot~er func~ons in !lonnexi?n wi~h registered free libraries 
as the Governor m Council from tune to tune directs. · · 

In addition, the Division should carry out the following functions :-

(1) Promote co-operation between libraries controlled by the Education 
Department and libraries controlled by municipal councils. 

(2) Provide a lending service to country residents of Victoria not served by 
a free municipal library. ~ 

(3) Maintain a central bookstock to supplement the stock of municipal libraries. 

(4) Conduct courses of training for municipal library staff. 

Administrative Organization of the Extension and Circulation Division. 
The Librarian in Charge of the Extension and Circulation Division should be directly 

responsible to the State Librarian. 

The professional staff of the Division should include a Deputy Officer-in-Charge, 
Field Officers, a Children's Library Officer, a Training Officer and an Education Department 
Liaison Officer, and an Officer in Charge of Circulation. 

The Division should have sufficient field staff to-

(a) counsel municipalities on the establishment of library services ; 
(b) offer advice on the improvement of established services; and 
(c) visit each subsidized library at least once a year to ensure that the level of 

service required to qualify for State subsidy is being maintained. 

The Children's Library Officer should visit municipal libraries regularly to advise 
on matters affecting children's library service. 

The function of the Education Department Liaison Officer would be to promote 
co-operation between school and municipal libraries. , 

The principal function of the Training Officer would be, as outlined in a subsequent 
chapter of this Report, to assist in the training of municipal library staff. 

The Officer in Charge of Circulation would be responsible for the central book stock 
and lending services. 

PUBLIC RECORDS DIVISION 

Tenn 2(b) of my Tenus of Reference asks-" Should the Archives Section be removed 
from State Library control ". 

Over the years the State Library has developed as a repository for the 'public reclords 
of the State. · 

The public records of Victoria are records made or received by State and local 
government in pursuance of the functions of government. They include the records of 
the State Government, statutory bodies and municipal authorities. 
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Collecting was not put on a firm footing until 1928 when, as a result of agitation 
against destruction of records, instructions were issued by the then Premier that no records 
be destroyed without first being offered to the Trustees of the Public Library. 

The first archivist was appointed in 1948 and the establishment was increased to 
its present strength of a Senior Archivist and three archivists in 1955. 

items. 
Departmental records now in custody exceed an estimated ten and half million 

The processing given public records and library materials is dissimilar. Public 
records are not acquired, accessioned, catalogued, classified, bound or shelved according 
to library techniques. Archivists have, of necessity, developed distinct techniques for 
processing public records, the disposal schedules and record groupings of the archivist are 
completely foreign to the librarian. 

There are, however, similarities in inquiry work carried out by archivists in the State 
Library Archives Section and reference librarians specializing in Australiana, as the records 
in the Archives and the printed sources in the Library on the same topic are complementary. 
It is desirable, therefore, to have the service point of the archival repository adjacent to 
the LaTrobe Library so that research workers can readily consult sources in either the 
repository or the Library. It is not, however, necessary to have both the archival repository 
and the Library under common control. A spirit of co-operation is all that is required. 

As the Senior Archivist is engaged in a task with its own special skills, and in one 
which requires direct contact with the authorities creating public records, the Archives 
Section of the State Library should be reconstituted as a separate Division of the proposed 
Victorian Library Authority. As in popular usage the term " archive " tends to be used 
in describing not only public records, but also historical documents generally, the Division 
should be termed the Public Records Division so that its functions are in no way confllBed 
with those of the State Library. 

The Officer in Charge of the Public Records Division should be known as the Keeper 
of the Public Records and should be directly responsible to the State Librarian. The 
Victorian Library Authority should not be required to make major policy decisions concerning 
public records as policy should be laid down in legislation governing public records and in 
departmental instructions regarding access to records. The Authority could well establish 
an advisory public records sub-committee and invite the Chairman of the Public Service 
Board, the Secretary to the Premiers Department and a representative of a University 
history school to be members of the committee. . 

By constituting the Public Records Division as part of the Victorian Library 
Authority, rather than a separate Authority, there will initially be economies in administrative 
staffing and the Division will be able to maintain a service point in the LaTrobe Library 
for the convenience of research workers. 

With the growth of the State and the consequent increase in Government activity 
the rate of creation of public records will increase. Eventually the public records may 
grow to such dimensions that a separate Public Records Authority may be justified. 
However, this is not necessary at the present time. 

Functions. 
The Public Records Division should inter alia carry out the following functions :

(1) Store, preserve and organize for use, records created by the State Government 
and its agencies and by semi-governmental authorities. 

(2) Prepare disposal schedules to allow for the destruction of records which 
have neither historical value nor continuing value to the agency creating 
the record. 

(3) Loan records to the originating agency. 

(4) Provide facilities for research workers to use records and to ensure that 
any restrictions on the issue of records are observed. 

If the Division is to carry out these functions effectively, it must have authority 
based on legislation, adequate staff and adequate storage space. 
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Legislation. 
There is no Statute in Victoria relating to the preservation of public records. 

Legislation to delineate responsibilities with regard to the retirement of records and 
to prevent the unauthorized destruction of records should be enacted. The Great Britain 
Public Records Act 1958, or the New Zealand Archives Act 1957, could well be used as guides 
in formulating such legislation. 

Staff. 
The Division will require a larger staff than is allotted to the State Library Archives 

Section at present. The staff establishment of the Archives Section is inadequate to cope 
with the present volume of work. 

As sala1ies do not match the qualifications asked for archivist positions, the staff 
is rarely at full strength. Most of the time of the present staff is taken up with answering 
inquiries and consequently little attention can be given to processing records or preparing 
disposal schedules. The shortage of staff available for processing records is particularly 
regrettable, as in past decades records were not selected and accessioned according to 
recognized archival techniques. Unsorted records inhibit both departmental access and 
scholarly research. Members of th~ Monash University School of History stated in evidence 
to the Board that " Reference to the State archives is at present a process wasteful of time 
and effort ". A new staff establishment should take into account Ghe fact that much work 
of a routine nature in a public records repository can be carried out adequately by general 
assistants rather than by professional staff. 

Stmage Space. 

Public records under the custody of the present Archives Section are inadequately 
stored in State Library basements. For some time the lack of storage space has caused 
the intake of records to be severely limited. Most departments have a backlog of records, 
ranging from 20 years to 70 years awaiting transfer to Archives Section. This unsatisfactory 
position is in marked contrast to that of the Commonwealth Archives, Canberra Repository, 
where important records created as recently as 1959 are held. The Senior Archivist in 
Victoria is under constant pressure from Departments to take such records off their hands. 
The space allocated to the Archives Section in the new LaTrobe Library will not assist 
materially. A storage repository on low cost suburban land is required for the bulk of 
the State's archival records. 

Preservation of Records. 

Re~ords will be deposited with the proposed Public Records Division for permanent 
preservation. -

If records are to be preserved for any length of time, paper with a long life potential 
must b~ used wh~n they are created. Most stationery in use to-day has a high acid content 
an~ this ca~es :t to .become bri~le with age. Stationery with a chemical composition 
designed to.gJ-ve 1t a life of approXImatelY: 300 years ha~ been developed and consideration 
should be given to the use of such paper m records destmed for preservation. _ 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE STATE LIBRARY OF VICTORIA 

The State Library of Victoria was established in 1856. It was first known as the 
Melbourne Public Library and later as the Public Library of Victoria. The State Library, 
National Gallery, National .Museum and Institute of Applied Science Act 1960, which embodies 
current legislation relating to the Library, altered the name to the State Library of Victoria. 
Largely because of the poor public relations service of the State Library, the Library is 
still known to most citize_ns as the Public Library. 

The State Library is financed by the State Government and the control and 
management of the Library is vested in a Board of Trustees. The Library staff are 
members of the Victorian Public Service. 

The State Library Act does not cite .the functions of the State Library but the library 
at present undertakes the following functions :-

(1) Collects, preserves and organizes for the use of the citizens of the State, 
books and related materials. 

(2) Maintains reference, research and bibliographical. services for public 
information and education. . · ' 

(3) Serves as archival authority for records created 'by 'both State and Local 
Government authorities. 

(4) Serves as the repository for legal deposit copies 'of books published m 
Victoria. 

(5) Maintains a lendmg .c~llection for the use' of citizens of,the State. 

(6) Provides professional staff to maintain library services in State Government 
departments. . · · 

(7) Conducts a school for the training of librarians. 

·Are these functions being carried out effectively ~ 

In 'the' nineteenth century and the early twe~tieth' century the State Library of 
Victoria. was well supported by successive Governments, and the Library acquired the best 
collections in Australia in many :fields. Eminent librarians of to-day praise the depths 
of the Library's collections in certain :fields. ·; . ' · · · 

However, it is disheartening to have to report that the general consensus of opinion. 
regarding the State Library of Victoria put· before the Board both within Victoria and· 
interstate, is that the State Library of Victoria is " a once great Library· now" moribund": 
Factors such as the high incidence of inexperienced staff; the limited range of books iiJ. many 
subjects; the number of books which· ai:e 'listed· in· the catalogue which are. ,missing from 
stock; the limited number of books on open access, the delays in securing books from the' 
storage stack.S, the poor physical condition of much of the stock; the disinclination to lend 
from the Reference Library to municipal libraries throughout the State; the lack of heating: 
in autumn and spring; lead to dissatisfaction amongst readers and research workers. 

. · The Trustees of the State Library in a submission to this Board ha~e stat~ that, 
insufficient :finance, staff and space have, in recent years, limited the effectiveness of the 
Library. They claim that, given sufficient :finance, staff and space, the Library can carry 
out its functions effectively. ' · ·" ' 

• ' I • 

I have to report on the three matters raised by the Trustees and on other matters 
which I feel are preventing the .State Library from carrying out its· functions! effectively.· 

3631/65.-:Z 
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FINANCE 

In general, ~tnesses in spe~~. of the State. Library have stated that growth of 
the Library's collectwns has been inhibited by a serwus lack of funds. 

The following table lists State Library expenditure, in recent ye~s on publica~ions, 
binding and incidentals. Incidentals in the period 1951-52 to 1959-60 mcluded furruture, 
fittings, stores, photographic service and telephones. As from 1960-61 separate votes were 
made for these items :-

£ 

1951-52 .. 28,000 

1952-53 .. 29,749 

1953-54 .. 30,000 

1954-55 .. 30,000 

1955-56 .. 30,570 

1956-57 .. 31,500 

1957-58 .. 33,100 

1958-59 .. 32,000 

1959-60 .. 32,000 

1960-61 .. 31,956 

1961-62 .. 42,293 

1962-63 .. 49,940 

1963-64 .. 55,000 

Taking into consideration increases in book prices and increased binding costs, the 
purchasing power of the State Library publications and binding vote declined steadily during 
the decade 1951-52 to 1960-61. The rise of expenditure in 1961-62 to 1963-64 has reversed 
this trend but has not permitted any significant increase in the rate of acquisition of library 
materials. The modest increase in funds has not permitted any concerted action to be 
taken in checking the physical deterioration of State Library collections. 

The State Library Trustees point out that since the a.dministrative separation of 
the State Library and the National Gallery in 1944, the State Library has not been able 
to draw upon the magnificent Felton Bequest to purchase items for the Library. Thtl 
Library is dependent almost entirely on its Treasury grant for finance. 

Competition for funds allocated by the State Treasury is keen and the State Library 
Trustees have not succeeded in convincing the Treasury of the necessity for greatly increased 
expenditure on the State Library. Nor has the State Library made sufficient impact on 
the co=unity it serves for the co=unity to exert pressure to increase the Library's 
financial a.llocation. 

Increased expenditure is necessary if the State Library is to carry out its functions 
effectively. However, it would be pointless to increase the allocation for publications 
significantly until the State Library is in a position to cope with a greater intake of publications.· 
The staff establishment requires added strength both in terms of numbers and quality and 
more space is required for book storage. 

When the State Library is in a position to cope with an accelerated acquisitions 
progra=e, the Treasury will no doubt support adequately State Library estimates of 
expenditure based on a revised acquisitions policy and a vigorous preservation progra=e. 

Having in mind that many of the book collections are of very considerable monetary 
value, there appears to be no reason why special loan moneys should not be made available 
annually for the purchase of special publications to fill the gaps in existing collections or 
to provide the material for subjects hitherto not covered. . 
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STAFF 

Evidence given by many witnesses indicates that there is an acute shortage of staff 
in the State Library. The following outlines of the staff problems of each of the present 
Reference Library Sections illustrates the gravity of the situation. 

Acquisitions Section. 

This Section is responsible for the selection of non-serial material for all sections 
of the State Library. Senior staff in all sections assist in book selection but the bulk of 
provisional selections are made by the Acquisitions Section. This Department has a staff 
of two professional librarians and three partly trained officers. 

The combination of selection and acquisition duties places too great a. burden on 
such a small staff. In· a large library collecting in diverse fields of knowledge, book selection 
is one of the most responsible of staff duties. The time consuming checking routines which 
must be carried out after items are provisionally selected require staff with a knowledge 
of complex cataloguing procedures and of the State Library's catalogues. Lack of trained 
staff for these duties is causing unavoidable delays between initial selection and ordering. 

Catalogue Section. 

It is the function of this Section to catalogue and classify book materials acquired 
for all Sections of the State Library. Its operations are vital for the efficiency of the library 
for an unorganized collection of book materials has little value for users. Moreover, lack 
of, or inaccurate catalogue records for holdings not only interferes with service but, in the 
long run, adds to the cost of service and may lead to further purchasing of materials which 
the Library already owns. · · 

The Catalogue Section is seriously in arrears with the cataloguing of current accessions. 
The Head Cataloguer estimates that such arrears are increasing at the rate of 300 items 
per month. 

Many serial titles have been given only a brief temporary classification and a.wa.it 
full classification and cataloguing. . 

However, the major problem facing the Catalogue Section is that of catalogue revision. 
The Reference Library card catalogue is one of the oldest and largest in Australia. The 
work of keeping this catalogue up to date has been for decades a task beyond the resources 
of the Catalogue Section. Because of the pressure of other cataloguing tasks catalogue 
revision has proceeded spasmodically. Until this catalogue is edited and retyped on standard 
cards in rodded drawers, it will remain an unreliable research tool. The Lending Library 

· and LaTrobe catalogues also require extensive revision. 

The Catalogue Section has, at present, a. professional staff of 11, of whom only 3 
are fully qualified professionally. The Head Cataloguer estimates that 20 professional 
cataloguers are required if the present duties of the Catalogue Section are to be carried out 
efficiently. 

Serials Section. 
This Section is respon.Sible for the acquisition of all newspaper, periodical and other 

serial titles received by the State Library. It is also responsible for processing international 
exchange publications and prepares Reference Library binding requisitions. It issues 
to the public, newspapers and current periodicals. 

· Many recruits to the Library staff begin work in the Serials Section and are moved 
to other Sections when their aptitude for various aspects of library work is demonstrated. 
The exceptionally high incidence of staff resignations from other Sections has, in recent 
years, accelerated this process of transfer and the Serials Section has not maintained the 
hard core of experienced staff needed to carry out lits functions efficiently. There is a. 
backlog of an estimated 4,000 parts of oversea government publications awaiting recording. 

An increase in the Technical and General staff is required to handle routine duties. 
For example incoming periodicals at present recorded by professional staff could well be · 
recorded by Technical and General staff. . 
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Reference Services Section. 
. . Staff in this Section advise and assist users of the Reference Library reading rooms, 
maintain the book stock, handle inter-library loan requests and. provide a photocopying 
service. 

In former times the Reference Library inquiry staff was recruited from the most 
experienced members of other Sections .. La~erly, staff tur;nover has _been so great th:at 
the supply of suitable replacements for mqUJIY staff has v:rrtually dried up. Vacancies 
created by the transfer or resignation of senior staff are. perforce filled with ine_xperienc~d 
juniors. The number of ~quiry officers has n~t b~e~ mcreased to meet _the mcrease m 
the number of users of the Library. Aa a result, mqurrmg readers often receive only cursory 
attention. The six day week which is worked by four inquiry room officers and fourteen 
attendants militates against an efficient and enthusiastic approach to work. 

Two cadet attendants have, for years, operated the important inter-lib~ary loan 
service. Aa this involves searching ·the catalogue for often obscure reference, skilled staff 
should operate this service. At present the rapid loan service required by many technical 
libraries is not being given. ; · · 

The capacity of the photographic section does not meet t~e demand for its servic~s. 
It is operated by one photographer. An attendant has to be diverted from normal duties 
to assist by operating the Xerox copier . 

. . , · • · Attempts to stocktake the Reference Library collections have broken down because 
of the pressure of other ·duties. There is no evidence that a complete stocktaking has been 
carried out within the period of service of any present member of the staff. ' 

· · . · . On the. basis of statistics t&ken during an experimental stocktaking in J nne, 1963; a 
stocktaking of the entire Reference Library collection would involve 12,500 man hours plus 
an equal period required for making alterations to the catalogue and shelf lists as a result 
of information gained from the stocktaking. This is far beyond the. capacity of the present 
staff. . However, such a general stocktaking is essential and should· be undertaken as early 
as possible. 

Research Section: 
' . ' 

It is the function of this Section to answer written requests for information received 
by the Reference Librarjr and to assist inquirers whose requests for information cannot be, 

· satisfied by the quick reference facilities available to the Reference Library Inquiry staff. 
The Section compiles indexes to facilitate use of State Library collections. 

' · To give efficient service r~search staff must have a good academic background ~nd 
be familiar with a wide variety of source material.. The Section has difficulty in securing 
and retaining staff with the de&ired qualifications. The following extract from a report of 
February, 1961, by the Chief Research Officer gives an indication of the staff probleins of the 
Department : " T)xe Research Department continues to ' live a hand to mouth ' existence 
and all attempts to continue with the compilation of worthwhile bibliographies and indexes 
has now ~eased for over twelve months because of pressure of work on the sorely depleted
staff ". 

STAFF REQUIREMENTS 

The State Library is a Branch of the Ohief Secretary's Department and its staff are 
public servants employed through the Public Service B9ard. · . 

If an increase in establishment is required, the State Library must submit a requisition
for additional staff to the Under Secretary, Chief Secretary's Department. If the Under. 
Secretary approves the requisition, he forwards it through the appropriate channels for the 
necessary approval of the Minister, the Director of Finance, the Public Service Board and 
tl).e Governor in Council. 

Although the staff shortage has been stressed in the Annual Reports of the State 
Library Trustees; the State Library administration has not, in recent years, submitted to 
the Under Secretary requisitions for any sizeable increase in the staff establishment. · The 
only requisitions submitted have been for one archivist, one binder and four attendants. 
As the State ~ibrary a?ministration h!ts not ~aken the initial step necessary to increase 
the staff establishment, It must accept Its portion of the blame for the present inadequate 
establishment. 
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The Chief Librarian should immediately determine what increases in establishment 
are needed and submit requisitions accordingly. 

Qualifications fw Professional Staff. 

For some years the State Library has found that it has been difficult to either recruit 
or retain staff at certain levels because salaries offered have not matched the qualifications 
demanded. 

· By 1962 the Public Service Board was aware of this position but required a. report 
and recommendations on a revision of qualifications for various salary classifications from 
the Chief Secretary's Department before it could act. 

. It would appear from evidence submitted by the Public Service Board that pro
crastination on the part of the State Library administration seriously delayed the compilation 
of such a report. In the meantime the staff position went from bad to worse. 

Revised qualifications for Library officers in the Public Service Class " C " to '" C1 " 
. range, were finally approved in June, 1964, by the Public Service Board. The revised 
qualifications will result in accelerated promotion to Class " C1 "-" C2 ". . 

Urgent attention should now be given to strengthening the staff in the middle grade 
positions, namely Class "C2 "-" B" positions. At present a university graduate with 
library qualifications can progress automatically only to the top subdivision of Class " C1 \' 
which carries a salary of £1,720 Male and £1,520 Female. This career range is unattractive 
when compared with other avenues open to graduates and will have to be extended to the 
Class " C2 "-" B " range if the Library is to check the drift of qualified staff to other lib-

. raries. With the ra,Pid expansion of university library staff this drift is likely to be acceler
ated unless action 18 taken to improve conditions of service. 

In the last decade the State Library has lost twenty-one experienced librarians to 
university, school, public and private libraries. The vacancies created by these resignations 
have, of necessity, been filled by less experienced staff. . . · 1 

Hours of Wwk. 
.. 

. Variations in working hours for those members of the Reference Library staff who 
work shifts is desirable. . . 

The Library is open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily from Monday to Saturday inclusive, 
hence shift work and Saturday work are unavoidable. 

At present the hours of the Inquiry Room staff (four Professional officers) and 
nineteen Library Attendants are spread over a working week of six days. 

The six-day week, in conjunction with shift work, creates serious difficulties in re~ 
cruiting and holding staff and leads to inefficiency due to staleness, fatigue and dissatisfaction. 
Officers who are required to work these hours justifiably feel that they are at a disadvantage 
compared with other members of the Library staff who work normal public service hours. 

The introduction of a five-day week is desirable. This would nec~ssitate the appoint
ment of an additional professional Inquiry Room officer or the provision of relieving officers 
from other sections of the Library, · ' · · · 

If the present attendant establishment could be maintained at full strength, hours of 
work could be varied to introduce a five-day week for attendants. However, it has been found 
that the present attendants establishment is not large enough to cushion the effects of 
absences by the taking of recreational leave and sick leave. Delays in replacing officers 
who have resigned also disrupt work schedules. 

Although this a matter which normally could be dealt with by the Chief Ll'bra.risn, 
in view of the existing circumstances, it warrants investigation by the Public Service Board. 

SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

The State Library is faced with a critical shortage of space for reader service, staff 
working areas and book storage. Under existing conditions the unsatisfactory layout of 
working a~eas im:pedes the processing of ne'! books and cramped reader service areas add 
to delays m the lSsue of books to the public. · · 
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fkeat Reading Room. ' 
The present seating capacity of 320 is insufficient to meet the needs of ~eaders. . ~e 

adjoining Inquiry Room which houses ~he lib:ary catalogue and a c?llect10n of biblio
graphical aids is far too small and congestion senously hampers both publi? and staff. Open 
access shelving is available for less than 5 per cent. of the book stock _while the book s~~cks 
housed in the galleries surrounding the Reading Room are full to capacity and new additions 
are perforce stacked in the aisles. 

Newspaper Room. 
Floor space for seating accommodation in this Room is adequate, but the constant 

streams of traffic through the Room to offices an~ t~e courtyard make it Ill:ost unsuitable 
for reading purposes. Newspaper and current penodical storage areas are virtually full to 
capacity. 

Staff Working Areas. 
The processing and service departments are overcrowded in relation to materials 

and staff housed. Space allocated to staff does not comply with accepted library or office 
standards. 

Lending Ifi}yrary. 

The ~rection of the LaTrobe Library necessitated the demolition of a section of the 
Lending Library and the space available to it was reduced considerably. The Country 
Borrowers Section is temporarily located in an exhibition hall. 

Fmure Space Requirements. , 
The additional space which will become available on the completion of the LaTrobe 

Library will not offer a long term solution to the space problem, nor will the space in the 
Queens Hall, which will be allocated to the State Library when the National Gallery moves 
to the Cultural Centre site, solve the problem. Redevelopment of the Reference Library 
site is necessary. 

Basically, the Reference Library is a copy of the British Museum, a fundamentally 
outmoded type of library design. It is octagonal in shape and contains a basement, ground 
:ll.oor, fust :ll.oor and three galleries. It is built of brick and ferro-concrete on a site approx
inlately 220ft. square. The Great Reading Room on the fust :ll.oor is 114 feet in diameter 
and is surmounted by a dome ~14 feet in height. The walls of the building are double, 
the space between them forming an annulus and galleries 16 feet in width. Book stacks, 
service points and staff quarters are restricted to the annulus and galleries while the vast 
cubic area under the dome is of aesthetic value only. 

The space problem can be solved either by demolishing the structure and building 
a tower block incorporating modern library design or by remodelling the area under the 
dome to make full use of its vast cubic capacity. The demolition of this rather beautiful 
structure would, I believe, meet with strong opposition from the public. The construction 
of a new tower block would naturally be the better plan but would cost millions of pounds 
whereas an effective plan for remodelling the building has been, at my request, drawn up 
by the Public Works Department with an estimated cost of £307,000. 

. · I recommend, therefore, that urgent consideration be given to the remodelling of 
the State Library in accordance with this plan which embodies the following alterations :-

Capacity. 

The space available allows the introduction of one Mezzanine :ll.oorjgallery below 
~d two extra :ll.oors above the Reading Room. By this means the capacity may be 
mcr~sed .from 32~ to approximately 600-700 persons, with all essential facilities for reference, 
reading, infonnation, control, access, storing, toilets, lighting, ventilation, heating, &c. 

Communication. 

. ~e'!' :ll.oors would be .interconnected by new staircases and escalators, and connected 
mth eXJsting :ll.oors by staircases, with additional fixe escape staircase. 
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Control. 

The Reference Library Inquiry Room and Catalogue would be relocated on the Ground 
Floor. 

Lighti'TI{j. 

Lighting would be entirely artificial at Mezzanine level, and partly by natural means 
at 2nd and 3rd floor gallery levels. 

A ir-corulitioni'TI{J. 

Air-conditioning throughout would be essential, the plant being located in the 
Basement. 

:puring the first stage of the rebuilding project the ~uilders would require complete 
possesSlon of the ground floor area. under the dome. Thls would mean that alternative 
accommodation would have to be found for the Newspaper Room and the staff of approx
imately 50 in various offices on this floor. No suitable accommodation will be available 
in the building until the Queens Hall becomes vacant in 1967 or 1968. Planning should 
be put in hand so that rebuilding can begin in 1967 or 1968. 

Thls rebuilding programme in conjunction with the proposed co-operative storage 
library mentioned elsewhere in my Report would provide adequate space for the State 
Library for the foreseeable future. It would also allow the present unsuitably located 
processing and service departments to be relocated, thus improving co-ordination and 
efficiency, 

ACQUISITIONS POLICY 

The first Trustees of the State Library embarked on an acquisitions programme of 
collecting in depth in all fields of knowledge. Successive Boards of Trustees continued 
this programme and endeavoured to make the Library as complete a record of human 
thought, emotion and action as they could with the resources at their disposal. 

Thls policy of overall collecting was feasible in the 19th century but the dramatic 
expansion of knowledge in the 20th century has led to vastly increased book production. 
For instance, it is estimated that there are in print over 55,000 scientific periodicals contain
ing over 1,250,000 articles of significance while 60,000 scientific and technical books and 
100,000 research reports are printed annually. It is expected that this total will double 
within twenty years. 

The present Trustees have realized that the policy of overall collec~ is now a. 
policy impossible of attainment, but they have not redefined the Library's acquiSltion policy. 
Collecting in certain subjects has been limited in a haphazard fashion. For example in the 
field of medicine, books of interest to the lay man are purchased rather than specialized 
works. However, the Library subscribes to medical journals such as Archives 
d'opthalmologie, Revue Neurologique and the Journal of Comparative Neurology which are 
of interest primarily to specialists. 

The State Library Acquisitions Officer stated in a. reply to a questionnaire from the 
Board of Inquiry that "in the absence of a. detailed survey of the Library's holdings and 
of a written acquisitions policy, selection of material other than basic reference stock can 
only be carried out in piecemeal fashion ". A written acquisitions policy is needed to 
prevent aimless and random buying. To be effective, this policy should be based on an 
evaluation of the Library's collections and on identification of the users and the potential 
users of the Library. The Library should define the concentrated fields in which it aims 
to obtain distinction. It should be content to subordinate some fields in order to have 
first class collections in other fields. 

The Library's collections should meet the needs of the educated layman in all fields 
of knowledge. However, there is no need for the Library to further develop these general 
collections to research collection in subjects where advanced research is confined primarily 
to srholars and research workers who have access to university and special libraries. 
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At present the State Library, with its undefined acq~itions _poli?Y• n;ay purchase 
research materials in the same subject fields as the followmg specral libranes m State 
Government Departments :-

Subject 
Agriculture and Botany 
Forestry . 

LibrMy 
Department of Agriculture 
Forests Commission 
National Herbarium 
National Museum 

. Botany 
Anthropology, Geology and 

Zoology 
Mental Hygiene Authority Psychiatry 

· Mines Department Geology and Mining Engineering 
Social Services Department Penology and Welfare Services 
Soil Conservation Authority Soil Conservation 
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission Hydraulic Engineering 

. · This duplication is unnececessary. Not onl>:" is the purc~ase ~ric~ of the ~aterial 
a costly duplication but all the operatiOns of ordermg, ca~alogumg, bmding,_ shelvmg and 
maintaining for the future are duplicated. In these subJects the State Lrbrary should 
purchase only general reference material. : The Departmental collections should be developed 
as the primary research collections in their subject fields, and should be regarded as important 
sections of the State Library service. Citizens seeking information in these fields, whose 
needs cannot be satisfied from the general collections of the State Library, should either 
be given direct access to the Departmental libraries or be able to peruse, at the State Library, 
works borrowed at their request from Departmental libraries. As the universities are 
also building research collections in these subjects all such research needs should be capable 
of being met without expenditure by the State Library. 

There are numerous fields, in the main in the humanities and the applied sciences, 
in which research is not largely confined to research workers with access to university and 
special libraries. . . It.is in these fields, in subjects such as Australian history, fine arts, public 
administration, mechanical and electrical engineering and industrial chemistry that the 
State Library should collec,t in depth. 

A Book Selection Committee should be established to give effect to the acquisitions 
policy. This Committee should meet under the chairmanship of the State Librarian and 
shoiild include the following members :- · 

The Deputy State Librarian 
Librariari.-in-Charge of the Extension and Circulation Division 
Reference Librarian · 
LaTrobe Librarian 
Bibliographical and Technical Services Officer . 
Government Department Libraries Liaison Officer (See Chapter 6) . 

. · In addition to making decisions on current acquisiti~ns th~ Book Selection Committee 
s~ould fro?l ~ime to time review the Sta~e Library periodical and newspaper subscription 
li~. . Penodicals and newspapers rz;cessrtate a heavy expense in terms of subscriptions, 
bmding and storage costs. Any dead wood " subscriptions should be cancelled. 

. The Boo~ Selectio~ Committee could well re-examine the Library's retention policy 
wrth re~ard to little used mterstate newspapers. Fo:r instance, is it necessary for the library 
to retam back files of newspapers from small interstate towns 1 Current copies of such 
newspapers are useful but does the rare research request for back files justify the present 
policy of _indefinite retention, ~ policy which adds appreciably to the storage and physical 
preservatiOn probleinB of the Lrbrary. Back files of such newspapers are normally available 
for perusal in the State in which they are published. · · 

LEGAL DEPOSIT ACQUISITIONS 

. The Sta~e Lib~ary is responsible for ensnring that publishers deposit publications 
m t~e State Library .m accordance with the legal deposit provisions of the State Library, 
Natumal Ga~y, Natwna,l Museu~ and Institute of Applied Science Act 1960. This function 
coul~ be earned out more effectively if terms in the legal deposit sections of the Act, 
Sections 12 and 13, were clarified and expanded. 
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Sections 12 and 13, of the Act. read as follows :-
12. (1) A printed copy of the whole of every book which is first published 

or re-printed in Victoria together with all maps prints or other engravings belonging 
thereto finished and coloured in the same manner as the best copies of the same 
are published and also of any second or subsequent edition which is so published 
with any additions or alterations whether the same are in letterpress or in the 
maps· prints or other engravings belonging thereto, and whether the :first edition 
of such book was published before or after the passing of this Act, and also of any 
second or subsequent edition of every such book of which the first or some preceding 
edition was not delivered for the use of the State Library, bound sewed or stitched 
together and upon the best paper on which the same is printed, shall within two 
calender months after the day on which any such book is first sold published re
printed or offered for sale within Victoria be delivered by or on behalf of the 
publisher thereof at the State Library. 

(2) In this and the next succeeding section " book " includes every volume 
part or division of a volume newspaper pamphlet sheet of letterpress sheet of music 
map chart or plan separately published. 

13. (1) Every copy of every book which ought to be delivered as aforesaid 
shall be delivered at the State Library between the hours of ten in the forenoon 
and four in the afternoon to one of the officers of the said library or to some person 
authorized by the trustees of the State Library to receive the same; and such 
officer or other person receiving such copy is hereby required to give a receipt in 
writing for the same, and such delivery shall to all intents and purposes be deemed 
to be good and sufficient delivery under the provisions of the last preceding section. 

(2) The publisher or (in the case of a reprinted book) the printer of any 
such book who neglects to deliver such books as aforesaid in pursuance of the said 
provisions shall for every such default forfeit, besides the value of such copy of 
such book or edition which he ought to have delivered, a sum not exceeding Five 
pounds to be recovered with costs by the librarian of the said _library or other 
officer authorized by the said trustees in a summary way before a court of petty 
sessions or by action at the suit of such librarian or other officer in any court of 
competent jurisdiction in Victoria . 

. The following terms require. clarification-
12. (1) 'published' is not clearly defined. Does this mean only offered 

for sale to the public, or does it include material, e.g., issued to members of a society 
or business associates solely for use by members of subscribers 1 

- ':puhlisher '. If the responsibility for deposit rested with printers rather 
than publishers it would be much easier for the State Library to police the Act. 
Individuals and large or small groups of all kinds as publishers may never be aware 

· of the Act but printers can readily be traced through directories. · 
12. (2) 'she% of letterpress'. There are alternative methods of printing 

extensively used today, e.g., printing from litho plates, various near-print and 
duplication processes. . Publishers could quibble over the wording of this section. 

' map, chart or plan '. These terms should be explained in greater detaiL 
There is no provision for the legal deposit of Victorian films (either at the State Library 

or the State Film Centre) or of gramophone records produced in this State. The Act should 
be amended to include these materials, a collection of which would be of enormous reference 
value in conjunction with Victorian printed publications. 

The provisions of the Act should also be extended to cover the publications of 
Government Departments and Instrumentalities. 

REFERENCE LIBRARY LENDING POLICY 
Presem Policy. · · 

Books are made available on inter-library loan to the following :-
(1) Libraries of government departments a~d semi-government bodies of the 

Commonwealth, all States and New Zealand. 
(2) Libraries of universities and senior technical schools in all States. 
(3) National libraries overseas. 
(4) Certain approved private libraries, e.g., hospitals, Australian Medical 

Association, Supreme Court Library. 
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Loans are not made to municipal libraries except for an occasional little used duplicate 
copy. 

In evidence to this Board, municipal libraries have been critical of this r~trictive 
lending policy: During the course of his appearance before the ~oard, th~ Chairman of 
Trustees of the State Library intimated that he was prepared to ISsue a circular to such 
libraries informing them that the State Library would be prepared to lend books from the 
Reference Section provided such books were not classed as " rare " or " irreplaceable ". 

Municipal libraries cannot be expected to have comprehensive stocks of specialized 
reference and research materials. Citizens in the metropolitan area can conveniently 
visit the State Library to peruse such material. Residents in rural areas cannot conveniently 
visit the State Library yet their book needs are often advanced and diverse. Books from 
the State Library Reference collections should be made available on inter-library loan to 
country municipal libraries to satisfy specilic needs that cannot be met from the local library's 
own book stock or from the Extension and Circulation Division central book stock. 

Certain items in the State Library collections such as rare books, legal deposit items 
and heavily used university texts cannot be lent. However, much of the material in the 
Reference collections should be made available for loan. Each loan request received should 
be treated on its merits and the decision to lend or not should rest with the Reference 
Librarian. 

REFERENCE LIBRARY SUBJECT DEPARTMENTS 

The State Library Reference Collection is in the main housed in the Great Reading 
Room and the surrounding stack areas. It is served by a general inquiry room. With 
the widening of man's intellectual horizons and the resulting vast expansion of publishing, 
librarians staffing a general inquiry room cannot acquire sufficient subject knowledge to 
assist all types of readers. It has been necessary for the State Library to create a Research 
Department to assist inquirers with problems requiring specialized attention. The Research 
Department staff does not consist of subject specialists but staff do have knowledge of and 
time to search the relevant bibliographic aids to research. 

Many major reference libraries have adopted a different method of service based 
on the division of the reference collections into subject departments. The public receive 
service from librarians who are specialists in the field of knowledge of their department. 
The specialist subject knowledge of staff contributes to a good standard of book selection. 

The State Library has partly adopted this subject department approach in establishing 
the LaTrobe Library and in partly segregating its fine arts collection. 

Additional space which will become available with the reallocation of National Gallery 
space and with the proposed rebuilding of the Great Reading Room will afford the 
opportunity of further departmentalizing the reference collection. 

Often standard classilication dividing subject collections does not bring materials 
together in terms of reader needs. This may occur even in a specialized field such as law. 
Legal literature is growing in complexity and scope and interrelation with other fields in 
the social sciences is increasing. Division of libraries into subject departments may there
fore result in some frustration to readers or involve considerable duplication of books between 
departments. 

. Subject departments with their extra staffing costs are justified only when there 
18 a steady demand for expert service from a collection containing a specialized body of 
knowledge. 

There is such a demand upon the State Library for scientific and technical information 
of interest to _business and industry. When the proposed transfer of the C.S.I.R.O. 
Headq:uarter~ ~brary to Canberra eventua:tes the demand on the State Library technical 
collections will mcrease. A separate Applied Science Department of the Reference Library 
could well be established to cater for this demand. 

In the humanities, apart from the field of Australiana the province of the LaTrobe 
Library, an analysis ?f the Reference Library call slips loaged July 1963-February 1964, 
does not reveal continuous heavy use of specialized material in any subject. Demand 
fluctuates according to work and vacation periods in the academic year. 
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Although the practice of establishing subject departments has been introduced in 
many Australian reference libraries, extreme caution should be exercised before decisions 
are made to establish subject departments in the State Library. Such decisions must be 
based on financial considerations, an analysis of current use of the collections and on estimates 
of the potential use of collections. 

Reference Library Map Collection. 

Maps are important items in a library's collections. In recent years the State Library 
has added relatively few items to its extensive map collections. Many of the maps in the 
collection are inadequately catalogued and stored and they are not readily available to the 
public. 

. . The weaknesses in the Library's map collections are known to the Library staff but 
With present shortages of staff and space, care and maintenance of the collection has been 
given low priority. 

During the course of this Inquiry the Public Service Board has agreed to upgrade 
a Class " E "-" D " librarian position to that of Map Officer Class " C ". 

The Map Officer, when appointedJ should follow a defined acquisitions policy and 
be provided with adequate facilities for the mounting, storage and study of maps. The 
well organized map collections in the Mitchell Library, Sydney, demonstrate what can be 
accomplished in this field under an expert map officer. 

PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS 

At present, basic requirements for the preservation of collections are not being met. 
These requirements are adequate shelving, controlled temperature and humidity and fil
tered air. The recommendations made in the section of this Report concerning State 
Library space requirements will, if put into effect, alleviate this situation. 

However, as an immediate step in preservation, all windows in the Reference Library 
stacks should be sealed. These windows are not essential for ventilation and even when 
they are closed, damaging grit filters through to the book stacks. 

In libraries such as the State Library where book materials are deposited for per
manent preservation, adequate binding and microfilming programmes are essential. The 
State Library's binding programme is inadequate and its microfilming programme is vir
tually non-existent. 

The Library takes pride in the strength of its newspaper collections. Its files of 
Victorian newspapers are unique, as are some of its files of interstate newspapers. Many 
of these files are not bound and many of the earlier newspapers are now too brittle to bind. 
These files are valuable as historical source material and they warrant preservation. Repro
duction on microfilm would appear to be the only satisfactory means of preserving these 
records of the past, and funds should be made available for this. purpose. 

The State Library binding programme suffers in that the Library does not have 
a bindery. There is on the Library staff a binder seconded from the Government Printing 
Office. He carries out urgent book repairs but virtually all binding is sent to the Government 
Printing Office or to commercial binders. 

The Government Printing Office bindery can cope with only a small proportion of the 
State Library binding. No invoice scanned in the course of this inquiry showed the 
Government Printer able to match price or delivery time of commercial binders. 

Commercial binders can handle competently the binding of current newspapers · 
and periodicals. They are reluctant to accept State Library rebinding which needs time 
consuming special attention. The State Library has a large backlog of such binding. 

A State Library bindery should be established so that the binding programme can 
be carried out in the most economical and effective manner. Such a bindery, established 
in the Library Basement, would offer the following advantages to the Library :-

(a) As volumes would not leave the Library they could be consulted if required 
urgently. The period volumes are out of circulation could be reduced 
from the present two to three months to two to three weeks. 
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(b) Much time, at present spent 0- list~ materi~ ~ent t? outsi~e binders 
and in giving precise written mstructwns for bmding this matenal, would 
be saved. 

· (c) The binding of material which is not accepted by commercial binders could 
be expedited. · 

Expansion of the Government Printing Office bindery to handle all State Library 
binding is not recommended because of the probib~tive. cost to the Library. Presumably 
due to high-overhead costs, it would appear, from mvmces scanned, that the Governme;nt 
Printing Office charges are more than 100 per cent. above those of competent commermal . 
binders. 

· However, staff for a State Library bindery could well be seconded f!om t~e 
Government Printing Offic~ on a basis similar to that employed by the State Library m 
l:nsking librarians available to State Government Departments 

IMPROVEMENTS IN REFERENCE LIBRARY STAFF WORK ROUTINES AND · 
SERVICE TO READERS 

The accessioning and cataloguing of publications in the State Library is an unduly 
costly procedure. The limited space available to the processing departments and their 
physical separation from the bibliographical tools in the Reference Library make the 
institution of efficient work routines difficult. 

No major improvements can be made until structural alterations to the Library, 
recommended in this Report, are carried out. However, the Public Service Board Organi
zation and Methods Section should carry out a survey of present work routines to ensure 
that the best ·use is being made of existing facilities. · 

; 

Improvements in services to the public are largely dependent on an increase in the 
number of skilled staff and structural alterations to the Library. However, the following 
interim measures to improve service could be introduced:-

(!) The Book chute, recommended by the Organization and Methods Section 
, to speed the delivery of books from the stacks, should be installed. 

(2) Telephone reference service is on the increase. At present Inqniry Room 
officers answer telephone reference inquiries and this interferes with service 
to inquirers who come to the Library in person. An additional officer 
should be detailed to staff a telephone desk equipped with quick reference 

· books to answer telephone inquiries. 

Automation. 
Recent developments in automation as applied to libraries should be studied. 

The benefits of the automated library system of the future in placing the full resources 
of a library at the immediate disposal of the library user are graphically outlined in " Auto
mation and the Library of Congress, Library of Congress, 1963 ". There exist machines 
~hich will store ~credible quantities of information and will almost instantly retrieve any 
ISolated ~d .classifie~ datum from punch~d cards or computor tapes. However, the task 
of encoding mformatwn for storage remains a great obstacle to the use of such machines 
in libraries. ·.Although the feasibility of automatic retrieval of information directly from 
the text of library materials has not yet been demonstrated, automation can be used to dis
cover which documents in a library collection are related to the needs of a particluar user. 

· · · While. t~e process of converting the information on a catalogue card to machine 
readable form- ~ technically possible, it is not econoinically feasible for a library the size 
of th~ State Library. However, . as advances are made in electronic data processing 
techniques an automated State Library catalogue may become econoinically feasible and 
a close watch should be kept on overseas developments in this field . 

. Ove:sea_s libraries of a comparable size to the State Library, such as the University 
of Missoun Library, ~:'~ successfully ~utomated certain acquisition, loan and printing 
procedu!es. The posBJbility of automatmg similar procedures in the State Library should 
be studied. · · 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 

The publicity the Stat': Library has given its varied services has been ineffective. 
Many industrial and commerc1al firms are unaware of the State Library research service. 
Even librarians in charge of municipal libraries are often unaware of the full ranae of State 
Lib 

. .. 
rary serviCes. . 

A public relations officer should be appointed to publicize the services of the State 
Library, to conduct visiting groups around the Library; to arrange displays of items in 
the Library collections and to edit a journal descriptive of current and past acquisitions. 
~uch an o~cer c<!uld also ~ake contacts with organizatio~ and individuals who may be 
mterested m making donatiOns of money or books to the Library. · 

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 

The cleanmg and general maintenance of the State Library leaves much to be desired 
and contrasts unfavourably with every other public library inspected by the Board. . This. 
apart from creating a poor public image, has a bad effect on staff morale. The present 
division of control of cleaning duties between the Central Administration and the State 
Library is a contributing factor to the dingy appearance of the State Library. · 

Responsibility for cleaning and general physical maintenance of the State Library 
should be vested in one person. There is . need for the Library ·to 'seek specialist advice 
on modern cleaning methods. · 

STUDENT USE OF THE. STATE LIBRARY 

. During the academic year much of the seating space in the State Library is being 
monopolized by school children and tertiary level students.. The consequent overcrowdinp: 
which occurs, particularly on Saturdays and public holidays, tends to discourage the general 
public from using the Reference Library. · · · , ·' 

I ' ! ' 

A Regulation under the State Library Act restricts the entry of children under fifteen 
but this Regulation has not been enforced. It should not be the function of the State 
Reference Library to cater for students below matriculation level. School and municipal'· 
library services should be expanded to meet the needs of such. students. , , 

Many ofthe tertiary level students who partonize the State Library use the Libi:~zy 
not as a library but as a quiet place to study lecture notes. This is a use pattern common. 
to all libraries serving tertiary level students but the State Library is particularly favoured 
for this purpose because of its central position. ' . . . . . . , 

Many students find it impossible to study in peace at home, in lodging houses or 
hostels. Others require study facilities between lectures or while waiting for transport. · 

. To relieve needless pressure on expensive library facilities there is a.' need· for either 
the Education Department or the Victorian Library Authority to provide in the .City of 
Melbourne a supervised study hall stocked with a limited ra~e of reference books for· the 
use of students. In the suburbs the opening of school libranes or churc4 h!'lls for a few, 
hours each evening may also help to meet this need. . . , . 

LATROBE LIBRARY 

The LaTrobe Library at present under construction will, be completed this year. 
The functions of this section of the State Library will be to acquire,· preserve and organize 
for use, manuscripts, books and other materials relating to. Victoria, with particular emphasis, 
on historical and literary material. Victorians will pe supplemented by library materials 
relating to Australia as a whole. 

Every effort should be made to fill any gaps in the LaTrobe Library collections of 
Victorians. by the purchase of original material or by obtaining photocopies of such material. 

The LaT.cobe Library might well secure from local historical societies and public·' 
libraries photocopies of local historical materials in their collections and; in return, offer. 
photocopies of material in the LaTrobe pertaining to their districts. 
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State supported institutions, such as the universities,. should channel Victori_an 
historical and literary manuscript material to the LaTrobe Library rather than establish 
fragmentary collections of their own. 

The LaTrobe Library could well initiate a pro~amme of preserving tape-recordings 
of historical significance to the State. Modern techniques have enabled the spoken word 
to rival the written word as historical source material. The Library staff should be prepared 
to undertake the necessary field work to obtain such tap~ recordings.. In addition there 
should be close co-operation with the State Film Centre which possesses rmportant documen
tary film holdings. In the Australian Capital Territory and in some other States, the state 
film centre is a section of the library system. . 

The Histmical Collection. 
The LaTrobe Library will house the Historical Collection consisting of paintings, 

drawings and photographs illustrative of the history and development of the State. The 
acquisition of this material by the Library involves no conflict of interest with the National 
Gallery as artistic merit is not a basic criterion for acquisition. This material is collected 
to present a visual record of the past to supplement the book materials in the Library. 

Publication ProgramrM. 

Modern methods of reproduction such as the Xerographic process have made the 
reproduction of documents a relatively simple matter. With the establishment of the 
LaTrobe Library the time is appropriate for the State Library to embark upon a programme 
of publishing facsimile editions of the valuable material in its Australiana collections. Such 
facsimile editions would be most useful for exchange purposes. The Public Library of 
South Australia has set a fine example in this field. 

. · The State Library has also the responsibility to produce competently edited bib
liographies of the unique materials in its collections. It is to be hoped that the forthcoming 
revised edition of the Catalogue of Papers in the Private Collection of the State Library 
will be followed by further publications. 

LaTrobe Library Staff. 

Additional staff will have to be recruited to staff the LaTrobe Library. The Librarian 
in Charge should be known as the LaTrobe Librarian and his duties should be confined en
tirely to the LaTrobe Library. The position of LaTrobe Librarian should be one of the 
most senior on the State Library staff. The Board notes with concern that although the 
Library is nearing completion no staff have been appointed to carry out the manifold tasks 
to be performed before the Library can be opened to the public. ' 

Preservation of Collections. 

Experts agree that filtered air and controlled temperature and humidity are essen
tial requirements in libraries housing materials for permanent preservation. Unfortunately 
only one floor of the LaTrobe Library is to be air-conditioned. The entire LaTrobe Library 
shoul~ be air-co~ditioned. If this is not done, irreplaceable historical works will gradually 
detenorate phyBically. The lack of air-conditioning may also inhibit potential donors of 
valuable books from making gifts to the LaTrobe Library. 

ROYAL IDSTORICAL SOCIETY OF VICTORIA 

. OJ?portunity should be ~ven for the collection of the Historical Society to be housed 
m a po~on of the LaTrobe ~brary: . It would be nec~ssary for provision to be made for 
the Somety's members to gam admissiOn to the collection when required. 

The co-operation of other well-known collectors of Australian literature should also 
be sought. 

STATE LIBRARY LENDING BRANCH 

. .In 1~60 the State LiJ;lrary .instituted a lending service based on a system of Travel
ling Libranes: . The Travelling Libraries consist of boxes of books which are available for 
loa~ to mummpal libraries, mechanics' institutes or any approved library association or 
SOCiety. . . 
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In 1892 a Lending Branch was established to lend individual books to citizens of 
Victoria. In: 1920 lending s~rvice~ were extended ~ country borrowers, books being sent 
by post or rail. The Travelling Library system contmues to operate as part of the services 
of the Lending Branch. 

In 1961-62, 194,546 volumes were lent to metropolitan borrowers (1951-52, 262,507 
volumes) and 45,357 volumes were lent to country borrowers (1951-52, 33,950 volumes). 
One hundred and twenty-two cases of books were borrowed through the Travelling 
Librarians Sections (1951-52, 131 cases). 

In the Lending Branch an adequate book stock, outmoded work routines and the lack 
of modern equipment make for poor service. 

The Deputy Officer in Charge Lending Services stated in a submission prepared 
at my request " it should be admitted that the present condition of the Lending Branch 
does considerable harm to the prestige of the State Library both in the minds of the 
public and, perhaps more important, of other librarians ". · 

I have indeed found that, in general, municipal librarians do not hold the State 
Lending Branch in high regard. Several have stated that they obtain a far better inter
library loan service from the Public Library of South Australia, than from their own State 
Lending Branch. 

· · The State Lending Branch has always been controlled by librarians who are Ref
erence Library staff by training and inclination, transferred from the Reference Library in 
the cause of promotion and eventually moving back again to it. They have not put into 
practice progressive methods of modern public lending service though there are outstanding 
examples of such service close at hand. 

The Lending Section has a book stock separate from the Refe~ence Library book
stock. This stock of over 120,000 volumes contains valuable out-of-print works but much 
of the stock consists of out-dated little used material. In the period 1950-51 to 1961-62 
the average annual expenditure on acquisitions was £5,250. A lending library attempting 
to provide information in all fields of knowledge must spend annually a much larger sum 
to maintain an up-to-date well balanced book stock. 

If the Lending Branch is to carry out its present functions efficiently, much additional 
expenditure will have to be incurred. Such expenditure is not warranted in view of the 
duplication of lending services between the Lending Branch and municipal free libraries. 

With the development of municipal library services throughout Victoria, the need 
for a State Lending Branch has diminished. A survey of lending Branch borrowers indicates 
that approximately 40 per cent. of metropolitan borrowers and 27 per cent. of country 
borrowers are residents of municipalities with free municipal libraries. 

The State Library Trustees have in evidence ·advocated that the Metropolitan Sec
tion of the Lending Library be closed and the book stock be used as a central reserve stock 
to supplement the stock of municipal libraries. 

I am of the opinion that the functions of the State Lending Branch should be modified 
in the light of the growth of free municipal library services. 

The State Government by establishing the Free Library Service Board has committed 
itself to promoting and subsidizing municipal free library service. By also supporting 
a State Lending Library it is tending to either duplicate or to delay the introduction of free 
municipal service. 

Many citizens in the metropolitan area are prepared to accept the substandard service 
at present being offered by the Leading Banch rather than attempt to persuade their 
municipal council to establish a free library service. 

I recommend that the Metropolitan Lending Sec~on ?f the State Li?rary be clo~ed 
as soon as practicable. I feel that the Country Borrowers SectiOn should continue to function 
for the present. Seventy-eight country ~unicipali~es hav:e no~ J:'et esta!>lished library 
services. In some shires sparse populatiOn combmed With limited shire funds will 
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probably preclude the establishment of free library service in the near future. A direct 
State lending service is necessary for citizens of such areas, although it may be possible 
in these ·places to use the local school as the depository for books for the parents as well 
as the children. 

. At present country borrowers' privileges are extended to residents outside a 10-mile 
radius from the Library. The suburban fringe borrowers are monopolizing the service for 
their books reach them in a day whereas it may take a week for books to reach a country 
resident. The suburban borrower can also submit requests by telephone rather than mail. 
A more realistic minimum distance from the city should be introduced so that the needs of 
genuine country borrow!lrs can be met. 

I recommend that the Country Borrowers Service should be available only to citizens 
outside the metropolitan area who are resident in municipalities .not served by a free 
municipal library. · · 

' To avoid the unnecessary duplication of little used· works in municipal libraries 
the State Lending Branch stock should be utilized as a supplementary stock for municipal 
libraries. If the local municipal library cannot meet the needs of a reader it should be able 
to draw on the State Lending Branch to satisfy that need. Municipal libraries, both inter
state and in New Zealand, make extensive use of similar services provided by state libraries. 

The Travelling Libraries Section has, as at present organized, outlived its usefulness. 
Travelling Library cases should be reorganized to form special subject collections for loan 
to municipal libraries. Such a service proves very popular in New Zealand where municipal 
libraries can select from a wide range of subject collections available from the National 
Library ·Service. 

' 

If the proposed Victorian Library Authority is constituted, the State Lending Branch· 
. should be incorporated in the Extension and Circulation Division, the Division of the 
Authority with close links with municipal libraries; · 

An acquisitions policy for the Extension and Circulation Division would have to be 
formulated to meet the following requirements :- · 

(1) The reading needs of both juvenile and adult country borrowers. 
(2) Special subject loan collections for municipal libraries. 
(3) More specialized littl~ used books for loan to municipal libraries . 

. '' ~ur~hasing in ~his field 'will need .t? be .inte~ated with any co-operative subject 
speCialization scheme mtroduced by mumc1pal libranes. · · 
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CHAPTER 3 

FREE LIBRARY SERVICE BOARD 

As menti~ned in the Introduction to this Report, the Free Library Service Board 
was constituted m 1946 after the Government had considered the reco=endations of the 
1944 Library Service Board Report. The Free Library Seroice Board Act 1946-the Act 
constituting the Board-has since been consolidated in the Ilibraries Act 1958. 

The functions of the Free Library Service Board are defined in the Libraries Act 
1958, Section 10 as follows :-

(a) To assist in the promotion, organization and supervision of free library 
services (including children's libraries) by municipal councils and such 
other public authorities as the Governor in Council approved for the 
purpose and to advise the Minister and municipal councils and other 
approved authorities on matters of general policy relating to free 
libraries; 

(b) To register as free libraries, libraries approved by the Board which are kept 
by municipal councils or other approved authorities ; 

(c) To inspect libraries which apply to participate in the distribution of any 
grant made available by Parliament to assist free libraries and to 
reco=end to the Minister the allocation of any such grant as between 
the respective applicants ; 

(d) To submit reco=endations to the Minister of Education with respect to the 
promotion, organization and supervision of libraries at State schools 
within the meaning of the Education Act 1958 and the distribution of 
any funds provided by Parliament for the establishment or maintenance 
of such libraries ; 

(e) To assist in the promotion of regional systems of free libraries; 
(f) To provide advisory services to registered free libraries and to any associated 

institutions ; 

(g) To assist municipal councils and other approved authorities in contracting 
for the use of free library services ; and · 

(h) To carry out such other functions in connexion with registered free libraries 
as the Governor in Council from time to time directs. · ' 

When the Board was constituted there were only fifteen free public libraries con· 
trolled by municipalities. There are now 116 municipal councils with free municipal hl>raries; 

Seventy-seven of the 96 municipalities which have not yet established library services 
have requested that library surveys of their municipalities be made. The Board's officers 
have made surveys and reports to 73 of these municipalities. · · 

The Free Library Service Board must be given full credit for. what has been accom~ 
plished. However, much of the evidence this Board heard indicates that for various reasons 
the Board is today not functioning efficiently. Apart from allocating the annual subsidies 
very little effective work has been carried out in recent years. 

There have been protracted delays in carrying out technical surveys of municipalities 
interested in establishing library services. Some councils have lost interest in establishing 
a library by the time the survey has been completed. 

Great difficulty has been experienced in persuading municipal councils to join regional 
library systems yet the Board has not always acted when the climate for union has been 
favourable. The Horsham Regional Library Committee in evidence stated that the neigh· 
bouring Shires of Lowan and Kaniva expressed interest in joining the Horsham Regional 
Library. The Committee wrote to the Free Library Service Board asking if an officer of 
the Board could attend a general meeting to advise on the incorporation of the two Shires 
in the Regional Library. The Committee stated that it was five months before an officer 
of the Board attended. I have received evidence of similar frustrating lack of action by 

8631{65,-3 
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the Free Library Service Board from other library committees. ~brary ~ommittees. have_ 
complained that t!te Boar~·~ Executiv~ .officer hiJ:S no:t been readily available to discuss 
library matters WJth mumCipal authonties and libranans. 

Municipal librarians in their desire to improve municip~ librar~ s.e~ces have put 
constructive proposals before the Board on matters such as subject speCializatiOn and o~her 
fonns of inter-library co-operation. The Board has not acted on such propo~als or giVen 
encouragement to librarians to submit further proposals. The Board has earned out .very 
little research in technical matters of interest to municipal libraries. It has not published 
standards for such matters as library furnishings and equipment. 

The 1958-59 Annual Report of the Free Library Service Board is the l3:test Report 
which the Board has distributed. The Board's Annual Report is the only published source 
of much statistical infonnation relating to municipal libraries. Librarians both in Vi~toria 
and interstate have commented to the Board of Inquiry on the lack of up-to-date published 
infonnation on Victorian municipal libraries. 

The Public Libraries Section of the Victorian Branch of the Library Association of 
Australia stated in its submission to the Board of Inquiry " The Free Library Service Board 
has not had the confidence of professional librarians or library authorities because it cannot 
attract and retain professional staff of sufficient calibre ". 

In giving evidence, the Secretary to the Free Library Service Board indicated that 
the Board needed greater powers, but agreed that as present constituted and staffed it would 
not be able to administer any additional functions. 

The Secretary agreed that there had been considerable delays in making inspections, 
furnishing reports, and answering correspondence. The Secretary in reply to a question 
as to whether the Free Library Service Board knew if the libraries receiving subsidy were 
carrying out their functions efficiently, stated that the Board had " no real idea ". He con
tinued " From time to time, by visiting certain areas for conferences, you take the 
opportunity of looking at the libraries concerned, but to make a proper inspection, it is 
something that cannot be done in a matter of half a day. A considerable time has to be 
spent in looking though the whole library, its records and so on. This has not been done. 
We do know, in some instances, things have not been going very well, and where this happens, 
we arrange for someone to look at it. This has happened with a couple of libraries in the 
last twelve months, but as for a planned inspection plan over a 12-month period, this 
has been impossible ". · 

This unsatisfactory position, he stated, was due to lack of Board staff caused by 
delays in filling vacancies. . . 

It is evident that the Board's staff establishment is inadequate. Staff shortages 
have led to the almost complete break down of the Board's Central Cataloguing Service 
and have contributed to the inadequacy of the Board's advisory service. 

T!te professional ~ta:ff ~f t~e Board is limited to siX officers, namely, a Secretary, 
a T~~hnical O~cer, · ~ ~dren s Library Officer, a Cataloguer and two Field Officers. The 
pos1tion of Children s Library Officer has been vacant since August 1961. Both Field 
Officer positions have been vacant since September, 1963. ' 

· . As indicated ~Chapter 1 .of this Report, I hold the view that the powers at present 
!1-SSlgned to the Free Lib~ary S~rv1ce Board ~ould be better enforced if the Board was merged 
m the propo~ed Victonan Library Auth~nty. An Extension and Circulation Division 
of t~e Authonty would .carry out the funct1~ns of.the Authority relating to municipal library 
s~rv1c~s. 'f!lese functions ~ave. been outline~ m Chapter 1. They include all functions 
c1ted m Sect1?n 10 of the J;if>;anes Act 1958! W1t~ the exception of section (10) " to submit 
recommend!l'?ons to. the .Minister of Educat10n W1th respect to the promotion, organization 
and supe~?n o.f libranes at State schools within the meaning of the Education Act 1958 
and the distribut1?n o~ any funds provided by Parliament for the establishment or main-. 
tenance of such libranes ". 

'.pie Free Library Service Board has not carried out this function as it felt that the 
Education Department .was already ca~ out these duties adequately and that the 
Department was the logical bodr to continue to do so. I am in agreement with this view, 
b"!lt would u:r;ge closer co-operat10n between the general library services and the Education 
Library Service. ·. 
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FREE LIBRARY SERVICE BOARD CENTRAL CATALOGUING SERVICE 

The provision of a Central Cataloguing Service and a Book List for municipal libraries 
is at present an activity of the Free Library Service Board. This Service is available to 
all municipal libraries receiving Government subsidy. A monthly Book list is prepared 
and sent to each library and unit catalogue cards are multilithed for entries in the Book 
List. . Libraries order the sets of cards they require. 

This Service is sound in principle but in practice it has not operated to the satisfaction 
of municipal libraries. Books are frequently received by libraries well in advance of the 
catalogue cards. In such cases the books are either withheld from circulation until the 
catalogue cards are received or the library has to catalogue them.. Because of continual 
frustrating delays many libraries have ceased using the Central Cataloguing Service. 

Lack of staff has been the major factor in the virtual breakdown of the Service. The 
establishment of one and a half professional officers and two clerical officers is insufficient 
when at full strength and if one of the staff is absent the Service breaks down. 

The Central Cataloguing Service should be continued but, in future, the Service should 
be provided by the State Library Cataloguing Section. At present the Service operates 
independently of the State Library Cataloguing Section. There is needless duplication in 
maintaining two independent cataloguing services. 

Amalgamation of the two services would offer the following advantages :-

(1) There would be a reduction in the duplication of expensive cataloguing aids. 

(2) A wider. range of titles could be catalogued for municipal libraries. 

(3) Duplication of cataloguing would be reduced. Although many of the titles 
acquired by the State Library are not of interest to municipal libraries 
there is duplication of cataloguing between the Free Library Service Board 
and the State Library of Victoria. 

There are at present variations in cataloguing and classifications practices between 
the Free Library Service Board and the State Library but standardization would not present 
insoluble problems. If the recommendation for the constitution of the Victorian Library 
Authority is adopted there should be no. administrative problems in extending the State 
Library cataloguing service to meet the needs of municipal libraries. 

Book List jM Municipal Libraries. 

This non-fiction Book List serves as an aid to book selection and as an order list for 
catalogue cards produced by the Board's Central Cataloguing Service. In recent years the 
scope of the Book List has been limited and the monthly publishing schedule has not been 
met. For example the period August-December, 1963 was covered by one issue published 
in February, 1964. This issue listed only 210 titles. 

. ; 

With the multiplicity of titles being published, municipal librarians need assistance 
in book selection. If monthly publication was resumed and the Book List included a short 
review or some other form of recommendation for books thought suitable for the sma.ller 
public libraries, it would be a valuable book selection aid for municipal librarians. . 

As the State Library book selection staff scan a wide range of bibliographies and 
reviewing journals which contain items of interest to municipal libraries, the Book List should 
in future be prepared by the proposed Bibliographical and Technical Services Department 
of the State Library. However, the selection of entries for junior books should remain the· 
province of the Children's Library Officer. · 

In New Zealand the New Zealand Library Association provides a valuable service 
to public libraries by publishing a graded monthly fiction list. New fiction titles are submitted 
to a panel of Association members for review. The critical notes written by these reviewers 
Jorm the basis of the monthly fiction list. The Victorian Branch of the Library Association 
of .Australia could well consider proViding such a voluntary service to supplement the Book 
List for municipal libraries. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MUNICIPAL LIBRAR~ SERVICES. . I 
An informed populace, an essential element m a den;tocratic society, ~ust have ready ' 

access to literature covering all aspects of knowledge. Tbis can best be achieved by a well 
developed public library system. 

In Victoria, the responsibility for the ~rov¥on of Pl!blic librar~ services rests with 
municipal councils. The repo::t of a bo~d of mqurrr, the .Lib~ary ~emces Board, r~v:eale~ 
in 1944 that adequate public _library semce was a"?"ailable m ~ICtona to only a few citiZens . 
.A13 a result of recommendations made by the Library Semces Board the Government, 
by means of the Free Lil:Yrary Services Board Act 1946, legislated for accelera:ted public library 
development in Victoria. The Free Library Service Board was established to promote 
and assist in the establishment of free municipal libraries. The State Government introduced 
a comprehensive subsidy scheme to give increased State financial support to municipal 
library services. 

In consolidating legislation in 1958 the Libraries Act replaced the Free Lil:Yrary Services 
Act 1946. .A13 at March, 1964, 116 municipal councils had adopted the Libraries Act and 
had established, or were in the process of establishing, free library services. Ninety-four 
councils have not yet adopted the Libraries Act. . ; · ' 

Statistics relating to municipal library services operating in Victoria are appended 
as Appendix 2. 

FUNCTIONS OF ~CIP AL LIBRARIES 

It is the function of a municipallibraryto collect and organize for use a judicious selection 
of books and other records of human thought and to make such materials available without 
charge to adults and children of all ages. The library collections should enable citizens to 
keep abreast of progress in all fields of knowledge, to develop their creative capacities and 
to use their leisure time to the best advantage. Fiction has its place in the municipal library 
for the reading of imaginative works for pleasure is a legitimate activity of the library user. 

The library staff should provide an information service based on a general reference 
collection and should offer guidance to users of the library. It is not the function of the 
municipal library to build research collections in depth in any field but the library should 
be able to borrow on inter-library loan, research material for an inquirer, or be able to direct 
the inquirer to a library where he can obtain access to the research material he requires. 

ARE MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES CARRYING OUT THEIR 
FUNCTIONS EFFECTIVELY 1 

· To carry out their functions effectively libraries must have adequate finance, staff, 
·space and book resources. · . · 

Finance. 
Governn;tent ~ants ~ municip~ liJ;>raries are allocated by the Free Library Service 

B~d. The _Libran~ A!lt g~ves D:O direction to the Board as to the level of subsidy or the 
basiS of subBidy. Tbis 18 determmed by the Government. · · 

. A~ present a maintene~ce subsid:ywhi?h contributes to library expenditure on salaries, 
publica:tions and ge~eral mamte~c.e lB. paid on a £1 fo~ £1 per capita basis according to 
the reBident pop~t10n of the municipality._ The grant IS restricted to a ceiling equivalent 
to 4s .. per head m the Melbourne metropolitan area and to a ceiling equivalent to 5s. per 
head m country areas. The total allocation for 1962-63 was £377 011 and the estimated 
allocation for 1963-64 is £383,500. ' . . . , 

. . The following additional grants are made available by the Government to municipal 
libranes :- · · · · 

Grant to country municipal free libraries 
Grant to children's free libraries . 
Grant to rural municipalities and regional library ~~ntre de~~lopment. 

grant e • • o 0 o • • o • . ' : o 0 ' ' ' I' I o· ~ 

I963-64 

£ 
7,000 
5,000 
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Municipal libraries which are speniling an amount less than their full subsidy entitle
ment are providing a. substandard service. They may be fulfilling their functions of 
proviiling recreational reailing but they are not carrying out other functions satisfactorily. 
Indeed to provide good library service municipalities must under present circumstances 
spend from their own resources an amount considerably in excess of the Government 
contribution. 

For example in the municipality of Ca.mberweU, library costs are in the vicinity of 
£50,000 per annum. The council estimates that adequate library service is provided for 
little more than half the population of 103,200. Calculations reveal that on present costs, 
a. satisfactory operation and maintenance service could be given for £65,850 per annum 
or 13s. 2d. per head of population. ' ' 

· This cost is, however, exclusive of capital costs, and before an adequate standard 
.could be reached, at least two additional branch libraries would be required. This involves 
the purchase of land and the erection of a library buililing in these areas. 

The present subsidy received by Camberwell from the State Government is less than 
£20,000 or 2/5th of library expenditure excluding capital costs, which are not subsidized 
by th~ State Government in any way. 

The Public Libraries Section, Victorian Branch, Library Association of Australia., 
estimates that an adequate library service, capitalizing on the economic benefits of 
regionalization could be provided by an expenditure of 13s. 4d. per capita. 
.. .! 

Whilst strongly defending their right to control public library services, municipalities 
claim that the State should bear a. major share in the cost of improving library service • 

. , In New Zealand, a. country with a municipal library service in a. (lOmparable stage 
of development to that of Victoria, municipalities are voluntarily devoting significantly 
higher funds to free library services, than are Victorian municipalities. In ten New Zealand 
metropolitan and country municipalities which I visited the average council contribution 
per capita, excluiling capital grants, was the equivalent of 13s. Australian currency. 

Statistics relating to New Zealand municipal library services are included as Appendix 
3 .. In Victoria the average municipal contribution per capita in 1962-63 for library service 
was only 4s. 7d. The estimated contribution in 196~ is 4s. 6d. per capita. The average 
contribution of the ten Victorian municipalities speniling the most on library services in 
1962-63 was 9s. 9d. per capita. 

The State should make an increased contribution to municipal library service but 
the municipalities must themselves make a greater effort if Victorian citizens are to enjoy 
a library service of a standard comparable to that of Great Britain or New Zealand. 

1 

Staff. 
Municipal library service is being severely hampered by shortage of trained library 

staff. A survey conducted by the Public Libraries Section of the Victorian Branch of the 
Library Association of Australia in 1963, revealed that there were only 14librarians qualified 
by . professional examination working in municipal libraries. One hundred and five 
·members of municipal library staffs were partly qualified and 210 held no qualification. 
The percentage of staff with no qualification was particularly high in country areas, the 
percentage being 81 as against 45 · 7 per cent. in the metropolitan area. 

Space. 
Libraries must have adequate space to shelve ~nd display books and for .seating 

accommodation for readers to study books on the preiDlSes. Apart from such public areas 
there must be adequate space for book storage, storage of materials and equipment, staff 
work and recreational space. 

Such requirements are now taken into. acco~t in pis~ new library buil~ 
in Victoria. Libraries such as the Glenelg Regronal Library at HaiD.llton and the Moorabbm 
Free Library equal any municipal library buililings ~ inspe~te?- interst~te. Good ~brary 
service from a modern library buililing .us~ally_resu!-ts ~a rap1d mcrease m the use of_librarr 
facilities. New municipal library buililings m V1ctona are not always planned With this 
'increased demand in view. 
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. .Architects planning municipal librar.y buildings could well take note of the spacious 
and functional libraries being constructed m New Zealand. · 

. Space requirements are not met adequately in ~ny buildings co~verted to libraries 
from other use or in many of the libraries constructed pnor to the establishment of the Free 
Library Service Board. The lack ~f a State subsidr. for capital. expendit_ure on li?r'!'ry 
buildings and restrictions on subsidy .m respect. of mumc1pal exp.enditure _on library buil~ 
renovations tend to encourage mumClpal councils to persevere With unsatlBfactory makeshift 

1 

libraries rather than to build functional libraries. · 

Book Resources. 
All libraries inspected had difficulty in meeting the needs of their readers with the 

book resources at their disposal. In particular, the needs of children and student borrowers 
were not met adequately. The dearth of worthwhile children's books in print and the 
short life of those purchased are probleDlB facing children's librarians. 

In Victoria, municipal libraries provide light reading to a limited extent but, a8 a 
matter of policy, do not attempt to meet the demand. Some ratepayers have stated that 
the demand for such books should be met. They point out that the municipal library is 
supported by public funds and the public should be given the type of book it wants. 

In South Australia where the book stock of municipal libraries is supplied by the 
Libraries Board of South Australia, light fiction is not purchased, as the Board does not 
consider the provision of ephemeral books a function of a State subsidized library. 

The Tasmanian Library Board is partly meeting the demand for such reading by the 
provision of cheap paper back books. These books are not catalogued and are considered 
expendable . 

. In New Zealand the National Library Service adopts the policy that those who want 
light.fiction should be able to obtain it from the library as the convenient place, but should 
not expect a service of this kind of material to be provided from public funds. A service 
of westerns, detective and romance novels can be given efficiently only on a commercial 
basis. Thus, in New Zealand the local authority may operate a rental collection of books 
which are too popular for their demand to be reasonably met from public funds. Readers 
may, therefore, be charged borrowing fees for loans from this section, which contains best 
sellers, ephemeral travel and biography and other non-fiction, light and very popular fiction. 
However, the .bulk of the library's book stock is issued from the Free Section . 

. Victorian ~bra~es could provide a similar. rental service .and still be e.ligible for State 
subSldy. The Lihranes Act 1958 defines a free library as " a library that g~ves free library 
service on the premises to the community notwithstanding that it may charge for the loan 
of books to be read off the premises ". 

PROVISION OF MUNICIPAL LIBRARY SERVICE 

Responsibility for the esta~~hment of .a municipal library service rests with the local 
government a~t~ontY:, th~ mumCipal coun~1l. Representations have been made to the 
Board by mume1pallibranes t~at the adopt10n of the Libraries Act by municipal councils 
be made compulsory. They pomt out that 94 councils have as yet failed to provide a free 
library service under the present permissive system. 

This Board feels that com~ulso!y a~option of the Libraries Act would be contrary 
to the pa~ern of local government m Vmtona where the provision of municipal social services 
·has traditionally been. on a voluntary basis. Counc~ forced to provide a library service 
would tend to do .so With a sense of resentment and With the minimum resources permissible . 
.Substandard semce would reSlllt. 

Everr eff?rt sh?uld be made ~o persuade councils to provide library services and the 
proposed Vmtonan Library. Authontr sho~d assign library promotion first priority. In 
some :ueas, such ~s St. Kilda, desp~te VIgorous promotional activities by local library 
ComiD!ttees, ~Olll_lClls have refused to conduct a poll of ratepayers to gauge the feeling of 
the co=umty m the matter. · 
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Ratepayers should be given the opportunity of making known their views on the 
advisability of establishing a free library service. The Local Government Act should be 
amended so th~t if 5 per ~ent. of e~olled ratep~yers in a municipality demand that the pro
posal to establish a free library semce be subrmtted to a poll, the municipal council is obliged 
to conduct such a poll. 

If the poll results in a majority vote in favour of the proposal this should be taken 
into consideration by the council but the decision to establish a library service should con· 
tinue to rest with the council. 

REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS 

. Good ~brary service costs more than~ small community can afford to pay. The Free 
Library Semce Board has accepted the VIew that the average Victorian municipality is 
too small a unit on which to base a library service. 

_9verseas expe;rien?e suggests t~at an acceptable level of library service can rarely 
be achieved by a urut With a population fewer than 35,000 while the optimum population 
could be as high as 500,000. 

The Roberts Report on the structure of the public library service in England and 
Wales (Cmnd. 660 1959) stated that" if the public in any area is to enjoy reasonable access 
to books of general significance the smallest library authority should be able to spend not 
Jess than £5,000 a year on the purchase of books of all kinds for the public library ". This 

• 'is eq~valent of. an amount approaching ~7,000 at present day book prices. Numerous 
muru01pal councils do not have the financial resourses to devote amounts of this order to 
library services. 

The future of the small municipal library lies in affiliation with libraries in neigh· 
bouring municipalities to form regional library services. 

In regional services, administrative and technical services are centralized with savings 
in manpower and capital costs. Better salaries can be offered to attract highly qualified 
staff. Such staff can include specialists such as reference librarians and children's librarians. 

Small libraries cannot afford to employ or offer sufficient scope for such specialists. 
Book stock in regional systems is of better quality, more diverse and any unnecessary dup~ 
lication is avoided. 

A regional service gives better service for money expended. Cost studies carried 
out by the American Library Association Public Libraries Division . Co-ordinating Committee 
on the Revision of Public Library Standards revealed that to achieve the minimum standards 
recommended by the Committee a library service serving a population group of 20,000 costs 
almost twice as much per capita as a library service serving a population group of 200,000. 

A table " Running Costs of Library Service in Victoria " prepared by the Public 
Libraries Section, Victorian Branch, Library Association of Australia, appended as Appendix 
4 to this Report, further reveals the the economies which result from library services serving 
large populations. 

· Some municipal councils fear that be joining a regional service their local library 
will lose its identity and its policy .of suiting i~s se~ces to the needs of .its OWJ?- comm~ty 
will be jeopardized. However, neither local Identity nor local controliB lost m a regrona.l 
grouping. · 

· Regional services are established to impro~e and exp~nd e~ting lib~ary ~rvices. 
The local library may become a regional branch library but Its semces remam onentated 
to meet any special needs of the local community. 

In Victoria good public reference libra~es to meet the D;eeds of students and the 
general public are virtually non-existent outside the metropolitan area. 

The provision of an extensive reference collection including the necessary specialized 
bibliographical tools such as abstracts, bulle~ a~d inde~es t~ pe:?~~callitera~e is beyond 
the means of most individual municipal libr~es. Libranes )Ommg. a regrona.l scheme 
could afford a well stocked Central Reference Library to serve the regron. 
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· · There are 'in Victoria, eighteen regional library systems. U~ortunately, many are 
too small to bring the full benefits of regionaliza.tioD: to the .commllD;l~es ~~ey aery~. . Their 
size has been limited primarily by the refusal of ne:~ghbounng mummpalit1es t? JOm. The 
smallest, the Stawell Region, consistiiig of Stawell. Town and ~tawell Shire, serv~ a 
population of 8,000 while the largest, the Central HighlB.?-ds Reg~on, serves a P?Pulation 
of 78,000. A list of Victorian regional library systems 18 appended as Appendix 5. 

· · In order to achieve more rapid progress in regionalization, I recommend that the 
proposed Victorian Library Authority should promote an Advisory Council in each of the 
thirteen Victorian Planning Regions to advise the Authority and the Minister on the best 
means of achieving viable regional library services in their respective areas. 

Regional libraries in Victoria must fulfil the followiiig conditions in order to qualify 
for State subsidy :- · 

(1) The Councils comprisiiig the Regional Groups must be eligible as individual 
Councils for Municipal Library Grant. 

(2) There must be a form of agreement exiStiiig between Councils of the Regional 
Group covering such items as-

(a) Degree of pooling of financial resources. 
(b) Control of Central Fund into which pooled moneys are paid. 
(c) Degree of pooling of book resources. 
(d) Location of Central or Headquarters Library. · 
(e) Representation on Regional Library Committee. 

(f) Functions and Powers of Regional Library Committee. 

(3) The general standard of service of the Regional Library Service must be 
approved by the Free Library Service Board. . . 

As regional systems provide the most efficient and economical type of library service, 
library authorities formiiig part of such systems should receive encouragement from the 
State. The present Regional Library Development Grant should be . increased. 

. . · • The total amount of the Rural Municipal Library Establishment and Regional Library 
l>evelopment Grant has been £20,000 for the past four years. . 

The basis of allocation is as follows :-. 

The Grant is divided into two p~ 
(a) Rural Municipal Ltibrary Estahlishment Gram. Allocated, once only, 

~ Non-Metrovolitan Municipalities in the first year of municipal 
library .establishment. At present the basis of allocation is 2s. 
per cap?ta. 

(b) Regfmuzl Library Development Gram. The remainder of the total grant 
18 allocated to those municipalities operatiiig Regional Libraries. 
It is paid to the Central ~unicipality of a Group to be expended 
for the benefit of the Reg~on as a whole. The basis of allocation 
18 on the known needs of each group. It is generally allocated on 
the followiiig basis :-

(1) A grant of not .I~ than £1,000 to selected relatively .large 
Groups oompriBmg four or more Councils. , 

(2) A grant ranging from £1,000 to £250 to selected smaller 
Groups of two or three Councils. 

(3) The ~rant is no~ guaranteed annually and, in fact, the Free 
Libra;zy Semce. Board .has found it necessary on several 
occaSI?ns. ~ OIDit certain groups from sharing it in order 
t~at mdiVIdual grants should .remain at a reasonably 
high figure. 

(4) New groups are given prio;rity in allocating the larger grants 
an~ the ~mounts received each year are variable, the 
policy bemg to make available these larger grants on 
a rotation basis. 
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This. <;trant ~ paid to Regional Li~rary systems as a form of extra 
fina;nmal a~SJsta~ce. Its purpos~ lB to assist in some special library 
proJeCt which will benefit the Reg1on as a whole, such as the provision 
of~ book van, the purchase of extra boo~, or a special book collection, 
fittmgs, book boxes, &c., for the Reg~onal collection. 

This Grant should not be restricted to regional libraries outside the metropolitan 
area as at present. The need for regional library services within the metropolitan area 
is equally pressing and all such services should be eligible for regional grants. 

To further the promotion of regional libraries, ceiling limits on subsidy should be 
raised for councils contributing to regional systems. Regional library systems should 
receive preference in the allocation of building grants. 

. Amending legislation should be introduced to provide a legal basis for joint control 
of regional library services. The Libraries Act, Section 13 and the Local Government 
Act, Section 505 (2) empower one municipality to contract with another to purchase library 
service from its neighbour. · The Free Library Service Board has been instrunlental in 
establishing regional library services on this basis. · . 

Under such contractual agreements the control and administration of the library 
service rests with the municipality dispensing the service. Some municipalities while 
seeing the benefits of regional services refuse to join a regional service on a contractual basis. 
They insist on joint control of the service as a prerequisite for union. 

The Local Government Act, Section 505 (2) has been interpreted by the Free library 
Service Board as permitting joint control of regional library services. Section 505 (2) 
reads as follows :- ' 

Power for 

:~~E::~ea 
with other 
munlclpalltlea 
and public 
bodlea. 

. LocAL GoVERNMENT AoT 1958 SEcTioN 505 (2) 

(2) Subject to the approval of the Governor in Council it shall be lawful for the Council 
of any municipality in the name and on behalf of the municipality from time to 
time to contract upon such terms and conditions as the Council sees fit with any 
other body, corporate or public body (including any other municipality) for or with 
respect to the doing and the control and management by either or both of the 
contracting parties of any matter or thing which such contracting parties are or 
either of them is by law empowered to do control and manage and to carey out 
every such contract according to the tenor thereof. 

Section 505 (2) was not intended to authorize the setting up of a joint body to control 
. a common library service. However, the words " or both " in this Section seemed to the 
Free Library Service Board to have this effect and joint library bodies were established, 
and they rely on this interpretation for their authority. 

The Free Library Service Board has subsequently received an opinion from the Crown 
Solicitor to the effect that Section 505 (2) does not authorize the establishment of joint bodies 
to control regional library services. As it is desirable that joint control be permissible, 
an~ending legislation should be introduced to give joint bodies controlling library unions 
corporate existence and statutory powers. 

: The Health Act, Section 380 enables municipalities to combine to provide joint health 
services. Sinillar provisions should be enacted for joint library services. 

MUNICIPAL LIBRARY GRANT 

Is the present metho~ of allocation of the Mllili:cipal Library ~r!l'nt ~ the. form of 
a cash subsidy the most BUltable means of State asslStance to mumc1pal libranes. 

In the library systems of New Zealand, South Australia, Western Australia and 
Tasmania book stock and service, rather than cash grants, are provided by the State to 

·municipal libraries. · 

The system of payment in kind has the following advantages :-
(1) Book selection is the responsibility of highly qualified experts in the central 

agency. This ensures a high standard of selection. In Victoria where 
the local librarian is responsible for book selection, standards are uneven, 
ranging from good to poor. Many library collections lack balance and 
some special cqllections reflect the interests of the librarian in charge 
rather than the needs of the community. 



(2) Economy is achieved by centralizing purcha~g,, proces~g and cataloguing 
of stock in the central agency. (In VICtona each library orders and 
processes books purchased but can make use of a central catalogujng 
service.) 

(S) Stock can be rotated be~ee~ librarie~ giving each library ~cc~s~ to a .wider 
range oftitl~s .. (In VICt~ma, stock IS the prop~rty of the mdiVIdual ~?rary 
and it remams m that library. In such hbranes book stoc~ can be read 
out " before it is worn out. After all members of the Library. who are 
interested in a particular title read it, it sits on the shelves gathenn~ dust.) 
In a system where there is regular interchange of stock, each copy IS more 
likely to be worn out before it is " read out ". . 

· . On balance, it seems that the system of State subsidy in th~ fonn of books a~d s~rvic?s 
gives a better result for the money expended t~an.the. cash subSl~Y system, but m VICt.oria 
a State-wide change to the system of payment m kind IS not practicable at the present time. 

However it would not be too great a task for the proposed Victorian Library 
Authority to pr~vide su~sidy in kind to .the smaller indepen~ent li?raries in t~e State. As 
pointed out elsewhere m the Report, m references to reg~onal library semces, the small 
·libraries give uneconomic library service. 

I reco=end that as from the 1966-67 municipal financial year all municipal library 
authorities serving populations ofless than 10,000 should receive book stock from the proposed 
·Victorian Library Authority in lieu of the Municipal Library Grant. 

The annual financial contribution of a municipal authority to its library service 
should be the criterion used in detennining the number of books · to be supplied to 
that authority during the year. 

The books would remain the property of the Victorian Library Authority and would 
be changed several times during the year. The local librarian would be given the oppor
tunity of selecting titles from the Authority's book stock and could request the purchase 
of any particular title not in stock. 

On present population figures, this service in kind would apply to eighteen 
·existing library services. If my reco=endation is acted upon, these libraries will in the 
next two years have the alternative of joining a library union serving a 'population of 
over 10,000 or preparing to accept subsidy in kind. 

There are 62 municipalities with populations under 10,000 which do not yet provide 
f:ee library ~ervice, and service in kind should be obligatory if they establish independent 
library semces. 

. It would be advantageous to provide subsidy in kind to libraries serving populations 
higher than 10,000 but in its forniative years the Victorian Library Authority would not 
~e a~le ~ cope with bulk book sup:ply to such libraries. However, subsidy in kind to 
libranes m the 10,000-20,000 population range could be introduced at a later date. 

CAPITAL SUBSIDIES AND RENOVATION GRANTS 

. . At pr~sent th~ ~ta~e does not make a capital grant towards the erection of a new 
library. bull~. . This IS m marked contrast to Government policy regarding the payment 
of ~pital subSldies towards t~~ cost of new buildings to carry out other State subsidized 
s~mces undertak~n by m~Cipal ~ouncils. For instance, .infant welfare buildings and 
~derg~rtens receiv.e a capi~al subSl~Y of £2 for £1 with a maximum of £3,000. Elderly 
CI~ens cen~r~s receive a cap1.tal subsidy of £2 for £1 with a maximum of £5,000. Substantial 
capital subSldies are also available for the construction of amenities such as swi=ing pools 
and art galleries. 

. Libraries provide soci!"l and educational amenities equally important as those 
proVIde~ by .the above-mentioned .services which receive capital subsidies. It would be 
m keeping With accepted State policy to extend such grants to new library buildings or 
to extend loans free of interest. ' 
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The. State does ~a~e a ~ecial gr~n~ to a maximum of £2,000 per annum in respect 
of ~enovations to an e::nstmg library building or towards the cost of library furniture and 
eqUipment. 

. . The ~ant is made on a £.1 for £1 basis bu~ it is subject to conditions which severely 
limit expenditure. The allocation of the grant lS governed by the amount the per capita 
subsidy receive?-. by. a lib.rary auth?rity f~lls short of the subsidy ceiling. For instance, 
a co"!illtry mumc1pality wrth a subBldy ceiling of 5s. per head may be recei~ as operating 
sub~dy of 4s. pe~ head. It qualifies to receive. the unexpended portion of 1ts per capita 
ent1tle~ent-eqUivalent to 1s. per head as a spemal grant for renovations or for expenditure 
on furmture or equipment. If a municipality is receiving an operating subsidy equal to 
the subsidy ceiling, no special grant is available to it. 

In 1961-62 the total State grant in respect to expenditure on existing library 
buildings was £10,118 while the grant in respect of expenditure on library furniture and 
equipment was £10,201. This grant is not made available on conditions which encourage 
councils to improve their library services. The grant should be freed from conditions 
relating to per, capita subsidy. 

MUNICIPAL LIBRARY STAFF 

What changes, if any, are desirable in the method of, and qualification for, 
appointment and general conditions of employment of the staff of municipal libraries 1 

Method of Appointment and Qualifications. 

. LiQrary staff are appointed by the municipal council controlling the library service. 
Matriculation is a necessary qualification for appointment to the professional staff of 
municipal libraries. Several representatives of municipal councils have suggested to the 
Board that Leaving Certificate standard rather than Matriculation be the necessary 
qualification. · · 

The Board considers that if librarians are to fulfil their functions competently they 
need a high standard of education and therefore the requirement of Matriculation is a sound 
one. 

Furthermore, Matriculation is a compulsory prerequisite for the Library Association 
of Australia Registration Certificate. The Library Association of Australia is the examining 
·body for professional library qualifications in Victoria. To become fully qualified .under 
the provisions of the Municipal Officers Award a librarian must obtain the Registration 
Certificate or its equivalent. 

Not all libraries can be staffed by qualified librarians, especially in rural areas. 
Unqualified librarians in charge of branch libraries can be supervised from a central regional 
library and those in small independent libraries can be given the benefit of centralized 
cataloguing and advisory services provided by a State agency. . 

However, ·to ensure that qualified librarians are employed when available, 
the proposed Victorian Library Authority should adopt the system operating in New South 
Wales whereby the Library Board of New South Wales exercises control over the 
app~intment of municipal librarian~. Under it~ .Act, the Board main~IJ;ins a regi.ster of 
qualified libranans. Under regulat1ons appertammg to the Act a mummpal council must 
employ as librarian in charge of its library a person on the Board's register, or be granted 
by the Board a certificate of exemption enabling it to employ a person not registered if the 
Board is satisfied that this person was the best available candidate. The exemption is 
issued to the council not to the person. 

General Oorulitions of Employment. 
. Conditions of employment are detennined by in~~dual councils within .the framew?rk 

of the Municipal Officers Award. The Award fixes mmrmum but not ma::nmum sala.nes. 
Councils can therefore, if they desire, pay above the award rate. 

It is apparent from evidence receiv~d, however, that there are ~efects in the award 
for municipal librarians but it is outs1de the competence of this Board to make 
recommendations for alterations to the Award. 
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. Librananship is a demanding and ch.a¥enging pr~fession but recruiting to the 
profession is handicapped beca~e n;mny murucipa:l admm1strato~ ha~e outdated ~~~cepts 
of library work. They have little 1dea of the .skilled ~ork reqmr~d m such acti~ties as 
acquisition, cataloguing, reference work and semce to children. This produces a. IDIBunder
standing of the type of person needed to staff a libr~ and consequently a poor Idea of the 
salaries and conditions necessary to attract and retam good staff . 

.At present, when a librarian transfers from one municipal library service to another, 
he is unable to transfer long service leave rights. 

. . ·. Provision should be made for the protection of long service leave rights of librarians 
when they transfer to the employ of another municipal library authority. . . . , 

. There are within the State Public Service librarians who would be willing to spend 
purl of. their career in m~cipal.libraries if th~~ ~uperaunnati?n rights could be preserved 
on Ieavmg the State Public Semce and on reJOIDing the SerVIce at a later date. · 

.A factor which has inhibited municipal librarians from applying for ·positions with 
the Free Library Service Board iS the fact that on transferring from a. municipality to the 
Board they would lose accumulated superannuation rights. 

The interchange of librarians would be of benefit to various types of library service. 
For instance, municipal experience would be invaluable to officers carrying out the functions 
of the Free Library Service Board. .A municipal librarian who had spent some time on 
the staff of the State Library would find the knowledge he had gained of the State Library 
collections useful in his work in the municipal field. ' 

· '. · · The practicability of introducing a scheme whereby a librarian could preserve 
superannuation rights on transfer from one type of library service to another should be 
_investigated by library authorities. · 

The Library .Association of .Australia is the " Voice " of the professional librarian 
and also makes a very valuable contribution to the library education and development. 

It· would be to the benefit of the Library service generally if the Victorian Branch 
of the Library .Association of .Australia took a greater interest in the welfare and 
development of the non-professional staff attached to libraries. 

·• ' · · ·The greater proportion of persons working in libraries will always be non-professionaL 
.At the present time it appears that no authority or organization is catering adequately for 
the needs of these employees. · 

MELBOURNE CITY LIBRARIES 

. · ' . Having in mind the position the City of Melbourne holds among the cities of the world 
'in the fields of art and culture, it is difficult to understand why the City Council has been 
content with the minor library service in operation. 

The City Council at present operates excellent adult and children's libraries at both 
North Melbourne and East Melbourne, and a children's library at Carlton. It does not 
have a .library functio~ in th~ central ~ty area and, appare~tly, has. no concrete plans 
to proVId~ .such a serVIce .. In this r~spect It. compares. poorly mth the City of Sydney, and 
smaller cities such as Perth and Bnsbane, m .Australia, and .Auckland and Wellington in 
New Zealand. 

In .Auckland there is a central municipal library and ten excellent branches to aeiTe 
a population of 146,000 and in Wellington a central library with nine branches to serve a 
population of 124,000. 

. . ~e fact that the State Lib~ary Leml~ng Secti~n is ·situat.ed in the City area has tended 
to inhibit any proposals for the City Council to proVIde a lending service in the heart of the 
City. 

In the section of this Report dealing with the State Library I have recommended 
that the Metrop?litan Le~ding Service be discontinued. This will :nake it imperative for 
the Melbourne City Council to fulfil its responsibilities as a library authority by establishing 
a central lending library. 



The provision of such a. library should be well within the financial resources of the 
City. In 1962-63 its contribution to library services was 4s.8d. per capita. Twenty-nine 
Victorian municipalities contributed to library services at a higher rate during that period. 

Adjacent to the Melbourne Town Hall in the centre of the City there is the Melbourne 
Athenaeum which conducts a very good subscription library. . 

The Melbourne Athenaeum which was established at the Melbourne Mechanics 
Institute and School of Arts in 1839 owns the valuable Collins Street site is occupies. 
The title is vested in trustees on behalf of the membership of the institution. 

The Athenaeum provides general non-fiction for its 6,000 members but concentrates 
on providing a wide range of modern fiction. . , 

The Athenaeum Trustees in a submission to this Board have stated that the 
Institution~s income, derived mainly from rents and subscriptions, is becoming insufficient 
to meet commitments. For instance, the 1964 assessment for land tax has grown to the 
large total of £4,886 lls. 3d. The Trustees, in their submission, ask for financial assistance 
from the State, which last made a grant to the Library in 1856. 

Whilst recognizing the good services the Athenaeum provides to a wide section of 
the community, both in the Metropolitan area and the country, l feel that all State funds 
for public library services should be directed to improving the free municipal library service. 

The Melbourne City Council in planning library service for the central City area could 
well consider the possibility of holding exploratory talks with the Trustees of the 
Athenaeum with a view to some form of co-operation in library services. The Trustees have 
indicated that provided the name " Athenaeum " was perpetuated, they would be prepared 
to consider overtures from the City Council concernmg the transfer of the library to 
the City. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NON-MUNICIPAL FREE LIBRARIES 

In 1853 the Victorian Government first gave assistance to libraries by _sett~ aside 
funds for the establishment of the Melbourne Public Library. In 1862 financial asSIStance 
was extended to mechanics institutes and other free libraries. Mechanics institutes were 
modelled on their counterparts in England to serve as a means of adult education. _ Revenue 
was derived mainly from subscriptions and Government grants. 

By 1913 there were over 500 mechanics institutes and non-municipal. fi;ee libraries 
in Victoria. In subsequent years the number declined and today the· maJonty of such 
institutions have ceased to function or have been incorporated in municipal free libraries. 
In 1961-62 only 45 mechanics institutes and non-municipal free libraries applied for 
Government grants. For some years the total annual Government allocation for non
municipal free libraries has been limited to £2,000. 

The remaining mechanics institutes and non-municipal free libraries function primarily 
as purveyors of recreational reading to subscribers. Book stocks consist in the main of 
ephemeral fiction selected, processed and issued by staff without professional qualifications. 

Figures of expenditure on publications in 1962 obtained from 31 such libraries show 
that-

£ £ 
14 libraries spent under 50 
5 libraries spent under 50-100 
7 libraries spent under 101-200 
3 libraries spent under 200-300 
2 libraries spent under 301-601. 

In 1962 these 31 libraries served a total of 4,708 borrowers. Twenty of these 
libraries served under 100 borrowers. 

The board of inquiry in~o ~brary se:vices, the Library Services Board, which reported 
to the Government of V1ctona m 1944, m a reference to mechanics institutes stated that 
" th~e instit~tions did useful work ~ their day but there seeins to be little point in their 
?ontinued eXIstence ~d~r changed ~Irc~st:mces in Victoria ". This finding is relevant 
m 1964. . The rema:mmg: mechanic~ mst1tute~ and . non-municipal free libraries are 
perpe~ting substanda;rd library: ~emc~ and therr continued existence tends to delay the 
establishment of effiCient mummpal library services in the areas they serve. The 
Government grant to these libraries should be withdrawn. 

The withdrawal of the Government grant would not deprive country citizens of access 
to S~te supp~rted lib~ary se~ces as. the3: would be able to make use of the State Country 
Lendin~ Semce, until mumc1pal libranes are established in their districts. Library 
pro~otio~al W?rk, to demonstrate the advantages of free municipal library service, should 
be mtensified m such areas. 
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CHAPTER 6 

LIBRARIES OF STATE DEPARTMENTS AND INSTRUMENTALITIES 

Functions. 

_The libra:ies of State Departmen~s and Instrumentalities function as special subject 
collectiOns relatmg to the work or semce undertaken by the particular Department or 
Instrumentality. 

Such ~ollections are established primarily to provide library service to the officers 
of the authonty concerned but the library should also provide service to other officials and 
citizens seeking infonnation in the subject fields covered by the library. 

These libraries should be developed so that they become the State research libraries 
in their main subject fields. For example in the field of botany the National Herbarium 
should develop its collection as the State research collection in botany. This collection 
would be supported by the wealth of botanical material in the State Library and by extensive 
botanical collections in univerisity libraries. The Department of Agriculture would 
maintain its ancillary botanical collection to support the research work of its officers. 

As outlined in the section of this Report concerning the future acquisition policy 
of the State Library, a policy of developing the Departmental libraries would obviate the 
need for the State Library to purchase research material in certain fields. (Copies of all 
acquisition lists of Departmental libraries should be furnished regularly to the State 
Library). 

Finance. 
If Departmental libraries are to be entrusted with the responsibility for developing 

collections to serve the research needs of the State in their special fields of interest the 
necessary finance will have to be provided. 

Space. 
Most Departmental libraries have over-crowded shelves and little space for expansion. 

Whilst the proposed co-operative storage library should ease their space problems 
temporarily, attention must be given to the question of providing additional space for future 
requirements. 

·cENTRALIZED SERVICES FOR GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTAL LIBRARIES 

Centralized Oatalcguing. 
A centralized cataloguing service is an advantage to libraries with similar collections. 

The subject range in State Departmental libraries is such that there. is little duplication 
in titles between the libraries. It would, therefore, be advisable for each library to continue 
.its own cataloguing, orientated to the spacial requirements of its own users. 

A Unicm Oatalcgue of Holdings of State Departmental Libraries. 
The establishment and maintenance of union catalogues is costly and the use made 

of a union catalogue restricted to the holdings of State Departmental libraries may not 
justify the expenditure invo~ved. . The sc~ent~c an~ tec~cal se~l hol?llg~ of the_libr~ries 
are already listed in the Uruon List of Scientific Senals m Australian Libranes. Libranans 
are aware of the subject fields covered by each Departmental library and elicit by telephone 
calls any infonnation r_equired concerning ~arti?ular ?ties. Befor~ any decision is made 
to establish such a union catalogue the V1ctonan Library Authonty should carry out a 
cost and use study of the project. ' 

STAFF 

. In 1958 the Public Service Board adopted the policy of staffing the Libraries of 
Departments and State Instrumentalities ~der. its control ~y appointing. staff fro~. the 
State Library. Vacancies in Departmental libraries are advertiSed as State Library pos1t10ns 
and the appointees are seconded to the Department concerned. . . . 
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The Departmental librarian can be recalled to the SJ:ate Li~rary pr~vide~ that the 
State Library supplies a replacement with th~ same Public Sef!Ice classifi~at10n. '-';he 
Departments provide the book stock, clerical asSIS~ce ~nd ~ll eqmpment: ~brary policy 
is determined by the Department but the State Libranan mspects the libranes to ensure 
that the staff are providing competent library service. 

The following Departmental libraries are staffed by the State Library :-
Department of Agriculture, Housing. Commission,. Police D.epartment, Pl!-blic 

Service Board, Mental Hygrene Authonty, National Herbanum, 
Department of Social Welfare and the State Rivers and Water Supply 
Commission. 

The system offers the following advantages over the former system whereby each 
Department appointed its own library staff :- . 

(1) The applicants for advertised positions are processed by the State Librarian 
who is better qualified to do so than is the Departmental Head. 

(2) Relief librarians can be supplied from the State Library when the 
Departmental librarian is absent. · . 

(3) Closer co-operation is achieved between the State Library and the 
Departmental libraries in matters such as book acqUisitions and loans. 

(4) The Departmental libraries make greater use of State Library bibliographical 
aids. 

. On the whole the Departments which have received library service from the State 
Library appear to be satisfied with the system. In the case of the National Herbarium, 
the service has broken down completely and the Herbarium has been without a librarian 
for over two years. The Public Service Board should investigate this matter. 

In special libraries, such as those of the Departments, the librarian should possess 
subject knowledge of the fields covered by the library in addition to familiarity with library, 
techniques. It takes a year or two for the librarians appointed to these libraries to become 
expert librarians in their subject fields. 

However, as there is no career range in Departmental libraries they have to look 
elsewhere in the State Library service for promotion and the Department loses the benefit 
of their subject knowledge. To overcome this problem a career range should be established 
in the larger Departmental libraries such as the Department of Agriculture so that the 
·librarian in charge can take at least one promotion without transferring to another library. 

Similarly, if librarians are recalled from the Departmental libraries to the State 
Library the Department loses an expert in its subject field. Librarians should not be so 
recalled unless-

(a) The Department Head considers them unsatisfactory. 
(b) The librarian asks for a recall on grounds which appear legitimate to the 

State Librarian. . 

There has been no regular inspection of Departmental libraries receiving State Library· 
service by senior officers of the State Library. This is particularly regrettable as many 
?f the. appointees have had little experience .in special lib~ary tec¥ql!-es. • Regular . 
mspect10ns should be made and as the number of libranes served mcreases 1t will be desirable 
to appoint an officer specifically to inspect such libraries. Such a Government 
Departmental Libraries Liaison Officer should be a member of the State Library staff. He.· 
should periodically inspect Government Department libraries staffed by the State Library 
to ensure that the staff in such libraries are giving efficient library service to the Department 
they serve. This officer should also assist Departments without full time librarians in 
organizing their book co~ecti~ns. He .shoul~ also ~e responsible fo~ fos~ering co-operation ' 
between Departmental libranes and pnvate mdustrial and commercial, libraries. · 

The staff of Statutory Corporations such as the State Electricity Commission and 
the Gas and Fuel corporation are not appointed by the Public Service Board and State 
Library staff have not been seconded to the libraries of such instrumentalities. In the 
interest of closer co-ordination of library services State Library staff should be seconded to 
staff the libraries of Statutory Corporations. This would offer library staff wider avenues' 
of promotion and would assist in stabilizing library salary ranges. 
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CHAPTER 7 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

A university library should fulfil the following functions :-

(1) Provide books and related materials to support university study, teaching 
and research programmes. 

(2) Provide the services and accommodation necessary for the full utilization 
of library resources. 

. In 1921 the University Grants Commission of Great Britain made the following 
admirable summary of the place of the library in a. university :-

" The ~haracter and efficiency . of a university may be gauged by its 
trea-t:ment of ~ts central organ-~he library. We. regard the fullest provision 
for ~brary mamtenance as t~e p~ary and most Vlt~l need in the equipment of 
a umverstty. An adequate library lB not only the baslS of all teaching and study ; 
it is the essential condition of research, without which additions cannot be made 
to the sum of human knowledge." 

Are these functions being carried out effectively in university libraries in Victoria. ~ 

During the course of this Inquiry possibly more publicity has been given in the 
newspapers to the needs of university libraries than to other avenues of library service. 

Whilst it is accepted generally that allocation of moneys made available to universities 
should be left entirely to the respective university councils, this policy has not proved very 
satisfactory so far as the Baillieu Library of the University of Melbourne is concerned. 

I have met vice-chancellors, library committees and librarians of most of the 
Australian universities and, in addition, have had discussions in New Zealand with university 
administrators and librarians. 

The summaries of university statistics relating to New Zealand and Australia 
appended as Appendices 6 and 7 to this Report are illuminating. They show that next 
year six universities will be operating in New Zealand with a population of approximately 
2,350,000 compared with two (and a proposed third) in Victoria with a population 
of 3,014,000. 

It is true that in size the New Zealand universities do not compare with those in 
Australia-but New Zealand does appear to have a higher percentage of university 
population compared with Australian states. 

' 
Again the library collections are not extensive, but in most universities attention 

is being given to the space needs of the library and the promise of greater finance 
for collections in the future. 

Whilst in New Zealand I was present on the occasion of an address given by Professor 
D. R. Llewellyn of Auckland University on the future development of the Auckland 
University. · 

The Professor, in outlining the functions of a university, stated that the two ~ 
functions of a university were to expose students to knowledge and to advance the frontiers 
of knowledge. " A student leaving school must acquire the skill to acquire knowledge 
without being taught." 

As to whether this trend of leaving it to the student to find his own answers to 
problems is in the interests of the student is not a question I have to determine. . . 

But if this trend develops-and I am sure it will-then the universities h~ve a. 
responsibility to see that the library facilities required are available at the univerBlty. 

· Certainly, in New Zealand, it woul~ a.pp.~ that authorities are taking steps to ensure 
that seating will be provided at all the umvers1t1es t? ~eet.the reasonable need_s of s~~en~. 
When a new library is planned, a li~rary-arts bull~ lB constructed. This building lB 

designed to meet current and future needs of the library. 
3631/6S.-:-4 
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For the first few years the accommodation not required. for library purposes is used 
by the arts faculty which moves out to new quarters as the library growth demands . 

.Apparently in Melbourne, plans to meet t~e needs of a unive~sity are draw;n up but 
the building is constructed in stages. By the tune the first sta~e IS completed It cannot 
cope with the existing demand and, unfortunately, the next sta.ge 18 defer.red for some years . 
.As a result we have at the University of Melbourne today a library designed to seat 1,300 
stUdents, meeting inadequately the needs of over 13,000 students. 

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE LIBR.ARY 

The Council of the University of Mel~ourn.e stat~d in ~ sub~~ion to the B.oard ?f 
Inquiry that " in no department of the (Uruvers1ty) Ltbrary s actiVItJ.es are the Library s 
functions being carried out effectively, that is if ' effectively' is to be mterpreted as bemg 
synonomous with ' adequately ' ". 

· It is apparent from recent expressions of student dissatisfaction with both sea~ing 
and book borrowing facilities in the Baillieu Library, that a conference of represen~atives 
of the University Council, the Library and students should be held .as early a~ .possible to 
discuss methods of improving library service, pending the construction of additiOns to the . 
existing library building. 

Finance. 
. · ·. The· university library system, the Baillieu Library with its 13 branches has a 
bookstock of approximately 340,000 volumes and an annual book vote of £75,000. In its 
early years the Library was starved of funds and only in the post-war period have 
acquisitions been even on a modest scale. 

In the 30 years prior to 1920 the expenditure on books averaged £590 per annum. 
By 1934 the book stock numbered only 86,000 volumes and expenditure for the year was 
£3,000. .At present the Library is adding approximately 20,000 volumes per annum and 
this places it only eigth amongst .Australian universities in size of acquisition programmes. 

The Melbourne University book stock is less than half that of Sydney University, 
the other .Australian university of comparable size and age. 

Because of the limited book resources acquired in past decades the Library has had to 
implement a heavy programme of retrospective buying. Such older library material is 
expensive. 

The University of Melbourne Council realizes that an annual book vote of £75,000 
is inadequate and accepts in principle a mininlum annual vote of £100,000. The Council 
has stated in evidence that it is incapable of raising the book vote to £100,000 because of 
other commitments. 

It has been pointed out, however, that the Library's book vote is at present less 
than the University's budget for stationery and printing. · . 

. ~e total expenditure of public funds ~n the upkeep of the Baillieu Library in the 
year en.ding December, 1962, was £191,343 which was 4·4 per cent. of the total University 
expenditure ~om the Ge~eral ~und. In 1962 the Baillieu also. r!lceived gifts from private 
sources totalling £52,000 mcluding £48,394 from the W. L. Baillieu Trust. The Librarian 
has been obliged to solicit funds from private sources to purchase reference works for new 
courses such as Veterinary Science. 

Accomrrwdation. 

The Baillieu and Branc~ .libr~ries provide seating for only 15 per cent. of the 1964 
~nrolment of 13,100. ~~ Baillieu 18 probably th~ most heavily used library in .Australia
ill 1962, 1,392,456 admissi?ns were recorded-:but ~t has a floor space smaller by one third 
than the floor space provided by Sydney UruverSity and the extent of this comparative 
deficiency will be trebled within two years. 

The only extension of library facilities approved is the construction of a new medical 
library. · P~ans for increa:s~ th~ Baillieu floor space by 45,000 square feet are in existence. 
Th~ extenSion of the Ba1llieu Library should be given high priority in University building 
proJects. . 
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. I understand that ~t wou~d be possible for the proposed additions to the Baillieu 
~brary to be underta~en m sectwns, and_ I recommend that early action be taken to put 
m hand the constructwn of another sectwn to provide additional seating accommodation 
and more book space. 

Many of t~e users of t~e LibrarY: are no~ seeking to use extensive bibliographical 
and reference semces but are mterested m perusmg lecture notes or works listed as recom
mended reading for th~ir courses. One witness, a member of the University staff, estimated 
from personal observation that up to 50 per cent of the users of the Baillieu were so engaged. 

The University Council has made Wilson Hall available for study purposes but as basic 
book resources are not provided, limited use is being made of Wilson Hall. I feel that as 
an e~ergency meas~e to relieve over-cro~ding ?n the Baillieu Library, the University 
Council should set aside study rooms provided With bookstocks of copies of works recom
mended as essential reading. 

Space for Book Stock. 

Vacant shelving is being filled at the rate of 3,000 feet per year and space for book 
stock is rapidly becoming exhausted. As the Library extends its research collections it will 
find that it possesses many works which are infrequently consulted. Such works should 
be moved to the proposed State co-operative storage library to release space in the Baillieu 
and Branches for material in constant demand. A delay of less than 24 hours while material 
needed is collected from a storage library should not inlpose any undue hardship to a research 
worker with a well organized research programme. · 

Staff. 

. The total library staff in 1963 numbered 93. The Librarian estimates that delays 
of up to six months occur in the acqiusition and processing of materials because of shortage 
of staff. He estimates that ten additional staff positions should be created immediately. 

The Library is deficient by 30 positions as compared with the Sydney University 
Library. 

The Library has serious recruiting problems consequent on conditions of employment 
which do not compare with those offered by other Australian university libraries. For 
instance, Monash University library is not only offering higher salaries but has an establish
ment which places a number of positions in higher gradings than Melbourne's establishment 
does. In lower grade positions, hospital and school libraries are offering salaries at least 
£200 higher than those offered by Melbourne University Library. 

If the University Council accepts the full responsibility of allocation and of priorities· 
it must take full blame for the unsatisfactory provisions of library services. 

To overcome the present stalemate it may be necessary for the State Treasury, during 
the next few years, to take a more direct interest in the allocat~on of the U~versity Vote,, 
to see that all sections obtain a fair share of the total amount available, otherWlSe the present 
unsatisfactory conditions may continue indefinitely. 

The statistics append~d as Appendix 7 indicate _that. the. Bailli~u LibrarY: receives a 
lower percentage of a univerBlty vote than any other umversity hbrary m Australia and New 
Zealand. This must be remedied. 

The University .Librarian estimates that a sat~factory ~br~ry servic~ could ?e pro
vided if a capital grant of £800,000 were made for library _bwldings and if the Library's 
share of total University income for running expenses were mcreased from the 1963 figure 
4 pet: cent;, to 5 per cent. 

Duplication of Book Resources within the University of Melbourne. . 

Where classes of several hundred students require access to the same prescribe~ refer-, 
ence book at same tinie, multiple copies of such titles must be provided in the library .. ~uch 
works are not textbooks, which the stude~t i_s expected to PlJ!chase, ?ut are ad~twnal 
reading for some aspect of his course. Duplicatwn of such works l8 essentml and the Library 
aims to provide one copy per twenty students. · · 
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However, in a University such as Melbourne where there is !1' ~arked ~egree of 
decentralization of library facilities tb.ere is a danger. of undue duplication .o~ littl~-used 
book resources. Decentralized . collections are found m branches of the Ba~eu Library 
and in departmental references collections. The latter consist of works acqmred by the 
departments for their own use. 

The branches of the Baillieu house collections in specific subject :fields, e.g., Botal?-y, 
Law.· Such collections conveniently located within schools or departments an~ stafted With 
specialist staff are likely to be more intensively used than if they were housed m the central 
library. 

While the main subject material of such collections in not duplicated in the central 
library or other branches, these collec.tions tend ~o ~cquire publicat~ons of a general !la~e 
which overlap several :fields and duplicate matenal m other collections. Such duplicat10.n 
is not justifiable if duplicate copies- are not used frequently. As the branch book ~to~k lB 

acquired centrally by the Baillieu Library the Librarian can check on and halt unJustified 
duplication. 

At present such rationalization ca~ot . be applied to the depa:t:nenta~ reference 
collections, for these collections are acqmred mdependently of the Baillieu Library and 
are not entered in the Baillieu catalogue or in co-operative union catalogues. 

Books for departmental collections 
acquired and catalogued by the Baillieu. 
tools. 

purchased with University funds should be 
Such collections should be limited to working 

The libraries of residential colleges within the University have extensive holdings. 
For example Ormond College holds 20,000 volumes and Trinity College holds 12,000 volumes. 
These libraries are private libraries but it would be useful if arrangements could be made 
to have their holdings included in the Baillieu Library catalogue so that their 
resources could be brought to the attention of a larger number of research workers. 

Imer-lilwary Loan Policy. 

The recent announcement that the Baillieu Library woUld restrict its inter-library 
lending service has caused some concern among librarians of other universities and public 
institutions. 

Evidence tendered to the Board indicates that the trend thoughout the world is for 
the extension ~f int~r-~brary lending in relation to 1D;3te~l which is expensive or in short 
supply. I believe 1t lB a retrograde step for the Umvers1ty of Melbourne at this stage of 
its l:iistory to restrict the use of such invaluable material to students, staff or research workers 
entitled to admittance to the Library. 

. Evidence presented during the course of the Inquiry suggests it is uneconomic to 
~~and the in~er-library lending se.rvice to cover low-priced books and serials, and also that 
it 18- not d6Slrable to make available on loan bound volumes of serials when all the 
info~ation required ~ c~>ntained in a few p_ages of one issue. In such cases the photo
copYIDg of the material lB the most econom1cal type of service. 

H<?wever, in the ~tur~ ~t is evid~nt t~at ther~ ~ be need of the fullest degree of 
co-operation between umverBlties and libranes and 1t 18 unfortunate that the University 
of Melbourne cannot find other means of overcoming its library probleDlS. 

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE-ARCHIVES SECTION 

The University has established an Archives Section to preserve University records 
a~d ~ serve as a reposito~ for business archives created by firms and pastoral stations in 
V1e~na: As the ~ta~e Library h~s not collec~ed in the :field of business archives no 
dup~cat10n of effort 18 mvolved and 1t could remam the province of the University Archives 
Section. 

. . The Univ:ersity Archives Sectio~ should not collect Victorian historical archives for 
this. lB -the pr<?vmc!l ~f the LaTrobe. Library. Any such archives which come to hand 
durmg the Umvers1ty s quest for busmess archives should be given to the LaTrobe Library. 
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MONASH UNIVERSITY 

Monash University Library has, since it was established in 1960, acquired a book 
stock of approximately 120,000 volumes. The book and binding vote in 1963 was £116,800 
and in 1964 it is £138,000. The total Library vote in 1963 was 9 p~:r cent. of the Monash 
University revenue. The Librarian considers that a. book vote of £300,000 per annum is 
necessary a.t this stage of the Library's development. 

The Library can offer seating for 1,450 of the University's present 3,000 students. 
The main library building can be extended when necessary, finance permitting. · 

The Library has a total staff of 63. The Librarian considers this number inadequate. 
Staff have not been available to carry out detailed cataloguing and all cataloguing carried 
out is of a temporary nature. 

By equating senior library staff positions with those of the academic staff, by. 
providing a generous share of the University budget for bJok pur;:hase3 and by providing 
adequate library buildings, the Monash University Council has shown that it is well aware 
of the importance of the University Library. 

NEW UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONS 

. The proposed creation of a new university in Melbourne and the establishment of 
university colleges in country areas will make a greatly accelerated rate of growth of the 
State's book resources essential. Students and staff in the proposed university institutions 
in country areas will be at a grave disadvantage. Their access to metropolitan library 
reference and research collections will be limited and reference collections in country areas 
are virtually non-existent. The provision of adequate library facilities should be given 
high priority by the administrators of the new university institutions. . . 
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·CHAPTER 8 

SENIOR TECHNICAL COLLEGE LIBRARIES 

There are in Victoria tbirteen senior technical colleges prfr~:gf full ?iplo_ma courfe~ 
Di lorna courses are offered in a wide range of subjects in the . 0 engmeermg~ app Ie 

.P li d art domesti"c arts and commerce Each course, m general, reqmres four 
sCience app e , · · · 1 · I · d or :five' ears of full time study followed by a years' m~ustna expenenc~, or .a onger pe~10 
of atte!dance at evening classes. Technical college diplomas are qualificatiOns recogmzed 
by appropriate professional institutions. 

The colleges are :financed by, and are under the contro~ of, the Education Depa~ent. 
In the case of older colleges, such as Royal Melbourne 1n:>t1~ut~ of Technology, which has 
a governing Council, the Education Department control IS mdirect. 

FUNCTIONS 

Technical college libraries should fulfil the following functions :-
(1) Provide a comprehensive selection of literature covering the requirements 

of the college syllabus. · · 
(2) Provide . advanced and specialist works for staff and student research. 

(3) Train students to make adequate use of scientific and technical literature. 

(4) Provide an information service for users of the library. 

The libraries of these institutions are at a transitional stage of development and 
have not grown in materials or services comparably with the general growth of the colleges 
in size and student numbers. 

Several of them can hardly now maintain even their earlier simple function of merely 
providing course study references for students and teachers. Usually they have very few 
staff, often temporary and part-time and sometimes only part-qualified, and who cannot 
be expected to meet present demands. 

Even more unfortunately, such staffing cannot arouse the confidence in users which 
is needed for appropriate demands to be made. These libraries nearly all open at night, 
which throws an even greater load on the staff. With the great increase in numbers of 
students at these colleges, the small numbers of staff available can often do little more than 
keep open the doors and control loans. 

These libraries are in this condition because their funds and staff establishment have 
remained relatively static while the changes detailed below have all acted to produce in the 
institutions they serve, a. need for library services of much greater extent and much greater 
complexity than formerly. The main causes of the change in needs are as follows :-

(1) The number of students in these colleges is increasing annually. Since 
1957 the approximate annual increase in all senior diploma. school enrol
ments is 6 to 7 per cent. in all categories, and in the group most requiring 
library services (full-time students) the increase averages 14 per cent. 
per annum. This means that in 6 or 7 years the demands double, merely 
as a consequence of increased enrolments. 

(2} Courses. are now four-year courses from Leaving Certificate level where 
previOusly they were four years from Intermediate Certificate level. 

(3} Liberal studies subjects are now taught to diploma students to supplement 
their technical courses. 

(4) The int:roduction of a "Library and Thesis Project" in diploma courses 
has mcreased the demands on libraries. 

(5) Becaus~ ~f the rapid change~ of techniques in industry new courses of a. 
~emalized nature are bemg introduced. Each such course requires 
Its own set of specialized books and periodicals. 
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(6) There has. be~n a rapid and continuous rise in the price of technological 
and. scientific books. ~e budget for periodicals at Royal Melbourne 
~titute of T~chnology mcreases approximately by 10 per cent. per annum 
Without alloWing for the cost of new subscriptions. 

(7) Colleges have experie~ced difficul~y in obtaining suitable and qualified staff. 
The work of the lib!ll:ry staff IS c~osely related to the teaching duties of 
the college but. conditiOns of appomtment and salary ranges differ greatly 
from the teaching staff. However, recently some senior library appoint
ments have been made at teaching salary level. 

The basic req~em~nt~ for the ~djustment of senior technical college library services 
to t~e needs ?f their InstitutiOns are mc:eased funds for publications and the provision of 
qua¥-ed staff m greater numbers. There IS ~lso a need for the Education Department Library 
SerVIces. Dep~rtment to devote more of Its resources to the development of technical 
college libraries. -

When effect is given. to the Government~' l?roposals for the expansion of courses 
to degree standard, there will need to be a drastic rmprovement in the library facilities of 
these colleges. 

SERVICE TO INDUSTRY 

Senior technical colleges could well undertake the function of providing library 
service to industry. 

There is a growing demand for scientific and technological literature in industry 
which cannot be met entirely by company libraries. Many such libraries are small and, 
even if a company maintains a large technical library it is necessary to consult other libraries, 
for no organization can predict accurately what literature its research workers will require, 
nor can it afford to acquire all marginal material. · · 

It is of vital importance to the industrial progress of the State that there should be 
readily available a comprehensive collection of scientific and technical journals. In order 
to keep its industries up to date tb.e Soviet Union is said to be abstracting from 15,000 
journals in 64 languages from 92 countries, and for this purpose employing 2,000 full-time 
staff. 

It is not the function of a university library to provide a comprehensive service to 
industry. The State Library can meet part of the demand for such a service. At present 
there is no comprehensive service to industry from municipal libraries and it would be costly 
for municipal libraries to pcovide such a service. 

To be of much value a general- technical library must receive approximately 100 
technical periodicals and stock basic research tools such as Cheinical Abstracts and the 
Applied Science and Technology Index. No Victorian municipal library has holdings 
approaching even these Ininimum requirements. 

Senior technical colleges are concerned with subjects of interest to industry. The 
senior technical college library rather than the municipal library should ~rovide library 
service to local industry. As the book stock for ~uch a service would be o~ ~ense value 
in the college teaching and research programme, 1t would be more fully utilized as part of 
the college library than if it formed part of the municipal library. 

Usually, the technical college libra~a~ is a specialis~ ~ the ~eld. Municipal 
libraries cannot afford to employ such spem~lists. The ~emalist . teac~. staff of ~he 
technical college can assist in book selectiOn and ad:'!Se t)le libranan m answe~ 
inquiries which require detailed technical kno~ledge. Recrmts to mdustry.from t.he techn~cal 
college library are familiar with the college libr3:ry and tend to refe; to It for infon;nat10n. 
Senior technical college libraries are open at rught and are accesSible to the public. 

A technical college library service to industry should fulfil the following functions :

(1) Provide a loan service of books, periodicals and related materials or equivalent 
photo copies. 

(2) Carry out literature searches for industry. 

(3) Encourage awareness in industry of the latest scientific and technical develop
ments. 
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If industry could be assured of a well organized technical library service from t~chnical 
colleges, manufacturing firms might well be inclined to underwrite the supply of Journals 
relating to their particular industry. 

RATIONALIZATION OF LIBRARY SERVICES WITHIN SENIOR TECHNICAL 
COLLEGES 

The nature of the materials held, the services required and the procedures adopted 
by libraries in these colleges is very similar. 

If cataloguing, classifying and even purchasing could be done centrally, the staff of 
these libraries would be freed for more essential work. The type of cataloguing needed is 
quite specialized, requiring a large degree of subject knowledge and a close familiarity 
with the syllabuses of courses, so that the prospect of remotely centralized service is 
not attractive because the special needs of these libraries would not be served. 

The most suitable centralization would seem to be at one of the larger of these senior 
colleges, possibly Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. Here the staff are intimately 
concerned with the problems of this group exemplified in their own library, and the type 
of service given there would be immediately extendable to similar schools. Wherever cen
tralized cataloguing is operating, it is almost essential to consider also centralized purchasing, 
in order to avoid excessive and costly to and fro movement of books. · 

A co-operative scheme embodying centralized purchasing and cataloguing should 
be considered by the principals of senior technical colleges. 

. It is desirable that the State Reference Library should have a full knowledge of the 
technical materials held in the various technical colleges so that it may draw upon such 
resources if necessary and so that it may direct inquirers to local holdings. 
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CHAPTER 9 

STATE. SCHOOL LIBRARIES 

Courses of study revised in the light of modern trends in education-a trend to which 
refere~ce is made in ~he s_ection of my Rep?rt rela~g to ~versities-are dependent upon 
extensrve reference libranes. To-day, particularly m the higher fonns, the main task of 
the teacher appears to be that of directing his pupils in their studies and investigations 
rather than imparting his knowledge to them . 

. Despite the ;new me~ of instruction such as television and tape recordings, books 
are still the most mexpensrve and adaptable tools of learning. 

Schools must be provided with libraries that are integral parts of the educational 
programme. In all but the smaller schools a central library is essential. Separate class 
room collections are neither economical nor adequate to meet the wide variety of interests 
of classes. 

When giving evidence before the Board, the President of the State School Committees 
and Councils Association of Victoria indicated that it was the view of the Association 

_that the school libr;~.ry should have one of the highest priorities in the school. The 
Association felt that a library should be given preference over an assembly hall, a swimming 
pool or a playing. :field. 

Another witness, Mr. K. S. Darling quoted the Head Master of Eton College as stating 
that " Leaving on one side the question of a chapel, which raises different considerations, 
and the bare minimum of classrdoms, I had rather a school had a library than anything else, 
an assembly hall, science laboratories, a gymnasium or playing :fields. I should regard 
its being properly supplied with books as a :first charge ". 

FUNCTIONS OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARY 

The school library should fulfil the following functions :-

(1) It should provide a carefully selected up-to-date collection of reading 
materials which will provide essential information for pupils and staff. 

(2) It should help to stimulate an interest in reading and help to develop critical 
thinking. 

(3) It should provide training to students in locating and making effective use 
of library materials. 

State school libraries are under the control of the Victorian Education Departmen 
and the Department aims to carry out the library functions mentioned. 

Adequate :finance, space and trained staff must be provided if these functions 
are to be carried out effectively. 

FINANCE 

Sufficient funds should be available to acquire a balanced collection of books 
supplemented by a judicious selection of periodicals, pamphlets, government documents 
and audio visual materials. 

The Education Department now gives considerable :financial assistance to. state school 
libraries by subsidizing moneys raised by the school. In the :five year pe:rod 1943-44 
to 1947-48, £28,215 was paid in library subsidy. In the 1962-63 :financral year the 
amount of subsidy paid had grown to £90,344 for one year. 

Basis of Subsidy. 
Primary schools with an enrolment of less than 40 are eligi~l~ for a subsidy of £25 

per annum on a £2 for £1 basis. All other schools are subBl~ed on a £1 for £1 
basis, the subsidy entitlement ranging from £30 to £100 according to enrolment. 

In new schools a special subsidy is available for each of the :first two years of 
operation. 
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Primary schools with an enrolment of ~50 or more rec~ive £100 on a £1 for £1 ba~ 
and High Schools, Girls Secondary and Technical schools receive £150 on a £1 for £1 basiS. 

Many schools provide amounts greater than the sum they can claim_ subsidy on. . In 
1962 Secondary schools with enrolments of 133,000 spent £114,000 on libr~y collections 
an average of 17s. per child. In the same year all Departmental schools With enro~ents 
of 450,000 spent at least £260,000 on library collections, an average of 11·5s. per child. 

Despite this expenditure on book resources it is disheartening to find in _som~ schools 
enthusiastic and competent teacher-librarians working in poorly ~toc~ed librane~. . In 
such cases the contribution they can make to the education of the child lB severely limited. 

Professor S. I. Fenwick, Associate Professor, Graduate Library School, University 
of Chicago, recently visited several school libraries in Victoria, while in. Australia _as a 
Fulbright Lecturer on assignment to the Library Association of Australia. ~n wntten 
observations to this Board, Professor Fenwick stated "A poverty of matenals would 
probably be the most general criticism to be made of all schoollibraries,_p;rimary to tertiary. 
Even in the secondary schools where more of the schools meet the mm1mum standard of 
10 volumes per studep.t, the presence on the shelves of out-of-date titles and others 
of questionable quality and maturity level, lowered the numbers of volumes actually 
useful ". 

Defects of the SUbsidy System. 

In past years when the school library was considered mainly a recreational library 
divorced from the school curriculum, it was in keeping that parents should provide the 
greater part of the finance for its upkeep. 

However, today the school library should be as important in the teaching process 
as the science laboratory. Funds for its upkeep should be assured. 

At present in schools where the headmaster and parents take little interest in the 
library, meagre amounts are set aside for the library and the maximum subsidy may not 
be claimed. 

Pupils in such schools are penalized because of inadequate library service. To 
overcome this situation the present subsidy system should be in part replaced by a direct 
grant for the purchase of essential books. 

Additional assistance should be provided for the initial stock of libraries in new schools. 
The most economical method of giving such assistance would be to issue a catalogued and 
processed basic book stock to each new library. 

Apart from school population increases, factors such as rising book prices and the 
rapid obsolescence of many scientific and technical books will necessitate increased Education 
Department expenditure on book resources for school libraries. 

. School students constitute the largest group of purposeful readers in the community. 
As soon as the student leaves the academic environment his purposeful reading usually falls 
off sharply. As a student he reads constantly and requires access to substantial libraries. 

Teachers' College Library Firw:nee. 

· . The college library is important not only in that it is an integral part of the college 
teaching programme, but also as an example to student teachers of the benefits to be derived 
from good library service. 

In speaking of the trainiug' of librarians, Professor Fenwick stated to the Board 
that " ~he preparation. at the Me!J:>~urne Teach~rs' College seen;ted to be very good ; its chief 
lack bemg adequate library facilities, an obVIous weakness m all the teacher education 
centres visited ". 

From ~vidence tendered b>:" the_Principa~, ¥el~ourne Teachers' College, the Victorian 
Teachers' Umon and the School Libranes AssoCiation It would appear that Victorian training 
college libraries are being inadequately supported financially. 

. Funds provided for the support of the library should be determined in relation to the 
total annual expenditure of the college rather than being made in the form of an arbitrary 
grant. 
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SCHOOL LIBRARY BUILDINGS 

In _1962-63 th~ Ed:ucation Department spent approximately £79,000 on building 
or extending school hbranes and approximately £16,000 on library furniture. 

(a) Primary School Lilnaries. 

The Education Department considers that schools with an enrolment of less than 
350 are not large enough to support a central library and such schools should depend on 
classroom libraries. 

There were at the end of 1963, 347 primary schools with enrolments of 350 or more. 
190 of these schools had central libraries. 

The es~b~s!m-ent of a central lib!ary in a primary school is at present dependent 
upon the availability of a classroom which, because of decreased enrolment, is no longer 
needed to accommodate a class. The Department finances the conversion of such rooms 
to libraries. 

. ·where. no such room is available the school is expected to finance the building of 
a li?rary ?-ssiSted by a £1 for £1 subsidy from the Department. The maximum subsidy 
available IS £1,500. · · 

The Department has mdicated that a library will be included in new primary schools 
of fourteen or more classrooms and when additions are being made to existing schools of such 
size, a library will be included . 

.A13 a school of thirteen classrooms accommodates more than 350 pupils, there are 
still schools being built with enrolments qualifying them for a central library yet no library 
is being provided. 

The provision of a library should not be the financial responsibility of the school 
committee. .A13 the Department recognizes the library to be an important teaching instru
ment, a library building should be provided automatically by the Department to schools 
with an enrolment of 350 pupils. 

(b) Secondary Schools. 

. All existing schools have central libraries. Many existing libraries suffer from poor 
design and insufficient space. However, revised plans for " type 800 " high schools now 
being built include a 1,728 sq. ft. library suite of two rooms plus workroom space. This 
should be adequate. To facilitate the use of the library after school hours new libraries 
should be sited so that they can be conveniently opened when other parts of the school 
are closed. 

(c) Technical Scho:Jls. 
All existing technical schools have central libraries. A library of 1,632 square feet 

is provided in all new technical schools. This should be adequate. 

SCHOOL LIBRARY STAFF 

The Education Department estimates that £474,820 was paid in salaries to school 
library staff in 1962-63. 

It is the policy of the Department to staff libraries with teacher-librarians-people 
who have completed a course of teacher trainin_g an~ have! in addition, rece~v~d library
training. Teacher-librarians. are _pref~rred to librana:ns "?-thout teacher trammg as, m 
addition to a knowledge of librananship, the school libranan must have a knowledge of 
child psychology, ability to handle children, an intimate knowledge of school curricula and 
teaching methods. . 

The teacher-librarian is more likely to have the confidence of the staff than a ~bra~an 
without teacher training, and as close co-ol?eration betwe~n clas~ teachers and the_ hbranan 
is essential-this factor is important. Dunng my school mspect10~ I :vas much unpressed 
with the high quality of the service being rendered by teacher-libranans. 
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Teacher-librarian Training Cowrses. 
The Department offers the following library traiiring courses ·to teachers to enable 

them to run a school library efficiently. 

Library Vacation Caurses. 
These courses of two weeks duration are held primarily for teachers in _schools too 

small to justify the employment of a full-time teacher-librarian. Such course~ grve ~?hers 
in these schools some knowledge of library administration and _book selection pnncrples. 
Three hundred and sixty teachers have attended these courses m the past five years. 

Secondary Teachers' College Caurse. 
This course of thirty lectures in school library administration and use is available 

to secondary and temporary teachers as part of a general course of teacher training. 

Trained Teacher-librarian's Certificate Caurse. 
This one year full time course is conducted at Melbourne Teachers' College. The 

24 entrants must have completed their normal teacher training. The course includes 
traiiring in the technical aspects of librarianship and subjects of particular interest to school 
librarians such as children's literature, remedial reading, school library administration and 
visual education. 

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Department of Librarianship. 

Teachers who have matriculated can attend evening lectures at this school to read 
for the various papers in the Library Association of Australia Registration Certificate. 

Primatry School Library Staff. 

. · The Department considers that primary schools with an enrolment of 350 or more 
should have central libraries staffed by a teacher-librarian. As at the end of 1963 there 
were 347 primary schools with enrolments of more than 350. Only 99 of these were staffed 
by teacher-librarians. Each year approximately six more schools reach an enrolment 
of 350. 

The course for certified Trained Teacher-Librarians produces 24 graduates per year. 
The wastage of graduates from this course is high. Of the 69 graduates produced in the 
years 1955-58 only 21 remain in normal school libraries. 

If central libraries are established in all primary schools with enrolments of 350 or 
over the shortage of teacher-librarians in the Primary Division will persist. New central 
libraries are being established at the rate of approximately twenty per year and the 
Department does not expect this rate to decrease. 

Secondary School Library Staff. 

All198 secondary schools have a central library. Only 32 (16 per cent.) are staffed 
by teacher-librarians. 

. FoJ:o/:three (22 per cent.) are staffed by people without teacher traiiring but some 
library trammg. 

The remainder are staffed by people with teacher training or people with neither 
teacher nor library traiiring. . 

Only 40 per cent. of secondary school libraries are staffed on a full-time basis. 

The Secondary Teachers' College provides a short course in school library 
administration as part of the general teacher-traiiring course. Fifteen teachers took this 
library course in 1963. 

· Only an occasional graduate from the Melbourne Teachers' College Te8.cher-Librarian 
course goes to ~ secondary sc~ool,_ and there is little prospect of this course meeting the 
needs of the pnmary school libranes and turning its emphasis to training librarians for 
secondary schools. 
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Technical School LibrOITy Staff. 

All 73 technical schools have central libraries. 

16 (22 per cent.) are staffed by teacher librarians. 

12 (16 ·5 per cent.) are staffed by people without teacher training but with some 
library training. 

45 (66·5 per cent.) are staffed by people with teacher training or people with 
neither teacher nor library training. 

42 per cent of technical school libraries are staffed on a full-time basis. 

FUTURE STAFF REQUIREMENTS 

· It is evident that increased numbers of teacher-librarians are required. Arrange
ments should be made for the Melbourne Teachers' College to expand its intake of teacher 
librarians for the Primary Division. 

!deally_ a teache:;-~brarian in a secon?~ry school requires a university degree, 
professiOnal library trammg and teacher trammg. The Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology Department of Librarianship could well be expanded to provide the professional 
library training necessary, by offering a course specifically designed for teacher-librarians 
in secondary schools. The Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology would also be the 
logical institution to train librarians for technical schools. . . 

An increase in the library science content of the Diploma of Education course and 
the establishment of a University Post Graduate School of Librarianship would also assist 
school librarianship. 

LIBRARY SERVICES TO SCHOOLS 

The Department maintains a Library Services staff under its Libraries Services 
Officer to give help and advice to schools in all matters pertaining to the establishment, 
organization and use of libraries. 

Much of the time of teacher-librarians is taken up with technical processing tasks 
such as book ordering and cataloguing. This limits the time the teacher-librarian is able 
to devote to work with pupils. 

The Library Services staff is able to provide a limited cataloguing service, mainly 
to primary schools. This Board considers that the Service should establish a centralized 
purchasing and processing centre. The initial cost of setting up such a centre would be 
considerable but in the long term the concentrating of purchasing and processing in a central 
office would save labour and money. 

A13 a significant number of titles bought for school libraries are common to many 
schools, school libraries lend themselves admirably to centralized processing. 

If 200 schools decide to purchase a new title this at present involves 200 separate 
purchasing oper~tions and 200 separate catalo~g operations. . The number of man
hours involved IS enormous. Under a centralized scheme the title could be purchased 
in quantity at discount, catalogued in one operation, the catalogue cards could then be 
duplicated and supplied to the libraries with the book. 

In 1961 in Madison, Wisconsin, where a centralized processing centre is operated 
for 36 schools, it is recorded that 23,000 books were added to the school libraries. Slightly 
more than 10 per cent. were titles new to the system. This volume of work was handled 
by one orders officer, one cataloguer and four clerks. 

Besides savings in time and cost, uniformity and accuracy of cataloguing can be 
achieved with centralized cataloguing. 

Under such a scheme book selection would remain in the hands of the teacher-librarian. 
In conjunction with ~he centre, t~~ Departmen~ might well establish a model school library 
which teacher-libranans could VlSlt to select titles from the book stock. 

To be of value a centralized processing centre must be able to offer speedy service. 
Given an adequate staff establishment and adequate facilities there is no reason why speedy 
service could not result. 
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EXTENDED SCHOOL LIBRARY HOURS 

Opening of school buildings after regula.r hours raises various administrati:ve pro?lems 
such as providing staff, and heating in winter. Many pupils must leave school unmediately 
classes finish in order to catch trains, buses, &c. 

The Education Department conducts night classes in secondary sch?ols in various 
subjects. The Department has stated that it is prepared to treat study m a se?ondary 
school library as a night class, provided there are gusrantees that sufficient people will make 
regular use of the library. 

A CENTRAL BOOK STOCK FOR SCHOOL LIBR.ARillS 

Small schools have not the range of books necessary to meet the requirements of pupils. 
If there is a good municipal library in the area this can be used to supplement the school 
library. However, there are many schools which do not have access to a good municipal 
library. 

The Education Departments inN ew South Wales and Tasmania each maintain a central 
book stock to supplement school libraries. In New Zealand the School Library Service 
supplies bulk loaus of general interest books to schools. As part of its Information and 
Request Service it supplied to both children and teachers, on short term loan, books and other 
material to meet needs not satisfied by the bulk loans. In the year ending 31st March, 1964, 
the New Zealand School Library Service supplied 1,738,000 books to schools and public 
children' a libraries. 

A central book stock for schools should be established in Victoria. This service could 
be offered either by the proposed Victorian Library Authority or the Education Department. 
If the service was provided by the Library Authority the book stock could be combined 
with the country borrowers stock and any unnecessary duplication of books and staff avoided. 
Some requests could be satisfied by the State Library photocopying service. 

If the Education Department establishes a central purchasing and processing centre 
its functions could include the purchase and control of a central book stock. 

CONCLUSION 

School library development in the last decade has been most encouraging. If atten
tion is given to matters raised in this section of my Report, and in a later section concerning 
the co-ordination of Victorian library services, the usefulness of school libraries will be 
improved and better results obtained for money expended. 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE TRAINING OF LIBRARIANS 

Axe the present facilities for the training of librarians adequate 1 

At present there are two library train~ schools operating in Victoria one being 
a se?tion of the State Library and the other bemg a Department of the Royai Melbourne 
Institute of Technology. Both schools prepare students for the Registration Certificate 
of the Library Association of Australia. 

·The State Library Training Schcol. 

J.'he Free Ifl:brary Service Boa~d A~t 1946 gave ~he Trustees of the State Library 
authon~y.to estab!JBh, .after consulta;tion Wl~h th~ Free Library Service Board, a school for 
the ~ra~ of librarians and assJBtant libranans, and authority to issue certificates or 
qualificatwns to students on the successful completion of a course of study and examination. 
These provisions were incorporated in the Libraries Act 1958. 

The School was establish~d in 1948 and has given library training to over 1,000 
students. Preference has been grven to applicants who wish to enter the municipal library 
field. The School has a staff of two officers only, but, in addition, there are several visiting 
lecturers. 

In 1963, 89 students sat for Registration Certificate examinations. The 1964 enrol
ment of 101 includes 26 full-time students and 75 part-time students. The State Government 
provides scholarships for twelve .full-time students. 

In addition to conducting day classes the Library Training School conducted evening 
classes until the end of 1961. 

It was found in 1961 that it was impossible to cover the revised Registration 
Certificate course adequately without making constant calls on the already overburdened 
State Library senior staff. After taking this and other factors such as acco=odation and 
fiilance into consideration, the State Library Trustees decided to discontinue evening 
classes. 

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Department of Librarianship. 

AB a result of the decision of the State Library not to conduct evening classes, the 
Victorian Branch of the Library Association made an investigation into the need for addi
tional training facilities. The Association found that additional facilities were necessary 
and asked the Education Department to establish a school oflibrarianship at Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology. The Free Library Service Board supported this proposal. 
Ministerial approval was given and the Department of Librarianship was established in 1963 
and conducted evening classes for 189 students. In 1964 the Department is offering both 
day and evening lectures. The Department has a staff of three full-time lecturers and 
several part-time lecturers. Twenty full-time students and 180 part-time students have 
enrolled. 

At present the State Library and the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
are duplicating training facilities. It would be more practicable if all State financed library 
training at the Registration Certificate level was the responsibility of one institution 
preferably an educational institution such as the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. 
The Principal of the Institute has stated that provided the necessary staff are made available 
the Department of Librarianship can be expanded to offer tuition to all students who wish 
to study for the Registration Certificate. 

By discontinuing evening lectures the State Library has partly withdrawn from 
training at this level. The State Library should cease to conduct courses. _ 

The State Library could continue to make a valuable contribution to education 
for librarianship by establishing a special library of the literature of librarianship including 
facilities for study and discussion groups. 
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Such a library would not need to be open for the same long hours observed by the 
Reference Library and would not require full time sta:ff. 

This library would also be a suitable place to hold " in service training lectures " 
for State Library staff, and unqualified municipal staff. _ 

Sclwlarships. 
The twelve scholarships at present provided by the State for trainees at the State 

Library School shQuld be in future tenable at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology or 
any other technical college offering library courses. The number of such scholarships should 
be increased. 

TRAINING FACILITIES IN COUNTRY AREAS 

A number of witnesses have stressed the need for library training facilities in country 
centres; Technical colleges in provincial areas can establish a course in librarianship leading 
to the Registration Certificate providing qualified instructors are available and ten or more 
matriculants enrol. In no centre has there as yet been sufficient enrolment to warrant the 
establishment of a library course. If the number of Government scholarships were increased 
and were tenable at technical colleges this problem might be overcome. For example a 
college such as the Bendigo Technical College might attract sufficient matriculants from 
Bendigo and nearby towns to establish a course in librarianship. 

MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES 

Sub-professional Staff Training. 

Library staffs are predominantly female and this contributes to the high turnover 
of staff. Many recruits to Library service do not intend to make a career of librarianship 
and consequently they are not interested in studying for the Registration Certificate of 
the Library Association of Australia. Such unqualified staff have their place in libraries 
for there is a need, in all types of libraries, for sub-professional library assistants to carry 
out routine duties. 

This sub-professional staff requires basic library training. Large regional library 
systems can offer a course of training for such staff but in the present fragmented Victorian 
municipal library system little such " in service training " is carried out. 

The Extension and Circulation Division of the proposed Victorian Library Authority 
should employ a Training Officer to give basic training to municipal library sta:ff who are 
not reading for Registration and are not receiving adequate " in service training ". Such 
training should include an outline of the functions of the Victorian Library Authority and 
details of the assistance its Divisions can give to municipal libraries. The Training Officer 
should conduct these basic training courses in both the Metropolitan area and in country 
centres. 

STATE LIBRARY " IN SERVICE TRAINING " 

Male State Library staff attend administration courses conducted by the Public 
Service Board. Although female staff predominate in the State Library the Public Service 
Board has not as yet required female librarians to attend its courses. 

State Library staff attending lectures for the Registration Certificate are permitted 
to do so in their employer's time. However, the State Library has not instituted 
any programmes of " in service training " in librarianship. Staff efficiency would be 
increased if those recruits to the professional staff who do not possess qualifications were 
given a short course of basic library training. 

As the State Library has not a large pool of trained staff, staff who are not qualified 
professionally and who have had limited experience in the State Library are being seconded 
to staff the smaller State Departmental libraries. Such staff should attend a course of 
" in service training " designed to introduce them to special library techniques. 

These courses would not require the services of a full time training officer as lectures 
could be given by senior State Library staff. -
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POST GRADUATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY TRAINING 

Librarianship may be defined as" the science of the collection, preservation, analysis 
and description of recorded knowledge ". A senior librarian needs special skills 
appertaining to librarianship, a broad intellectual background, the ability to make highly 
qualitative judgements, skill in human relations and overall administrative ability. 

As with specialist technologies such as accounting and business administration, the 
teaching of the special skills of librarianship can properly be a function of a university. 
Poslrgraduate schools of librarianship in universities are common overseas. 

In North America qualifications asked for senior library positions invariably include 
the possession of a degree from a university post-graduate school of librarianship. Post
graduate schools are being established in Great Britain and the first such school in Australia 
has been established in the University of New South Wales. Graduates from the 
University of New South Wales School of Libra.rianship are eligible for professions! 
membership of the Library Association of Australia. 

The establishment of a post-graduate school of librarianship within the University 
of Melbourne has been approved in principle by the Professorial Board. A philanthropic 
foundation has expressed willingness to contribute financially to this school. This Board 
urges the University to establish a post-graduate school of librarianship without further 
delay. · 

In Victoria in 1963, 252 matriculated but non-graduate students and 68 graduates 
sat for Library Association examinations. As there is an increasing demand for librarians 
there appears to be ample scope for two schools of librarianship in Victoria, one at. 
Melbourne University and one at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

CO-ORDINATION OF LIBRARY SERVICES 

. How can co-ordination between the libraries mentioned in the Terms of Reference 
be improved and any duplication and overlapping be avoided~ 

A major step in improving co-ordina~on ~f the. various libra:ry servi?es within the 
State would be the creation of the proposed VICtorian Library Authonty. This would result 
in immediate co-ordination of the activities of the State Library of Victoria. a.nd the Free 
Library Service Boa.rd and it would help to bring about co-ordination of library services 
not under the control of the Autho'rity. 

The fa.ct that the Education Depa.rtment, the universities and the· Municipal As_so
ciation would be represented on the Authority would pave the wa.y for greater co-opera.tion 
between the Divisions of the Authority and the libra.ries a.ssociated with the bodies mentioned. 

I have recommended in Chapter One and Six of this Report that two new positions 
be created, na.mely an Education Department Liaison Officer on the staff of the Extension 

_ a.nd Circulation Division of the Library Authority and a Government Depa.rtmental 
Libraries Liaison Officer on the staff of the State Library. 

The Education Department Library Liaison Officer would further co-operation 
between libraries controlled by the Education Department and municipal libraries whereas 
one of the functions of the Government Departmental Libraries Liaison Officer would include 
furthering co-operation between the State Library, the libra.ries of Government Departments 
and Instrumentalities and private industrial and commercial libraries. 

The proposals relating to the acquisition policies of the State Library and those 
of the libraries of Government Departments and Instrumentalities will, if carried out, avoid 
unnecessary duplication a.nd overlapping. · 

In addition, I have to make the following observations and recommendations on the 
co-ordination of libra.ry services. 

The Victorian Library Authority should undertake research into possible avenues 
of library co-operation. Where groups planning library co-operation do not exist, the 
Authority should take the initiative in marshalling qualified individuals and groups to 
engage in such planning. 

THE PARLIAMENTARY LIBRARY 

Members of Parliament are entitled to the services of a good library so that there is 
ava.ila.ble to them up-to-date materia.! rela.ting to matters likely to come before Parlia.ment. 

Whilst in some countries the parliamentary library is a section of the national library, 
this is not the case in Victoria. The Victorian Pa.rliamentary Library has a.lways been a.n 
independent Library. 

This has resulted in a considerable measure of duplication in that most of the 
material in constant use in the Parliamentary Library is a.lso to be found in the State Library. 

To remedy this duplication by restricting the Parliamentary Library collections 
would cause much needless inconvenience to Members of Parliament. Their day to day 
library needs would not be met satisfactorily if they had to rely on State Library holdings. 

There is, however, room for a. greater degree of co-operation between these Libra.ries 
to a.void unnecessary duplica.tion of little used material. The Pa.rliamentary Libraria.n 
a.nd the State Libra.rian should confer with a view to seeking the a.pprova.l of the Parliamen
tary Library Committee for the transfer of any valuable but seldom used collections from 
~he rarliament~ Library. to the State Libra.ry. Such collections which a.t present lie 
Idle m the Parliamentary L1bra.ry stacks would be more frequently used if they were avail
a.ble for perusal in the State Library. 
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LIBRARY SERVICES FOR DEPARTMENTS IN THE NEW STATE OFFICES 

A central reference library should be included in the State office block now under con
struction. Apart from providing expert library service to Departments which could individ
ually afford only . U?:'upervised book coilecti<;ms, a central library would offer economics in 
staffing and acqws1tions to Departments wb1ch already maintain libraries. 

MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES 

. The ~jor ~tep .in achiev~ co:ordination between municipal libraries is the form-
ation of regH~nal libranes. As t¥-s topic has already been. d:ealt ~that length in a preceding 
chapter, I will pass on to ment10n other forms of mum01pal library co-operation. 

Inter-library lending is frequently cited as a measure which should be utilized to the 
full in the interests of rationalization of book stocks. Inter-library lending is an expensive 
process when factors such as staff time and postage are taken into account. It is also often a 
slow process. It is no substitute for a comprehensive book stock. It is however justified 
where costly little used specialized materials are concerned. ' ' 

Both the proposal to build on the present State Library Lending Branch stock and 
use it as a central stock for municipal libraries to draw on, and the proposal to relax 
restrictions on borrowing fron the State Reference Library will, if implemented, reduce 
unnecessary duplication of costly little used material. The duplication of such material 
could be further reduced if municipal libraries agreed upon a co-operative subject 

. specialization scheme. 

Under a subject specialization scheme co-operating libraries agree to acquire books 
in an allotted subject, or subjects, in addition to those which would normally be acquired 
to maintain a balanced book stock. Within agreed budgetary limits the library endeavours 
to make its special subject field complete: The subject specialization scheme operated by 
metropolitan boroughs in London is a notable example. The Victorian Library Authority 
should encourage the adoption of a subject specialization scheme by Victorian municipal 
libraries. · 

Another co-operative measure which should be encouraged is the practice of making 
borrowers' cards inter-available. To grant borrowing privileges to the person who holds 
another library's cards in exchange for another library extending the same courtesy to its 
patrons is a step to be recommended. This procedure is followed in some other states and 
in New Zealand. 

The inter-library loan service to be provided to municipal libraries by the Victorian 
Library Authority should form part of a request and information service as offered by the 
National Library Service in New Zealand and the Library Board of Western Australia. 
Under such a service a reader requiring information would in the first instance apply to his 
local municipal library. If the library could not supply the information the librarian 
would forward the request to the State Extension and Circulation . Division. If this 
Division could not supply books or periodicals from its stock to answer the request, the 
request would be forwarded to the State Reference Library which would supply the 
information required in book form, by photocopy, or by means of a typed statement. The 
Reference Library would, if necessary, go beyond its own book stock to provide the 
information. 

MUNICIPAL AND SCHOOL LIBRARY CO-OPERATION 

To what extent is there duplication or . ove_rlapping in the s~rvic~s proyided by 
municipal and schoollibraries1 How can co-ordination between these libranes be Improved 
and any duplication or overlapping avoided1 

Books for children can be provided through t_he .sc~~ols, ~hro~h ~~cipal libr~ri~ 
or-through both. Authorities such as L. R. McColvm m Public Libranes m Austraha , 
1947 the American Library Association in "Public Library Service", 1956 and the 
" Robe-rts Report ", 1959, have po~ted <?ut s_uccinctly th~ co~plementary nature of the 
services offered by school and mum01pallibranes. _Th~ VIC~o~n E~ucat10n De:partment 
and the Library Association of Australia endorsed this Vlewpomt m eVIdence to this Board. 

This Board feels that some duplication of services between school and municipal 
libraries is desirable. However, such duplication must be planned duplication to meet 
the various needs of readers. 
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SCH~oL LmRARY-PUBLIC LmRARY Co-ORDINATION. 

Co-operation at the Primary School Level 
. The main function of the primary school library is to meet the reading n~eds of the 

school curriculum. Book resources in primary schools are at presen~ genera~y madequa;te 
and such libraries should concentrate on adding to their stocks of informational matenal 
relating to the curriculum. 

However, for the primary school c~d im.aginati':'e literature. is important an~ the 
school library should stock the best works m this field m order to mtroduce the child to 
imaginative literature. 

In general, recreational reading, fictional and non fiction~!, ~ould be. the province 
of the public library. Class visits should be made to the public library to mtroduce the 
children to its collections. 

Co-operation at the Secondary School Level. 

During my inspections of public libraries, many librarians have pointed out that 
teachers repeatedly assign one title or one specific topic to a whole class. The public library 
is then invaded by pupils, most of whom leave empty handed. 

This is a situation which will recur while teaching is tied to an examination syllabus 
but co-operation between the school and the public library can alleviate the pressure. The 
teacher should inform the public librarian of topics on which there will be special student 
attention. If sufficient notice has been given, the librarian can purchase materials if this 
is justified. He can set aside all possible references which might serve the purpose and 
porrow suitable titles on inter-library loan. -

Secondary school student reading needs are so extensive that both the school library 
and the public library must be used to meet the demands. Rapid development of school 
libraries is vital. If school libraries do not develop an increasing load will fall on the public 
library and the stage may be reached where libraries such as the State Library of Victoria 
will have to impose restrictions on school student use so that other readers may 
obtain service. 

The following areas should be the province of the school library rather than the public 
library. 

Text books and assigned reading relating to the curriculum. Such works should 
not be purchased by public libraries unless they are of interest to a wider group than school 
students. AB all students read the same titles, often at the same time, school libraries will 
.have to stock multiple copies of any such titles which the student is not expected to 
purchase. 

Reference books such as encyclopaedias and dictionaries should be purchased by 
school libraries. Reference consultation is now an integral part of study and therefore 
basic reference works should be available in the school library. 

Th~ school library: and. the public library: should share in the provision of supplemen
tary r~ding .. School.libranes should have titles on supplem.entary reading lists but as 
many titles will be of mterest to non-student readers, the pubhc librarv can reasonably be 
expected to stock them. • 

. . . The pu~lic library should carry the ma?n stoc~ o~ material for research papers and 
mdiVIdual proJects. The scope of much of this matenaliS too broad for the school library 
to collect in depth. 

Again the public library should, to a large extent, be responsible for the provision 
·of general and recreational reading. Such reading may be stimulated by school· courses 
but it is not required reading. 

· The public library provides this type of material for non-student readers and it can 
provide such reading for students by building on collections and services already established. 
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. The sch?ol and the pub~c libra~y are complementary. The school library should 
pro~de matenal closely assoCla~ed With the cm?culum and the public library should 
proVIde. ~~1?-eral . resea~ch matena~ and recreatiOnal reading. Such a division of 
responstbihties will achieve the maXImum return from the additional finance which must 
in any case be invested in student reading. 

. Unfortunately, there are. maii:y communities in Victoria without free public library 
semce. In such ru;eas scho?l libranes are <:&lie~ upon to spread their resources too widely 
!1-nd no p~ of then collectiOns can be mamtamed at a satisfactory level. 

In these areas the local school library should be authorized to secure bulk loans of 
books from the proposed Victorian Library Authority Extension and Circulation Division 
to provide for the needs of both adult and child members of the community. 

Puhlic Libra;ry-School Libra;ry Co-ordinating Committees. 

Both school and public libraries must assume responsibility for making contacts 
with each ot~er and for _acq~g insi~ht .in~ th~ resources, serv!-ces and plaJ?S of the com
plementary l_Ibrar_y semce. W1th this a~ m VIew,_repre~entatives of mumcipal libraries 
and school libranes should form an adVISory commJttee m each area. Such committees 
should plan book selection to avoid unnecessary duplication. 

CO-ORDINATION OF ACQUISITION POLICIES OF UNIVERSITY AND OTHER . 
VICTORIAN RESEARCH LIBRARIES 

Australian reference and research libraries are called upon to provide bibliographic 
materials to support comprehensive teaching and research programmes. Australian re
search workers frequently require access to library materials of a range which would tax · 
the resources of libraries in Western Europe which have had centuries to develop their 
collections. 

As indicated in the recent "Tauber Report", Australian research collections are 
meagre by European and American standards. Because of these comparatively small 
holdings there has not been as yet marked duplication of costly research materials in Victorian 
libraries. However, it is essential that measures be taken to ensure that funds are not 
squandered on undue duplication when establishing new libraries and buildings on existing 
.research collections. 

Each university as it develops its courses is obliged to provide library materis.ls 
which will meet the requirements of these courses. There is no substitute for good library 
service on the individual university campus. Every book necessary to support 
undergraduate study should be made available on the campus in sufficient numbers to satisfy 
needs of all students. 

Each university should also house the basic book material needed for special studies 
and honours work. Inter-library borrowing should be restricted to materials which, if 
purchased, would show little prospect of continued usefulness in the university library. 

Such a programme calls for extensive duplication of holdings between universities 
where the same subjects are taught. If ration~Iization is to be implement~d i~ _must ~e 
implemented at the st~ge when courses are bemg plaJ?-Ded. Once two umverBlties begm 
teaching the same subJect at the same level, d~plication of book reso~ces be~een ~he 
two universities in that subject is inevi~bl~. , Thi~ fact ~hou~d be taken mto consideratiOn 
when courses are being planned for V10tona s third umverBlty. 

In material marginal. to the t~ching and researc~ pr~grammes of the universities 
there is scope for specialization to avmd unnecessa:y ~upli~tion of book resources.. There 
has been much lip service to the nee~ for !lo-operation m th;is fie~d, ?ut the present mformal 
spasmodic discussions between the librar1a.ns of research libran~ m _Melbourne hav~ pro
duced little concrete evidence of co-operatiOn. A notable exceptiOn 18 to be found m the 
field of French language and literature, in that the Universi~ ?f ~elbolll"J?-e, Mona~h 
University and the State Library ha:ve r:ach~d agreement to speClalize m certam areas, m 
future acquisition of library matenals m this field. 
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In New Zealand university a.dminis~a~ors an~ .li?raria~ hl!'ve realized that each 
university library must be highly selective m _Its acqUlSltion,policy 1;'1 order to ensure the 
most effective use of public moneys. The VICe-Chancellors Committ~e _has approyed ~e 
establishment of a Standing Committee on Library Reso~ces consistmg of unrv:erSJty 
librarians, members of professorial boards and. a representative of~he New Zealand Libr~ 
Association. The function of the Committee IS to keep under reVIeW any matters affecting 
the interests of the university library system. This _inclu~es a stud}:' .o~ the P!ovision and 
location of adequate research materials and ~he re!ationship and facili~Ies whi_ch ought to 
exist, in order to make the best use in the national mterest, of the speCial holdings of each 
university library and other national libraries. 

There is a definite need for the establishment of a sinrilar Committee in Victoria to 
plan co-ordination at a State !eve~. Such a committee s~ould draw its members from the 
administrators and librarians of Victorian research libranes. · 

AUSTRALIAN ADVISORY COUNCIL ON BIBLIOGRAPIDCAL SERVICES 

As members of Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographical Services-the major 
Victorian research libraries are fostering the co-ordination of bibliographical services at a 
national level. The Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographical Services is composed 
of representatives of Commonwealth, State, university, public and special library services. 
It has a Secretariat, the Australian Bibliographical Centre, Within the National Library 
of Australia. It is the function of the Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographical 
Services to plan and recommend to appropriate authorities the further development of 
Australian bibliographical and library service. 

Through the machinery of the Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographical Ser
vices the National Library is compiling the following union catalogues :-Current Union 

· Catalogue of Monographs, Serials in Australian Libraries : Social Sciences and Humanities, 
Guide to Collections of Manuscripts relating to· Australia and the Retrospective Union 
Catalogue of Monographs. These, together With Scientific Serials in Australian Libraries, 
a Union List published by the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization 
will provide an almost complete bibliographical cover of the resources of the major Australian 
libraries. 

Such catalogues aid the research worker and assist librarians in avoiding unnecessary 
duplication between libraries in the purchase of specialized material. . Victorian libraries 
are urged to continue to give full support to the Australian Advisory Council on 
Bibliographical Services projects. 

STATE LIBRARY-ROYAL MELBOURNE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
CO-OPERATION 

The State Library, which has a Wide range of books and serials in the :field of applied 
science, undertakes literature searches for industry. Its service in this :field is restricted 
by the limited technical subject knowledge of the library research staff. 

. The . neighbouring _RoJ:al Mel?ourne . ~itute of ~ec~ology_ Library also provides 
semce to mdustry. T¥s. Library_ lS adrnimsted _by .a li~ranan Wl~h a technical subject 
background and the speCialist teaching staff of the mstitutwn are available for consultation. 
However, its service to industry is restricted by a limited book stock. 

There is, therefore, scope for close co-operation between the State Library and the 
~oyal Melb?J?:De Institute of Technolozy in providing a technical infonnation service to 
mdustry, utilizing Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology technical knowledge and State 
Libr_ary book resources. The State Librarian and the Principal of the Royal Melbourne 
ln:'titute of Technology should endeavour to further the limited co-operation which already 
exists. 

A VICTORIAN CO-OPERATIVE STORAGE LIBRARY 

A ;problem common :0 libraries i;D. Victoria is the shertage of storage space. The 
constru~tion of a co-operative stora~ library to house little used library materials could 
ease this pr~blem. Such co-ope~ative ventures have proved successful overseas, the Mid
West Inter-library Centre near Chicago and the New England Deposit Library near Boston 
being notable examples. At present there is no co-operative storage of library materials 
in Victoria. 
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. Some librarians in Victoria. are reluctant to admit that any significant proportion 
of ~he1r book stock could be classified as little used material suitable for storage. In the 
Umted States a. survey made by one of the leading university libraries, Stanford, showed 
that 52 per cent .. of ~he stack book stock was not consulted once in ten years. A study 
made by the Umversity of Colorado showed that 90 per cent. of the book circulation was 
accollD:ted ¥or b_y oD:e-t~d of t~e _total library collection. No doubt if such surveys were 
made m VICtona.n libra.nes a. significant number of little used items would be found. For 
instance ~ the State Library of Victoria., call slips were lodged for only nine of the 950 serial 
volumes m the stack botany section during a. four-week period in May, 1963. 

. Little-us~d books are not unimpo~ant bo?ks and they merit permanent preservation. 
It lS uneconomiC to store such works m the high cost storage areas of working libraries. 
They should be transferred to a. storage library. 

A storage ~br~ry can be sited. on low cost land and it can be constructed relatively 
cheaply. The building needs to be little more than a fire-proof shell fitted with book stacks 
~fie~ protection t? books a:gainst .~ea~, light, d~t and dam!!. Heating and natural 
lightmg are not reqmred but arr-conditiomng to proVIde filtered arr of a. constant humidity 
is desirable. 

When compared with a working library a. storage library offers considerable 
economies in space. Shelf space is saved as a. storage collection need not be arranged by 
subject with empty space reserved for expansion of each subject. Less stack area is 
required for corridors and aisles. 

A storage library will lessen overcrowding of shelves in the working library, a. factor 
which adds to the difficulty of service to the public and is likely to result in the unsatisfactory 
care of books and costly wear though frequent reshelving. 

A storage library to be used co-operatively by all libraries financed by the State 
Government should be established. This library should be built by the State Government 
and staffed by the State Library. The cost of maintenance could be shared by the users 
whom could well include Commonwealth Institutions and private firms. 

Individual ownership of publications deposited in the storage library need not be 
relinquished but all publications deposited should be available for loan to any of the co
operating libraries. A predetermined number of sets of any particular journal could 
be kept in the storage library and made available either as the original or by Xerox copy 
to requesting libraries. An overa.ll gain in space would occur since it is probable that in 
many cases, up to 50 sets of the same periodical are now being kept, whereas ten sets 
might often suffice for all Victorian needs if this scheme operated. 

Libraries could send unwanted duplicate publications to the storage library to enable 
it to function as a. duplicates exchange centre. 

At present duplicates can be exchanged thou~h the National ~bra~y but t~ invo~ves 
the participating libraries ~ considera?le expenditure of staff time m prepa.nng lists, 
collecting requests and posting the duplicates. As a consequence very few of the smaller 
libraries take part. It. w~uld be a great _conyenience and economy to be able to send 
duplicate books and periodicals to. a. co-ordinating centre~ a~d h~ve ~hem collated, store?, 
included in regularly circulated lists and despatched mthin "YIC~na. Aft~r a ce~ 
period they could then be offered interstate or overseas. A srmilar scheme lS operating 
at the Public Library of New South Wales. 

After a time with the establishment of a favourable climate of co-operation it may 
be desirable to pro;ide the storage library with an a._cquisitions vote _to purchase li~!e u~ed 
material. It would be necessary to appoint a committee representative of the participating 
libraries to determine the acquisitions programme. 

CO-OPERATIVE MICROFILMING PROJECTS 

As mentioned in the section of this Report ~n the. preservation of S~a.te Library 
collections, much Victorian historicai re~earch 1nater1~l pr:nted on poor q~a.lit:y paper: lS 

disintegrating. There is scope for VJCtonan research libran.es to co-operate m rmcr~filmJ;ng 
such material. The sale of positive copies of microfilm to mterstate and overseas libranes 
would help to defray the cost. -
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It is becoming a.n. established practice overseas for newspaper publishers and libraries 
to co-operate in microfilming entire files of local ~ewspapers. . Suc.h a cocoperative 
progra=e is needed to preserve for research, files of unportant V10tonan newspapers. 

THE CENTRAL MEDICAL LIBRARY ORGANIZATION 

This organization affords a.n. example of library co-operation which could well be 
followed by other professional organizations. 

The Central Medical Library Organization draws its members from institutions and 
organizations in Victoria which maintain medical libraries. It aims to further co-operation 
in medical library services. · 

The co-operating libraries contribute entries to a union catalogue of medical holdings. 
A periodical exchange scheme is in operation. 

The Central Medical Library Organization plans to establish a Central Medical 
Library based on the University of Melbourne Medical School Library. The Central -
Medical Library Organization Library will facilitate medical study and research and 
avoid any undue duplication of medical library resources in Victoria. · 

The State Library is not a member of the Central Medical Library Organization 
but it co-operates with the Organization. State Library medical works are listed :ill. the · 
Central Medical Library Organization union catalogue and the State Library Trustees have 
conditionally agreed to transfer to the Central Medical Library Organization on long term 
loan certain closed files of medical periodicals. 
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CHAPTER 12 

LIBRARY SERVICES TO THE BLIND 

The recently published American Library Association standards for library functions 
at the state level include the following statement :-

" Resources available within or near each State should include a full range 
of reading materials for the blind and visually handicapped." 

In Victoria, reading materials for the bllii.d are provided by voluntary organizations, 
namely-the Braille Library and the Royal Victorian Institute of the Blind. The library 
service they provide is severely restricted by lack of finance. The Victorian Government 
contributes £750 per annum to the Braille Library,-and the Institute Library receives part 
of the £5,500 Government general grant to the Institute. The bulk of the money spent on 
library services for the blind in Victoria is obtained from charitable sources. 

The community has recognized that the provision of free library services supported 
by public funds is an important service. Blind people who share the same responsibilities 
as taxpayers and enjoy the same rights as other citizens are entitled to look to the Govern
ment to provide adequate support for a full library service to the blind. Such a service should 
provide large print books for those who have varying degrees of sight and " talking " books 
and braille books for the blind generally. 

The Braille Library should participate to a greater extent in the funds made available 
by the Government for library services to enable it to provide a library service in no way 
inferior to that which is offered by other State supported library services. 
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CHAPTER 13 

. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

It will be evident to professional libraria:ns that t~ R~pory is ;not the wor~ of a 
librarian. It is my appraisal, as a layman, of library serVI.ces m V1ctona and contains my 
reco=endations for the future development of such serVIces. 

The defects in our total library service referred to in the body of this Report cannot 
be remedied overnight. It is not merely a question of finance, nor of buildings, nor of books; 
nor of staff, but a combination of all these and other factors. 

The latest reports available concerning libraries in the United Kingdom and in the 
United States indicate that the problems which beset us here have by no means been over
come in these countries. 

An article in the " Carnegie Corporation of New York Quarterly ", of March, 1964, 
states-

" In 1961 it was estimated that more than 16 million American children 
and adults had no legal access to local public library service whatsoever, and that 
forty-nine (49) million more had inadequate service. The figures, shocking as they 
should be to a nation that prides itself on its public library system, actually reflect 
considerable improvement over what the situation was only five years earlier." 

I do not wish to create the impression that we in Victoria have a really poor library 
serVIce. 

It is true the State Library is not at present functioning efficiently ; but it has pro
vided a wonderful service for many years and its past glory can be regained. 

The Free Library Service Board, too, has much to show for its eighteen years of 
· service. But its work can be carried out much more efficiently if the reorganization 
suggested is approved. 

The libraries of both of our universities are rendering a great service-but, in these 
days, particularly the Baillieu Library, not good enough. However, here too, the position 
can be remedied if action is not delayed. 

In the municipal field we have many splendid libraries ; on the other hand there 
are poor ones. Far too many councils have failed to provide library facilities. However, 
regional and municipal co-operation during the next few years can do much to improve 
municipal library services generally. 

The Education Department library system in Victoria is, I believe, the best developed 
school library service in Australia at the present time. 

Of course it has its defects, but I believe the Department is aware of the shortcomings 
regarding library facilities and trained librarians and will expand its activities to meet the 
needs of all types of schools. 

Before concluding my Report with a su=ary of my reco=endations I desire to 
place on record my gratitude to those who assisted me in this Inquiry. 

The only professional assistance provided to me for the conduct of the Inquiry was 
Counsel to assist during the period given to hearing evidence in public, and a Secretary. 

I wish to acknowledge the splendid service rendered by Counsel, Mr. Gordon Just, 
and thank him for the helpful manner in which he assisted witnesses to present their evidence 
and also for the excellent summing up of the submission made. 

The services of Mr. R. L. Cowling, an officer of the State Library, were made available 
to me during the entire period of the Inquiry. Not only did he carry out the work of 
Secretary in a satisfactory manner, but he also, by reason of his wide knowledge of library 
services generally, was able to undertake all the research work required by .me. I am 
pleased to be able to place on record my appreciation of his most efficient service. 

I wish to thank Mr. J. A. Feely, the Chief Librarian, State Library of Victoria for 
the assistance given to the Board by the members of his staff. ' 

I also desire to record my appreciation of the action of the Trustees of the State 
Library of Victoria in making an office available to the board. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

CHAFTER 1 
The Victorian Library Authority. 

. (1) The Board of Trustees of the ~tate Library of Victoria and the Free Library 
Semce_ Board should be replaced by a smgle authority known as the Victorian Library 
Authonty. 

(2) The functions of the State Library and the Free Library Service Board should 
be earned out by three Divisions of the Victorian Library Authority, namely :-

State IJbrary Division. 

Extension and Circulation Division. 

Public Records Division. 

(3) The Executive Officer of the Victorian Library Authority should be appointed 
by the Governor in Council, and should have the status of the Head of a Department. 

CHA!'TER 2 
The State Library of Victoria. 

(1) An increase in the State Library vote for publications is necessary if the Library 
is to carry out its functions effectively. 

(2) The State Library should reqllisition for an increase in staff establishment. 

(3) The present career range for university graduates within the State Library is 
unattractive when compared with other avenues of employment open to graduates. Salaries 
should be improved. 

(4) The State Librarian, in consultation with the Public Service Board, should 
rearrange the duties of the members of the State Library staff to obviate the necessity 
for certain officers having to work a six-day week. 

(5) Two extra floors and one mezzanine floor should be built under the library dome 
to ease the Library's space problems. 

(6) The State Library acquisitions policy should be redefined to avoid undue 
duplication of research material in State supported libraries. 

(7) The legal deposit provisions of the State Library, National Gallery, National 
Museum and Institute of Applied Science Act 1960 should be clarified and expanded. 

(8) The State Reference Library lending policy should be broadened to permit 
limited lending to municipal libraries. 

(9) The State Library should study the advisability of providing a reader service 
from subject departments rather than from a general reference room. 

(10) The State Library should institute a microfilming programme to preserve 
irreplaceable library materials printed on decaying paper. 

(11) A State Library bindery should be established. 

(12) The Public Service Board Organization and Methods Section should carry out 
a survey of work routines within the State Library with a view to increasing efficiency. 

(13) A State Library Public Relations Officer should be appointed. 

(14) The Education Department or the proposed Victorian Library Authority should 
establish a supervised study hall in ~he ej.ty of Melbourne to relieve student pressure on the 
State Library and other reference libranes. 

(15) The new LaTrobe ~bra~ shouid. co-operate closely with the Royal Historical 
Society of Victoria and local historical societies. 
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(16) All--conditioning should be installed in all floors of the LaTrobe Library. 

(17) Staff for the LaTrobe Library should be appointed without further delay. 

(18) The metropolitan Lending Section of the State Library should be closed. 

(19) The Country Borrowers Service should be available only to citizens outside 
the metropolitan area who are resident in municipalities not served by a free municipal 
library. 

(20) The Travelling Library Service should be discontinued. 

(21) The State Lending Branch should be incorporated in the Extension and 
Circulation Division of the proposed Victorian Library .Authority. 

CHA!'TER 3 
The Free Library Seroice Board. 

(1) The Free Library Service Board should be abolished and its functions shbulcl 
be carried out by the proposed Victorian Library .Authority. 

(2) The proposed Bibliographical and Technical Services Department of the State 
Library should take over the preparation of the Book List for Municipal Libraries and the 
Central Cataloguing Service at present operated by the Free Library Service Board. 

CHA!'TER 4 
Municipal" Library Services. 

(1) The Local Government .Act should be amended so that if 5 per cent. of enrolled 
ratepayers in a municipality demand that a proposal to establish a free library service be 
submitted to a poll, the municipal council is obliged to conduct such a poll. 

(2) The proposed Victorian Library .Authority should promote an .Advisory CoUn.cil 
in each of the thirteen Victorian Planning Regions to advise the .Authority and the Minister 
on the best means of achieving viable regional library services in their respective .areas. 

(3) The Regional Library Development Grant should be increased. This Grant 
should be made available to regional libraries both in country areas and the metropolitan 
area. 

(4) Ceiling limits on subsidy should be raised for councils contributing to regional 
library systems. . 

(5) .Amending legislation should be introduced to provide a legal basis for joint 
control of regional library services. · 

(6) .As from the 1966-67 municipal financial year all municipal library authorities 
serving populations of less than 10,000 should receive book stock from the proposed 
Victorian Library .Authority in lieu of the Municipal Library Grant. 

(7) The State should provide capital subsidies for new library buildings. 

(8) The State grant in respect of existing library buildings and in respect of library 
furniture and· equipment should be freed from conditions relating to per capita, sudsidy. 

(9) The proposed Victorian Library .Authority should exercise control over the 
appointment of municipal librarians to ensure that qualified librarians are appointed when 
available. 

(10) Provisio~ sh~uld be made for the protection of superannuation and long service 
leave nghts of all libranans when they transfer to the employ of another .Authority. 

(11) The Melbourne City Council should give consideration to the establishment 
of a municipal reference and lending library in the City Centre for the convenience of 
business men and other citizens who are employed in the City. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Non-municipal Free Libraries. 

The State grant to non-municipal free libraries should be withdrawn. 

CHAPTER 6 

Libraries of State Departments and Instrumentalities. 

(1) The libraries of State Departments and Instrumentalities should be developed 
so that they become the State research libraries in their main subject fields. 

(2) The library should primarily serve officers of the Authority maintaining the library 
but should also provide service to other officials and citizens. 

• (3) The policy of staffing the libraries of Departments and Instrumentalities with 
staff seconded from the State Library should be continued and extended to State Statutory 
Corporations. 

(4) A career range should be established in the larger libraries so that the librarian 
in-charge can take at least one promotion without transferring to another library. 

(5) The right of the State Librarian to transfer librarians in Departmental libraries 
should be limited. . · 

(6) A Government Departmental Libraries Liaison Officer should be appointed to 
the State Library staff. . 

CHAPTER 7 
University Libraries. 

(1) The percentage of the University vote allocated to the Baillieu Library by the 
University of Melbourne Council should be increased substantially. 

(2) The extension of the Baillieu Libr11ry should be given high priority. 

(3) The salaries paid to Baillieu Library staff should be equated with salaries paid 
to library staff in other universities. 

(4) Books purchased for departmental collections within the University of Melbourne 
should be acquired and catalogued by the Baillieu Library. . 

· (5) The University of Melbourne Archives Section should not collect Victorian 
historical archives for this is the province of the new LaTrobe Library. 

CHAPTER 8 
Senior Technical College Libraries. 

(1) The Education Department and College Councils should give more attention 
. to the needs of senior technical college libraries. 

(2) The ·senior technical college libraries should be developed to provide library service 
to industrial and business firms in their vicinity. 

(3) A ~o-operative schem~ embodying ce!?-tr~lized purc~sing aD;d cataloguing of 
libra:ry- matermls should be considered by the prmc1pals of semor technical colleges. 

State School Libraries. 
(1) The Education Department subsidy to schools should be replaced, in part, by a 

direct grant. 
(2) Funds for the support of t!aining college libraries should be determined in rel

ationship to the total annual expenditure of the college. 

(3) The provision of a primary ~choollibrary boil~ is, at _pr~sent, in some insta~ces, 
the responsibility of the school co=ttee. ~ future library buildings should be p~oVIded 
by the Eduation Department to all schools With an enrolment of at least 350 pupils. 

(4) To facilitate the use of school libraries after school hours, new libraries should 
be sited so· that they can be conveniently opened when other parts of the school are 
close9.. 
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(5) The intake of the Melbourne Teachers' College Course for Certified Trained 
Teacher-Librarians should be increased. 

(6) The feasibility of training teacher-librarians for secondary: and. tec¥cal schools 
at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Department of Librananship should be 
investigated. 

(7) The Education Department Library Services section should establish a centre 
for the central purchasing and processing of books for school libraries. 

(8) A central book stock for schools should be established by either the proposed 
Victorian Library Authority or the Education Department. 

CHAPTER 10 
The Training of Librarians. 

(1) The State Library should cease to conduct courses in librarianship at the Regis
tration Certificate level. 

(2) The scholarships provided by the State for trainees at the State Library Training 
School should be tenable at technical colleges. The number of such scholarships should 
be increased. 

(3) The Extension and Circulation Division of the proposed Victorian Library 
Authority should employ a training officer to give basic training to municipal library staff. 

(4) "In service training" courses in librarianship should be instituted for State 
Library staff. 

(5) A University Post Graduate School of Librarianship should be established in 
Victoria. 

CHAPTER 11 
Go-ordination of Library Services. 

(1) The proposed Victorian Library Authority should undertake the initiative in 
encouraging inter-library co-operation. 

(2) A central reference library should be included in the State office block now under 
construction. 

(3) Municipal libraries should extend inter-library lending facilities, adopt a scheme 
of subject specialization and make borrowers cards inter-available. 

(4) The proposed Victorian Library Authority should offer a request and information 
service to municipal libraries. 

(5) Representatives of municipal and school libraries should fonn local advisory 
committees to plan book selection to avoid unnecessary duplication. 

(6) Once two universities begin teaching the same subject at the same level, dupli
cation of book resources is inevitable. This fact should be taken into consideration when 
courses are being planned for Victoria's third university. 

(7) A committee similar to the New Zealand Universities' Standing Committee on 
Library Resources should be established in Victoria. 

(8) Victorian libraries should continue to give full support to the work of the 
Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographical Services. _ 

(9) Intensified co-operation between the State Library and the neighbouring Royal 
Institute of Technology Library is practicable and should be pursued. 

(10} A storage library to be used co-operatively by all libraries financed by the State 
should be established. 

(11) Victorian libraries should institute co-operative microfilming projects. 

CHAPTER 12 
Library Services for the Blind. 

(1} The Braille Library should participate to a greater extent in funds made available 
by the Government for library services. . 

Sir John Jungwirth, C.M.G. 
5th August, 1964. 
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APPE:ND:Q( 1 

PROPOSED VICTORIAN LIBRA]tY AUTHORITY-DRAFT j)RGANIZATION CHART 

Minister 

I Victorian Library Authority l 

State Librnr'a 
I 

Administration I 

Extension nnd CirculA.tion State Libra Division J Publi~ ~.econlll 
Division I DIVIBIOR 

SectiOM I Govcnlment I I Reference I I La. Trobol 
1. Municipal Advisory Service .. Departmental Library . Library Bibliographical and Tecbnico.l 

2. Circuhliion Libraries Service Department 
Sution8 

3. Education Dopnrtmont Liaison 1. Acquisitions ___ 
4. Trnining 2. ScrinJs nnd Government Publications 

3. Cataloguing 
4, Bindery 
o: Photographic 

Nole.-Tbis Chart does not ncccssnrily rcRcct compo.rative Bll.lnry levels. 



Mtmlclpallty. 

(a) Melropolitan. 

Altona Shire •• . . . . .. 
Box Hill City .. . . .. 
Brighton City . . .. .. 
Camberwell City .. . . .. 
Caulfield City .. .. .. 
Coburg City .. .. .. . . 
Collingwood City •• .. . . 
Doncaster and Templ68towe Shire .. 
Footsemy City . . . . .. 
Hawthorn City .. .. .. 
Heidelberg City .. .. .. 
Kew City .. .. .. .. 
Malvern City . . .. .. 
Melbourne City . . . . .. 
Moombbin City .. . . 
Mordialloe City .. .. .. 
Northcote Ci~ . . . . .. 
Nunawading "ty .. . . .. 
Oakleigh City .. .. .. 
Port Melbourne City .. .. .. 
Pmhran City .. .. .. 
Preston City .. .. .. . . 
Sandringham City •• .. . . 
South Melbourne City . . .. 
Sunshine City .. .. .. 
Williamstown City .. . . .. 

Tote! : 26 Couneils .. .. 

(b) Omsmry. 

Alberton Shire . . .. .. 
Alexandra Shire .. .. .. 
Ampilee Shire .. .. .. 
Ararat City •• . . .. . . 
Ararat Shire .• .. .. .. 
Avoca Shire •• .. .. .. 
BacchUB Marsh . . .. .. 
Baimsdale Shire .. .. .. 
Ballemt City .. .. .. 
Ballarat Shire .. .. .. 
Beechworth Shire .. .. .. 
Bendigo City . . . . .. 
Bright Shire •• .. .. .. 
Buln Buln Shire . . . . .. 
Camperdown Town . . .. .. 
Castlema.ine Town .. .. .. 
Cobmm Shire .. . . .. 
Cohuna Shire .• . . . . .. 
Colac City . . .. . . . . 
Corio Shire .. . . . . 
Creawick Shire .. .. .. 
Daylesford Borough . . .. .. 
Deakin Shire .. . . .. 
Donald Shire . . . . .. 
Dundae Shire . . .. .. 
Dunmunkle Shire . . .. .. 
Eohue& Borough .. .. . . 
Euroa Shire .• .. .. . . 
Flindere Shire .. .. .. 

. Fmnketon Shire .. .. .. 
Geelong City .. .. .. .. 
Geelong Weet City .. .. .. 
Glenelg Shire .. .. .. 
Hamilton City .. .. .. 
Hampden Shire .. .. .. 
HOBtinge Shire .. .. .. 
Boreham City .. .. .. 
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APPENDIX 2 

MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES 

STATISTICAL DETAILS, 1962--63 

Area Total E~ndlture1Total Expenditure 
Population. on Ll rary fJer C4p"a on (acres). Service, L brary Service . 

£ •• d. 

16,144 9,930 5,925 7 4 
50,390 5,309 20,278 8 1 
41,244 3,380 18,271 811 
99,206 8,682 52,603 10 7 
74,725 5,431 30,945 8 3 
70,726 4,616 14,122 311 
25,345 1,180 7,053 5 6 
19,013 22,090 7,803 8 2 

60,650 4,441 11,515 3 10 
36,595 2,411 11,925 6 7 
86,292 29,080 26,475 6 1 
33,132 3,596 9,708 5 10 
47,829 3,935 25,072 10 6 
76,483 7,765 33,438 9 9 
95,642 12,655 38,728 8 1 
26,469 3,013 13,349 10 1 
44,663 4,229 19,122 8 7 
53,211 10,275 19,750 7 10 
47,937 7,486 20,237 8 5 
12,302 2,628 5,770 10 1 
52,375 2,361 19,138 7 3 
84,037 9,155 13,841 3 3 
36,977 3,700 15,154 8 2 
32,253 2,203 17,940 11 1 
62,227 19,775 25,421 8 2 
30,496 3,582 12,199 711 

1,237,435 192,208 496,082 8 0 

£ •• d. 

5,931 481,440 2,364 711 

4,545 482,080 2,024 811 
2,133 491,520 632 511 
7,930 4,710 5,058 12 5 
4,598 903,629 2,044 811 
2,150 277,750 672 6 4 

4,423 790 139,904 3 6 
11,276 606,720 8,912 15 10 
41,068 8,550 14,042 6 10 
10,110 117,760 2,469 4 8 

3,758 190,720 790 4 3 

30,190 8,032 1 12,148 8 
3,882 733,440 1,284 6 7 

8,430 311,040 3,950 4 9 
3,444 3,591 1,359 711 
7,216 5,760 1,382 3 10 
4,798 108,800 1,422 511 

4,431 122,880 1,311 511 
9,255 2,688 3,081 7 1 

29,397 172,800 8,591 5 10 
3,581 136,320 711 311 

2,778 4,013 708 5 I 

5,292 237,440 1,580 511 
2,921 357,760 865 511 
4,072 856,064 1,185 5 10 
4,095 382,080 1,264 6 2 
6,441 4,378 1,908 511 
4,637 330,880 2,400 10 4 10,430 80,000 14,220 27 3 26,637 17,460 13,984 10 6 

18,017 3,322 13,476 14 11 
17,660 1,299 5,131 5 10 
5,885 885,120 1,777 6 I 
9,483 5,351 6,000 12 8 
9,174 647,040 3,624 711 
6,876 71,680 2,964 8 7 
9,243 5,939 3,443 7 5 

Book Circulation. 

. . 
306,716 
330,226 
739,893 .. 
246,574 
44,957 

Included in Box Hi!. 
City 

139,192 
187,336 
340,244 
271,126 
336,444 
243,378 
659,179 
159,103 
182,558 .. 
15,610 
63,679 

305,331 
149,822 
246,873 
232,o68 
95,174 .. 

5,297,483 

Included in Bairnedal e 
Shire figure 

80,191 
Included in Horsham 

81,878 
Included in Ararat Ci 
Included in 

ty 
t B.U... 

City 
7,000 

86,013 
381,181 

Included in B.U... 
City 

Included in W angarat 
City 

t 

te 

215,477 
Included in Wangam 

City 
ttB 

34,958 .. 
33,940 

Included in Shepparto 
City 

Included in Echuca 

D 

61,634 
Ineluded in Geelong 
Included in Ballar 

City 
Included in B 

City 
Included in Echuca . . 
Included in Hamilton 
Included in Horsham 

143,767 
51,098 

183,251 
115,989 
154,662 
124,535 

Included in Hamilton 
139,002 .. 

Included in Flindere 
105,107 



Munlclpallty. 

(b) Oountry-<~ontinued. 

Huntly Shire .. . . .. 
Kaniva Shire .. .. . . 
Ke.rke.rooc Shire .. . . . . 
Kerang Shiro .. . . . . 
Kowree Shire .. .. .. 
Lowan Shire •• .. .. .. 
Maffra Shire , • .. .. .. 
MaDBfield Shire .. .. .. 
Marong Shire .. .. .. .. 
Maryborough City .. .. . . 
Mildura City •• .. .. .. 
Mildura Shire .. .. .. 
Mirboo Shire •• .. .. .. 
Moe Borough .. .. .. .. 
Momington Shire .. .. .. 
Morwell Shire .. .. .. 
Myrtleford Shire .. .. .. 
Natha.lia Shire .. .. .. 
Newtown and Chilwell City .. .. 
Numurke.h Shire .. .. .. 
Omeo Shire .. .. .. .. 
Orboet Shire .. .. .. .. 
Phillip Ialand Shire .. .. .. 
Ripon Shire •. .. .. ;, 

Rochester Shire .. .. .. 
Rutherglen Shire .. .. .. 
Se.le City .. .. .. .. 
Sebaetopol Borough .. .. .. 
Shepparton City .. .. .. 
Shepparton Shire .. .. .. 
South Barwon Shire .. .. .. 
Stawell Town .. .. .. 
Stawell Shire .. .. .. 
Strath6eldeaye Shire .. .. .. 
Swan Hill Borough .. .. .. 
Swan Hill Shire .. .. .. 
Talbot Shire .. ... , .. .. 
Tambo Shire .. .. .. -.. 
Towobg Shire .. .. .. 
Tra.ralgon Borough .. .. .. 
Tullaroop Shire .. .. .. 
Upper Murray Shire .. .. ' . .. I 

Violet Town Shire .. .. .. 
W angaratta City .. .. .. 
Wangaratta Shire . ' .. .. .. 
Wanncin Shire .. .. .. '' 
W arraoknabeal Shire: .. .. .. 
W arragul Shire .. .. .. 
Warrnambool City .. .. .. 
Wimmera Shire .. •,• ~ . ' 
Wodonga Shire .. .. .. 
Y aokand&nd&h Shire .. .. .. 
Y a.llourn Town .. .. .. 
Yarrawonga Shire .. .. .. 
Yea Shire .. .. .. .. 

' Total of (b), 92 Councile .. 
Grand Totals of (a) and (b), 118 

Councile .. .. ... 
I 
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APPENDIX 2-continued 
MVNICIPAL Lnm..u!ms--ctmtinued 

Population. Are& I Total E~ndltureiTotal Expenditure 
(acres). on L1 mry per mpita on 

Service. Service. 

£ .. d. 

2,292 216,960 454 311 
2,410 762,240 715 511 
4,650 919,040 1,377 511 
9,067 823,680 1,896 4 2 
6,423 1,331,200 2,396 8 6 
3,870 663,040 1,146 611 
8,761 1,031,040 2,962 6 9.' 
4,418 965,120 1,086 4 9 
6,087 368,000 1,205 311 
7,237 5,760 6,774 15 11 

12,320 5,408 6,800 11 I 
16,327 2,605,440 10,968 13 5 
2,054 62,720 778 7 7 

15,454 5,286 8,181 13 5 
7,799 22,400 5,240 13 10 

18,351 165,760 5,431 511 
3,766 176,000 987 6 3 

3,208 305,920 1,136 1 1 

11,766 1,480 9,084 15 5 
6,108 178,560 2,086 6 10 

2,150 1,428,480 622 5 9 

6,170 2,368,000 3,395 11 0 

1,243 24,960 807 13 0 

3,669 378,880 1,007 5 8 
7,236 480,000 4,889 13 8 
2,653 131,200 790 511 
7,898 5,363 5,455 13 7 
4,662 1,747 1,145 4 10 

13,574 6,600 8,917 13 1 
6,113 228,516 1,754 5 9 

16,772 40,856 4,341 5 3 
5,502 . 6,952 1,629 511 
2,193 646,240 245 2 3 

6,020 152,960 1,195 311 
6,179 3,373 5,796 18 9 

12,781 . 1,619,200 7,200 11 3 
' 

742 126,080 251 611 
5,433 . 867 840 1,778 6 3' 

1,025:280 4,212 1,975 711 
12,298 4,930 7,733 . 13 6 
1,376 157,440 439 5 10 

2,937< '607,360 987. 6 3 
1,360 231,040 744 10 2 

13,812 5,478 4,436 6 I 
2,140 226,560 529 411 

4,158 488,576 1,185 5 10 

. 4,710 454,400 1,377 5 10 
9,572 87,040 1,975 311 

16,697 7,091 6,133 7 10 
3,528 645,?60 697 311 

7,500 85,760 2,222 5ll 
3,084 274,560 912 511 
8,256 5,563 10,652 25 10 
3,724 155,520 762 311 

2,685 338,144 1,600 1111 

703,520 3,557,863 314,817 8 5 

1,940,955: 3,750,071 810,899 8 ' 

Book Circulation. 

Included in Bendigo 
Included in Horsham .. 

39,799 
29,548 

Included in Horsham 
19,174 

Included in Alexandra 
Included in Bendigo 
Included in Be.ll""'t 

City 
131,284 
107,758 

Included in Y e.llourn 
30,750 

Included in Flinders 
Included in Y e.lloum 
Included in Wangaratta 

City 
Included in Shepparton 

City 
124,470 

Included in Shepparto 
City 

Included in Bairnedal 

D 

e 
Shire 

Included in BairnecW e 
Shire 

Included in BaimedeJ • Shire 
36,904 

Included in Echuca 
!8,256 .. 

Included in Ballara t 
City 

. 181,876 
Included in Shepparto 

City . ' 
82,472 

D 

24,360 
Included in Stawe II 
. .Town 

l'ncluded in Bendigo 
96,436 

Included in Swan Hill 
Borough 

See Be.llarat City, 
'•' I Se Bairnsdele 

28,766 .. 
Included in Be.llarat 

City 
'22,729 ' . 

9,565 
165,617 

Included in W angara 
City 

tt& 

Included in Hamilton 
City .. 

44,514 : 
129,722 

Included in Horeh&m 
City 

35,279 .. 
81,420 

Included in Wangaratta 
City 

Included in Alexandra 
Shire 

3,388,370 . ' '' 
8,635,853 



.APPENDIX 3 

NEW ZEALAND MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES 

Flnanee Rental and ---
Population. lloglstered from Subscrlp- Number or -- Borrowera. Municipal tlon Staff. 

Councll Receipts. . 
.. 

£ £ 

5 . Also serves some outside borrowers. Ash burton .. .. 12,250 5,651 4,885 1,128 
Auckland City .. 146,000 45,000 129,000 21,000 . . Also 10 Branch Libraries and 1 Book· .. . mobile 
Christchurch . . .. 155,200 25,480 66,264 66,268 42 Also Suburban Extension Service 
Lower Butt .. 55,000 10,500 25,174 4,400 19 Also serves some outside borrowers. 
New Lynn .. .. 9,280 5,000 5,100 1,360 4t 
Palmerston North .. 43,600 19,882 20,700 7,817 17 Full-time Also 3 Branches. 

7 Part-time Also 3 Branches. 
Petone . . .. 10,000 7,000 5,000 1,000 2 Full-time Also serves outside borrowers. 

' 
3 Pa.rt-time 

Rotorua .. .. 20,600 10,000 7,800 2,500 8 Full-time 
Waipuka.rau .. .. 3,500 1,000 725 
Wairoa .. .. 4,500 1,660 1,600 700 2 Full-time Also serves Country borrowers 

2 Part-time 
Wellington City .. 124,000 53,000 99,000 15,000 113 Full-time Also 9 branches and 1 Bookmobile. · 

.APPENDIX 4 

ESTIMATE OF RUNNING COSTS OF PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICE IN VICTORIA (1961-62 costs). 

These costs are based on a breakdown in three groups-staff, books, other costs. 
(a) Staff. (1) The ratio of staff to population served is one staff member for each 3,000 for a population of 300,000 

increasing to one staff member for each 2,500 for a population of 30,000 or less, with a minimum 
staff of five. 

(2) The percentage of qualified staff (i.e., those with the registration certificate or its equivalent) is 
25 per cent. in a service for 300,000 increasing to 40 per cent. in a service for 30,000 or less, 

· with a minimum of two. 
(3) The average salaries are £1,200 for qualified staff and £900 for part-qualified and clerical staff. 

(b) Books (1) The standard of book stock is taken as one book per person served at 300,000 increasing to 
two books per person served at 30,000, or less with a minimum of 20,000 volumes. 

(2) The annual book acquisitions are estiniated as 1s. 8d. of the total stock, with a minimum of 6,875. 
The figure of 1s. 8d. is based on the estimate of the life of public library books of all categories 
as eight years. · 

(3) The average cost of a book is taken as £1. 
(c) Other costs-These include binding; equipment, stationery, cleaning, lighting, heating, telephones, insurance.<!, 

building maintenance and administration costs. They are estiniated at 18 per cent. on a service 
for 300,000 increasing to 20 per cent. on a service for 30,000 population or less. 

POPULATION 300,000 200,000 100,000 60,000 . 30,000 20,000 10,000 

STAFF-
Ratio 1:3,000 1:2,850 1:2,750 1:2,600 1:2,500 1:2,500 1:2,000 
Total No. 100 70 35 23 12 8 5 (min.) 
Qualified .. 25 21 12 9 5 3 2 (min.) 
Salaries (£1,200 ea.) £30,000 £25,200 £14,400 £10,800 £6,000 £3,600 £2,400 
Other 75 49 23 14 7 5 3 
Salaires (£900 ea.) £67,500 £44,100 £20,700 £12,600 £6,300 £4,500 £2,700 
Total Salaries £97,500 £69,300 £35,100 £23,400 £12,300 £9,100 £5,100 

BOOKS-
Ratio 1:1 5:4 3:2 5:3 2:1 2:1 2:1 
Total stock 300,000 250,000 150,000 100,000 60,000 40,000 20,000 
Annual purchases (£1 ea.) £37,500 £31,250 £18,750 £12,500 £7,500 £6,875 £6,875 

OTHER COSTS-
(min.) (min.) 

Rate 18/82 18/82 18/82 18/82 20/80 20/80 20/80 
Annual cost £30,000 £22,000 £12,000 £8,000 £5,000 £4,000 £3,000 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST £165,000 £122,550 £65,850 £43,900 £24,800 £19,975 £14,975 
COST PER HEAD OF 

POPULATION .. Us. Od. 12s. 4d. 13a. 2d. 14a. 6d. 16d. 6d 20s. Od. 30s. Od • 

Note.-lls. per head (1961-62 prices)-13s. 4d. 1963 prices. On three million population maximum 
Government subsidy £1 million = 3d. per head per week. 
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APPENDIX 5 

REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS IN VICTORIA-JUNE, 1964 

(1) Central Highlands Region 
Balla.rat City 
Avoca Shire 
Ballarat Shire 
Creswick Shire 
Daylesford Borough 
Ripon Shire 
Sebastopol Borough 
Ta.lbot Shire 
nfaryborough City 
Tullaroop Shire 

Total Pop.: 78,100 

(2) Goulburn Region 
Alexandra Shire 
Yea Shire 
nfanafield Shire 

Total Pop.: 11,690 

(3) Echuca Region 
Echuca Borough 
Cohuna Shire 
Deakin Shire 
Rochester Shire . 

Tota.l Pop.: 23,940 

(4) Ararat Region 
Ararat City 
Ararat Shire 

Total Pop.: 12,690 

(5) nfallee Region 
Swan Hill Borough 
Swan Hill Shire 

Total Pop.: 19,330 

(6) West Gippslan:d Region 
.... . nfirboo Shire . . 

nforwell Shire 
Y a.llourn Town 
nfoe City 
Traralgon Borough 
Traralgon Shire --

Total Pop.: 56,370 

(7) Upper nfurray Region 
Rutherglen Shire 
Towong Shire 
Upper nfurray Shire 
Wodonga Shire 

Total Pop.: 20,900 

(8) Wangaratta Region 
Wangaratta City 
Wangaratta Shire 
Beechworth Shire 
Bright Shire 
Y arrawonga Shire 
nfyrtleford Shire 

Tota.l Pop.: 33,220 

(9) East Gippsland Region 
Alberton Shire 
Bairnsda.le Shire 
Omeo Shire 
Orbost Shire 
Tambo Shire 

Total Pop.: 31,549 

Grand Total 72 Councils. 

(10) Wimmera Region 
Horsham City 
Dunmunkle Shire 
Arapiles Shire 
Kaniva Shire 
Lowan Shire 
Wimmera Shire 
Donald Shire 
Karkarooc Shire 

Tota.l Pop.: 32,480 

(11) Flinders Region 
Flinders Shire 
nfornington Shire 
Hastings Shire 

Total Pop.: 26,700 

(12) Glenelg Region 
Hamilton City 
Dundas Shire 
Glenelg Shire 
Wannon Shire 

Total Pop.: 23,840 

(13) Goulburn Valley Region 
Shepparton City 
Cobram Shire 
Nathalia Shire 
Numurkah Shire 
Shepparton Shire 

Total Pop.: 34,710 

(14) Barwon Region 
Geelong City 
Corio Shire · 

Total Pop.: 48,890 

(15) Stawell Region 
Stawell Town 
Stawell Shire 

Tota.l Pop.: 7, 7 40 

(16) Bendigo Region 
Bendigo City 
nfarong Shire 
Huntly Shire 
Strathfieldsaye Shire 

Total Pop.: 45,330 

(17) Box Hill-Doncaster Region 
Box Hill City 
Doncaster & Templestowe Shire 

Tota.l Pop.: 73,100 

(18) Caulfield-nfalvem Region 
nfalvem City 
Caulfield City 

Tota.l Pop.: 123,500 

Population 704,079, 
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APPENDIX 6 

UNIVERSITIES OF NEW ZEALAND 

VIctoria, 
Canterbury, Hamilton, 

Massey. Total. - Auckland. including Dunedin. Est., 1st w elllngtoJL Lincoln. January, 1964. 

Number of Students Estimated at 4,100 5,050 4,450 3,500 160 910 19,045 
June, 1964 Internal, 

875 
Extra-mural 

When new library buildings at present nnder construction are completed : 

Seating accommodation in Library 1,000 1,860 1,560 1,050 50 340 

Book Stocks ,_ -· .. 155,064 176,649 180,000 255,000 No students 53,500 
atDec.,l963 atDec.,l963 atDec.,l962 atMay,l964 in 1964 at Jnly,l963 

Annual Book and Periodicals Vote, £31,955 £37,150 £32,050 £24,485 I .. £9,33S £134,976 
Estimated, 1964 

+ Salsriea 
Total Library Vote, Estimated, +Binding Salaries only 

1964 £72,065 £88,375 . £74,540 £69,080 £2,420 £22,296 £328,776 

Estimated, 
1964 

Annual Total University 
diture 

Expen- £955,000 £1,170,000 £1,225,000 £1,160,000 £31,210 £600,000 £6,041,210 

' . 
Percentage Library Vote to Uni-

vemity Vots 
7·5 7·5 6·1 6·0 7·7 1·9 6·5 

Number of Library Staff at May, 
1964 

32 40 29 34 I 11 148 

Number with degrees of full library 
qualifications 

24 12 20 21 I ' 5 83 

At lot May, Non-dental 
1964 and 

Salary of Univemity Professor .. £2,800 £2,800 .. £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 ' £2,800 non-medical 
' .. 

At 1st May, £2,350 
1964 Canterbury, 

' Salary of Univemity Librarian •• :£2,350 £2,350 £1,350 £2,350 £2,360 £2,350 .. 
Lincoln to be 

appointed 
(Dl&L) 

Any special subject collection .. Public Engineering Engineering Medicine . - Agriculture .. 
Adminis- Architecture Fine Arts Dentistry Veterinary 
tratio:r;t Fine Arts Home Soienoe 

Social• Science 
' Science "Hooken n 

Source: New Zealand Univemities Commission. 



.APPENDIX 7 

UNIVERSITillS OF AUSTRALIA 
. ' 

ImoRMATI:oN·oN UNIVERBUY LmRABIEB aoLLE~D FOR THE BoARD OF INQUIRY INTO L~RABY BEi.IVIoEa IN VICTORIA BY THE AusTRALIAN UNIVERSITIEs ComussxoN 

' 
. Queensland. 

.. 

. ·-

- Sydney. New South Wales. New England. Melbourne. Monash. Adelaide. Western TasiJWI!a. A.N.U. Australia. 
:Brlabane • Townsvme. 

. 

1. Number of students .. Kensington 9,050 F/T .. 1,096 Under- FJ! .. 5,364 223 FJT .. 4,802 . . IDgher 
as at June, 1964 Newcastle 1,450 PJT . . 166 grads. .. 2,808 PJT .. 4,141 171 PJT .. 2,839 degree •• 409 

Wollongonft 465 Ext. .. 2,247 IDgher Ext. .. 2,478 .. Erl. . . 457t Under-
Brokenm 90 degree .. 130 grads .•• 1,704 

Other .. 156 
~ -- -- -- - -- --
IJ,065 3,509 13,800 2,938 11,983 394 8,098 1,833 2,269 

'' •' 

2. Seatilig acoommoc!a. 
- I . . Central 230 1964 .. 190 Baillieu .. 1,300 1,450 973 55 1,065 .. 130 lnstit. .. 204 

tion in library Newoastle ·180 1965 .. 266 Branch School of 
Woll~ug 60 Libraries 950 G.S. .. 395 
Bio-.M 60 Law .. 70 
Sydney Medicine 25 
Teoh. or Physios •• 48 
Broken -
Hill ,.,. 60 742 

Schools 
within 
Univ6111ity 100 

·- I •' '' '' 
680 

3. Book Stocks .. .. End '63, 274,452 End '64, 176,000 372,381 items (inol. 130,000 330,000 vola. 9,500 vols. 340,813 vols. .. 165,000 310,901 books 
vols. !;inol. 26,000 in branch libraries 

End '64, aoo.ooo ydney for Ex- but exol. depart-
vols. (eat.) temal 4tudonto) mente! . ,colJeo-

tiona) 

" I 
' I, 

. 
... .. . 

4. Annu&l hook and .. £148,000 for &)) £64,000 (inol. £100,000 (inol. £138,000 £76,000 £7,000 £417,650 .. £28,600' £51,000 'hooks, 
periodiosls vote (eati- centres, incl. £15,000* for book £25,000 tem- £22,000 oeri&lo 
mated, 1964) £10,000 for bind- numbers from porarily trans- (+ £25,000 

. ing and £40,000 Spooi&l Gmnt.far fm:red from ear • oaplt&l worko) 
for periodicals 1964) marlwd fWJ4) 

' 



I., 

5. Total 'library vola 
(estimated, 19114) 

6. Annual Total Uni. 
Expenditura 

7. Percentage Library 
Vote to Uni. Voto 

8. Number of library 
staff at May, 19114 

9. Number with degree• 
or full library. qualifi. • 
ca. tiona 

,,., 

Now sOuth Wales. 
',) .. , 

£295,000 

,, ''. 

(a) Recurrent, 
£5,893,000 ' 

(b) Total (incl. 
capital), 
£7,960,000' ' 

19~ 
(a) Recurrent 5% 
(b) Total 3 ·7% 

(a) -
Library. 

Sydney • , ,48(57) 
Newcaotle 6(6) 
W'gong . . 2(2) 

(b) 
Clerical. 

Sydney '" 30(62) 
Newoaotle 6(6) 
W'gong .• -(-) 
(Numbero in brao. 
keta are estab. 
liohment figureo) 

Sydney •• 35 
·Newcastle 6 
W'gong •• 1 

APPENDIX 7 -continued 
UNIVERSITIES OF JAusTRALIA-continued 

,. 
Queensland. 

' NeW 'England. 
' ' I 

Salaries, 
&c. . • 51,797 

Books, 
periodioals • 
. mairi.t. · 
and equip4, 
ment . . £39,000 

£90,797• 

£1,829,853• 

£200,000 (incl. 
approx. £100,000 

. Salaries, exol. 

. cleaning otef!} 

General fund, 
£5,367,000 

Approx. 4% 

(a) ProfeBBional,l8 84, excl. olaaning 
(b) Other, 12 otaff 

10 (a further 6 
have partial 
qualificatioUB) 

33 

£234,000 

£2,668,000 

9% 

61 

20 

Brflbane. 

£184,500 

£3,823,390 

74 

Degree only,l8i 
LLA Regietra. 
tion only, 4 

. Fnll profeBOional 
quali6.cation, 
11 

Townavme. 

£11,200 

£207,825 

5·4% 

It 

Adelaide. 

£193,420 

£3,442,000 

5·62% 

72 

28 

Western 
Australla. , A.N.U .. 

£114,500 £248,480 

£943,750 £4,533,274 

6·8% 5·5% 

31 67 

12 . 39 



.APPENDIX 1-continued 

Queena laud. 

- Sydney. New South Wales. New England. Melbourne. Monaah. Adelaide. Western 
Tasman!~. A.N.U. Australia, 

Brisbane. ToWDSVllle. 

10. Salary of Uni_yersity .. £4,610 £4,595 + o.o. 1 £4,600 £4,600 £4,600 £4,600 .. £4,600 £4,600 £4,600 
professors, let May, (School of 
1964 GeneralStudiea) 

11. Salary of Librarian, .. Sydney, £4,610 £4,595 + o.o. 1 £4,600 £4,600 £4,600 £1,900 £4,600 .. £4,150 £4,650 
1st May, 1964 Newcastle, £2,760 (position (Deputy 

vacant) librarian) 

12; Any Special subject .. Engineering colleo- Nil Poynton collection .. . . .. The libraries at .. . . Oriental 
collection tion, Science and of Greek and North Terrace Studies 

Applied Science Latin olaasios, consist of the 
serials collection Morgan oolleo- Barr-Smith, 

tion of children's Law, Medical 
books and Conserva.-

torium 
libraries and 

-
contain special 
subject 
collections in 

•' various fields 
• 

NoTxs.-• Items 5, 6, and 7 do not include special grant of £15,000 mentioned in 4. tExtern&l stnden!B nse library for refsrenos and borrowing. 

. Compara~ive Statistios for the Universities of Sydney and Western Australia were not available from the Australian Universities Commission. The statistios for these Universities 
m the followmg table were supplied by the Universities and Colleges Section of the Library Association of Australia. . · 
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AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY STATISTICS. 

Nore.-WHERE No DATE Is INDICATED THE l!'IGuRlils ARE FoB 1962. 

1. Number of Studeilta 

2. Lib~ Seating :.· 

S. Book Stock . ~ .. 

Item. . 

4. Library Vote (Ex~ludilig Salaries) 
. . 

5. Salariea · 

'6. Total University Vote o 
':'"" ".;... 

--·~ 

7. Percentage of Item 6 Spent on Lib~ary: . : ~ ~ ~-
-- ::.... ! . - • -_ - -~ - •.•• 

8. Number of LibrarY. Staff' 

9. Professional Libr~ s~ti 
~.:. . ~ ~ 

10. Salary of Profesiior , .. 
•· 

· 11. Salary of Uni!'elllity Librarian 

12. Special Coflectlons 

-.--. 

Sydney. 

14,109 

2,505 
(1964) 
850,000 
(1964) 

£135,000 
. (1964) 
£124,121 

4·8 
'(1963) 

113 
(1964) 

c 52 
(1964) 

£4,605. 
(1964) c 
£4,605 

(1964) : 
Complete details \ 
·not. a,vailabl~ c 

Western AUJtralla, 

• 
3,828 

-768 

212,57~ 

£75,000 . 
(1964) .. 
£50l096 __ 

.. _ ... 
' 

5·5 ~ -~ 
(1964): . 

52 .•. 
(1964)\: --~ ... . . " . .,,. 

-~ 
£4,250 

(1963)r 
£4,290""""'' 

(1963,_-•• 

-l •. 
-:· ~

-~--L-------~~-----" 2 . . 

. ;, By Autbority: A .. C. B~, Governmom· ~rinter, 'Mon,~-uruJ 
:: I - ' .: : 


